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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, Aug.

24.

The indications for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are lair weather followed by
local rains, nearly stationary temperature.
The indications for 24 hours commencing
at 7 a. m., August 24th, for New England are
fair weather followed by local rains, southerly winds and no decided change in tem-

perature.
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Burglary

at Bethel.

Bethel, Aug. 23. -The store of Woodbury
& Purrington was broken into by burgiars
last night. They drilled two holes in the
safe, but could not blow it open. They
finally departed with some cheese, cigars
and tobacco.

Singular

Cause of a Fire.

Bangor, Aug. 23.—The new farm buildings of Thomas S. Laing and the house of
Ebcn Doane of Enfield were burned yesterday. The loss was nearly $4,000. There
The cause of the fire
was no Insurance.
A young son of Laing had a
pet dog, and he tied paper and straw on the
animal's tail and set fire to it. The dog ran
was

singular.

in the barn and

on

the hay, causing

a con-

flagration.
England Fair.
Bangor, Aug. 23.—Preparations for the
coming New England Fair continue here.
Many men are at work at the park, and the
The New

entries of horses and stock have «been so
large that it has been found there are not
«tails
enou^ji at the park to accommodate
tkem. The officials will be taxed to their
utmost to build sufficient accommodations
The trotting
this week, but it will be done.
entries far exceed those of any year the fair
was evèr held in Maine, and there will, according to the officials, be the largest display
of trotting stock ever seen in New England.
There is intense excitement in the Maritime
Provinces over the running races. At the
grounds new exhibition buildings, restaurants, etc.. are being erected. Work in
the halls will commence this week. The
people of the city will throw open their
houses to visitors, and everything at present
indicates that the crowds in attendance will
be large.
Arrested for Killing Her Child.
Lkwiston, Aug. 23.—Miss Mary Pooler
has been arrested for killing her infant child.

The coroner's jury finds that she is insane.
Jumped from a Train.
[Special to the Fkesb.]
Dover, Ν. H., Aug. 23.—This forenoon
Edward D. Nute of Haverhill, who with his
··

on

»

1

his way home,

nn/1

„i-

1-

by mistake

took the wrong

train, and when half a mile from the station
jumped off, striking on his head. He was
taken up and is now at the Kimball House.
It is found that his shoulder is hurt and he
has sustained concussion of the brain. No
hope is entertained of his recovery. He is
married, has two children and is 30 years of
age. He is a member of the Knights of
Pythias, in whose hands he is now.

Wedding
[Special

to

Bells.

the Press.]

Dovek, Ν. H., Aug. 23.—At the residence
of lJr. Levi G. Hill, today, James Monroe
Buckley, D.D., L.L.D., and Miss Adelaide S.
Hill were united in marriage by Kev. George
E. Hall, assisted by Rev. Dr. James Pike.
Mr. Buckley is the well known editor of the
Methodist paper printed in New Yolk. The
Doctor and his bride departed for the Thousand Islands as soon as dinner was served.

Probably a Fatal Accident.
[Special to the Press.]
Strafford, Ν. H., Aug. 23.—Harrison
Goss, boss in Waldron's saw mill on the
Isinglass at Bow Pond, was struck in the
head with a piece of timber and his skull
crushed in. He is now a raving maniac, and
He is 40 years of
will in all probability die.
age, and has four children.
End of a Strike.
[Special to the Press.]

Newmarket, Ν. H., Aug. 23.—The strike
in the Newmarket Mills, which occurred
here Saturday because one of the help was

discharged,
the Knights

was

satisfactorily adjusted by

of Labor, and the help returned
to work upon the discharged man, Plummer
Brennan, being taken back.

town.
Died at 102 Years of

Age.

Dover, Ν. H., Aug. 23.-A despatch from
Milton this afternoon says liuth Kemick,
evening. She
aged 102 years, died Sunday
was in remarkably good health up to a few
She
leaves
a son and
death.
days of her
daughter, aged 81 and 79 years respectively.
Frost in New Hampshire.
Peterboro. N. H., Aug. 23.—There was a
frost this morning up and down the Contoocook valley, whicn damaged vines and garden
truck to a considerable extent.

and

Fully.

Houlton, Aug. 22.—Senator Frye spoke
in Houlton Saturday night.
The Opera
House was crowded with one of the largest
and most appreciative audiences ever gathered in the place. Hon. Llewellyn Towers presided. Mr. Frye, after reviewing the conduct of the government while in Kepublican
and Demacratic hands, and speaking briefly
of the last

campaign,

devoted himself to the
This is
tariff questions.

"A

vuu

Loses Her

When the Democrats came into power you
know the first thing done was to revise the
tariff. The moment they do that business
goes into the air. While I was on the committee of ways and means I found out what
they meant by revising the tariff. It was
putting things on the free list. They reported to the House the worst bill ever
brought before that body. The bill was
killed. Mr. Morrison got up a new scheme,
which was to cut a piece off from everything. With the help of a few Democrats,
we Republicans struck out the enacting
clause and killed that.
Then came this
House, and the first thing, Mr. Morrison
proposed a bill and got the Democrats to
practically agree to it. The bill went into
the committee. When Morrison got into the
committee it was suggested that iron and
coal should be put upon the free list. Mr.
Randall, who lives in Pennsylvania, was interested in iron and coal, and he got enough
Democrat! to oppose the bill to defeat it.
The bill put upon the free list timber and
Now look at
other products of the forests.
your rivers and forests, and I a«k you how
men can vote for a party that votes for that
bill. We Republicans say to Canada, which
is directly interested in such a bill, you don't
help pay our taxes and so you must pay a
duty. The Democrats say no, let them have
things free. Oats are put on the free list.
The Republicans put twenty per cent, duty
011 oats.
Now do you want ten cents taken
off from every bushel of oats Canada sends
into the market against yours? If you do,
vote for the Democratic party. What do the
Democrats cafe for your oats up here in this
county? AVhv, Mr. Bayard don't even care for
American fishermen. The Democrats propose
to relieve Canadian hay of a duty of two
dollars a ton. The Republicans put a duty
The
of fifteen cents per bushel on potatoes.
Democrats put them upon the free list. Last
,.,,η,.

Τ ηΛ,.1Η

ctr\

TÎ-ΐΐΛΛ XT,l„ro wl

rclor.il onrl

tuy potatoes for twelve cents a

bushel and
put them into the Boston market at half
what you can. Do you want the duty taken
? ,'» v-ley cut (l°wn the duty on starch onehalf. 1 ou have forty starch mills in this
county today worth §300,000, and they are
putting out $300,000 a year, and consuming
They did not
300,000 bushels of potatoes.
If these mills
make 6 per cent, last year.
are to make starch in this county you must
sell them potatoes for twelve cents per bushel under tfeat bill. You can't run them thirty
days and pay fifteen cents per bushel for potatoes. The mills will go over into Canada
if tllclt bill Should bccume α law. Thoy put !

They can raise
wool on the freei list.
wool in Australia for ten cents per pound.
You can't raise it for less than twenty-five
cents per pound. They can get their wool
into Liverpool for four cents a pound. They
cents more
can get it into New York for two
cents. They have
per pound, making sixteen
and In
in
Australia,
got sixty million sheep
this
less than five years they could supply
market. The sheep business in this country
be
put upwould be destroyed if wool should
Under that bill you woufd
on the free list.
not have three million sheep in this country
in five years, instead of forty-two million as
We put ten cents duty upon that wool
now.
and you can thus raise wool. That bill put

The Republicans
fish upon the free list.
put a duty upon fish that the fishing industry
of this country may have a chance to live.
In closing his remarks Senator Frye reviewed the President's course in regard to
pension matters and the River and Harbor

bill.

FINEST OF THE

YEAR.

The Surf at Bar Harbor Sunday.

Bar IIakbob, Aug. 23.—The surf at Bar
Harbor was the heaviest of the year, Sunday
night, and the steamers "Sappho," "Electhe
tra" and others, were unable to lie at
for
wharves, proceeding to Jit. Desert Ferry
at
safer anchorage. Several cat-boats sank
the
their moorings during the night, only
water in
tops of the masts showing above
boats
the morning. The floats for the row
Yachts danced iin danwere broken loose.

proximity and dragged dangerously,

shore
about the harbor. Crowds visited the
of Sunday,
in the evening. In the afternoon
crowds
the surf was exceptionally heavy, and
sea wa'l
watched the sea breaking along the
The spouting
and at the base of Otter Cliffs.
of unusual athorn near Schooner Head was
traction.
Harbor.
The crowd has begun to leave Bar

made
The first decided homeward move was
boat being
Sunday afternoon, the 4.30 o'clock
train being
crowded and the Bar Harbor
four of them
made up of seven crowded cars,
sleepers. Another large party left Monday
Harbor last
morning. The arrivals at Bar
week were excessive, far in advance of tha

hotel accommodotions.

The Milk of Human Kindness to be
Changed to Virulent Poison.

Chicaoo, Aug.

New Yobk, Aug. 23.—After nearly five
sailing in smooth water and
with a light summer breeze, the second trial
contest between the sloop yachts Mayflower,
Puritan, Atlantic and Priscilla today, was
by the judges—ex-Commodore

headlines over a column and
half of comment on the conviction of the
Chicago anarchists.
"An unheard of verdict; seven of the accused found guilty of murder; a jury bought
by the railway kings and merchant princes ;
all the monopolists become impudent ; the
police has the right to murder citizens ; propaganda for anarchism."
In opening his remarks Editor Grottkau
says: "No mightier agitation from the wildest anarchism could have been inaugurated
than the blood verdict of the Chicago jury.
Now there will begin at that city and elsewhere a general persecution of workingmen.
Each boss and each police officer will now
become very impudent, for now the whole
gang that lives from the fruits of the labor
of others will believe themselves justified in

ames

Turkey.

A private letter from an American naval
officer at Constantinople, sent to Washington, states^hat the Sultan has conferred the
order of the Chefakat upon Mrs. Cleveland.
The Chefakat is the well known benevolent
order. It was recently conferred by the
Sultan on Mrs. Cox, the wife of Minister
Cox. The Sultan will send with the ribbon
of the order two large gold mounted albums,
containing views of the most attractive
oints of interest about Constantinople.
ne of the albums is inscribed "The President of the United States," and the other
"Mrs. Grover Cleveland."

δ

LOOKING IN VAIN FOR BISHOP.
Lowell Excited Over the Rumor That
HeWillJump Into the Concord or
Merrimac

Lowell, Aug. 23.—The announcement
that Charles E. Bishop of Maine would leap
from some of the highest elevations in Lowell into the Merrimac or Concord rivers has
proved attraction enough to keep a large
number of interested people in the vicinity
of the Central and Pawtucket street bridges
on the Merrimac and the six-arched bridge
The curious ones
over the Concord river.
were doomed to disappointment, as up to 1
o'clock this afternoon Bishop failed to apIf he is in Lowell, he must be keeping
imself in a private dwelling, for his name
does not appear on any hotel register, nor
has he been seen at the railroad station by

Eear.
me

uiucittis.

A shoe drummer who arrived at the Merristreet station this morning was taken
for Bishop. The herdic in which he placed
himself and bundles was followed by a number of young people for some distance, but
when he entered a shoe store aud opened his
sack tl.ey retired in disgust.
A police officer said this morning that if
Bishop attempted any of his tricks in the
vicinity of any of the bridges lie would arrest hiin for attempting te commit suicide.
A report was prevalent about. 11 o'clock
that Bishop had jumped from the Pawtucket
street bridge into the canal, but this is denied.
mac

■

reap
The cause will live without the convicted
men.
They will be missed only by
their relatives, but not in the the movement
in which they now take a greater part than
before. Their places can be more than filled.
Anarchism cannot be suppressed in this
manner, by impudent and plainly unjust
blood verdicts. Least of all can it be exterminated. The milk of human Ikindness will
be changed into virulent poison in thousands.
The peace which will be established in Chicago will soon give way to an agitation .that
will not please the gang which yearned for
the blood of the Hay market prisoners. 'Brutality has revolutionized Ireland", and the
social laws of Germany have intensified the
movement there. The Chicago verdict will,
sooner or later, bring Most's idea into fashion. It will then be a questton of who has
the most persons that do not fear to die on
their side. Let us wait."
HORRORS

OF

Pecuniary

Creat

Loss of Many Millions of
Dollars.

Destitution Reported Among
the Poor Class of People.

Fort Woktii, Tex., Aug. 23.—From Indianola comes the saddest news yet reported
about the storm. During the height of the
storm the signal office was blown down, carrying with it Capt. I. A. Keed, signal officer,
and Dr. H. Kosencrans, both of -vhom were
lost.
Fire broke out among the ruins, which extended for blocks on both sides of the street,
destroying thirteen houses, among which
were I>. H. Keagan's large dry goods store,
and Dr. Lewis's extensive drug establishment. Dr. Lewis was in this building at the
time it took fire. He escaped being burned
to death, but was subsequently drowned, his
body being found yesterday. So far as can
be learned fourteen white people were killed
and the bodies of ten colored persons
have been found. Four miles of the track is
washed away, rendering it impossible to approach lndianola.
There is much destitution among the poorer classes who have lost everything they
possessed. The depth of the water is reported as great as it was during the great
storm of '75, when lndianola lost nearly two
hundred of her citizens.
Friday, the flood
of water over the doomed town was so rapid
that within two hours after the first apprehensions were felt, every street was submerged many feet. At San Antonio the loss
is $100,000.
Never before was the lower
Texas coast visited by so terrible and destorm.
It extended for 200 miles
structive a
inland, destroying thousands of houses and
involving pecuniary loss of many millions.
Among the poorer classes great desolation
must prevail, as few were able to save any
considerable portion of their small possessions from the general wreck.
The entire crop of the present year is practically gone and a vast deal of suffering must
ensue, especially among the negroes, most of
whom are without means of any kind. It is
feared that many more people were drowned
at lndianola. The lower end of the peninsula is completely washed away. Many people are missing and nothing definite can be
The storm
learned until the water» recede.
came in the shape of a hurricane.
The
the whole peninsula on which Indianola is
situated was under ten feet of water. The
total loss as now known to Texas from the
Gulf storm is : Human lives 38.
Loss to
crops $1,000,000. Loss to city and town property, $3,400,000. Loss to shipping and harbor improvements $900,000.
First

Arrival of the Gloucester
Fleet.

Gloucester, Mass., Aug. 23.—Schooner

Arthur J>. Story, Captain Ryan, arrived this
afternoon from Isefjard, Iceland, and is the
first of the fleet to arrive. She reports that
heavy storms were met with and great precaution had to be taken to prevent colliding

reported

The

day.

Mr. Pow

Lucy

D. Sunk.

Aug. 23.—The
Mass.,
schooner Wachusetts arrived from Georges
this morning, bringing in Capt. S, wans
and live men who had been picked up in two
boats. They were the crew of the three»!-·
masted schooner Lucy L. of Boston,
sans
tons, which vessel sprang aleak and
s
last night 18 miles LSE. from Thatcher
Island. She was bound from Koek Ρ ο r t, Aie.,
for New York with a load of paving Nocks.

Gloucester,

at several harbors and

from there.

Compliments

m.
The Broadway road has just "tied
all the others are still running.

nounced the rioting and violence carried on
in the name of the Knights of Labor. He
emphatically declared he was not a candidate for any political office, and would not
accept the highest office in the United States
if it were offered him.
Mr. Powderly also
vigorously denounced the Anarchists.

stopping

making inquiries about mackerel but was
told by the natives that none had been seen
The winter at Iceland
there this season.
was reported tine and codfish was caught on
The month of May
winter.
all
that coast
was favorable for halibut fishing, but since
then gales of wind, accompanied by snow
storms, continually prevailed, so that fishing
was retarded and the fleet had done poorly.
Codfish on the coast were scarce and prices
low. A large number of French fishermen
Reports
were seen and had done nothing.
from Norway are favorable aud the cod
fishing is the best ever known on that coast.
The rest of the fleet were seen and reported
meeting witli no disasters. The Story brings
about half fare. Captain Ryan thinks the
vessels will not obtain full fares, for stormy
weather and drift ice on the coast will not
The Story was the last vessel sailpermit.
ing from this port, April 20th, for the Iceland coast and is the earliest arrival ever

Road
Strike

derly.
Wilkesbabke, Pa.. Aug. 23.—At a picnic
of the Knights of Labor at Luzerne Grove
today, Grand Master Workman Powderly
made an address, in which he strongly de-

One Carrison

Remains Faithful to
the Deposed Prince.
Breaks Out in

Rioting Again

Belfast,

Ireland.

Gladstone Makes a Notable Address
on the Home Rule Question.

■

to the President land
His Wife.

Prospect House, Ν. Y., Aug. 23.—Mis.
Cleveland this afternoon touched the electric
button that set the machinery in motion at
the Minneapolis Industrial Exposition. The
ceremoHies at Mineapolis continued until
about 5 o'clock and then the officers of the
exposition telegraphed their compliments to
the President and his wife, and Mr. Cleveland replied with an appropriate dispatch.
At the proper time Mrs. Cleveland touched
the telegraph key, and in two minutes word
came that the machinery was working beautifully.

Serious Result of a Drunken Brawl.
Dover, Ν. II., Aug. 23.—A drunken quarrel occurred between William Stevens and
Charles Home at Rochester Saturday night.
A challenge to fight ensued, and the men
went to Hale's intervale. After some blows
Home drew a knife and stabbed Stevens
badly. Two of his wounds are very serious.
Stevens refused to prosecute, so the selectmen of the town today decided to prosecute
Home, and a warrant is out for his capture.
Hanlan vs. Courtney.
Rockaway Beach, L. I., Ang. 23.—The
race on a three mile course
Hanlan-Courtney
on Jamaica Bay, for $2,500, will be rowed

September 1.

office closed they would leave Ireland
peaceful, orderly and prosperous than
they had found it. (Cheers.)

ure of
more

London, Aug. 23.—The deposition of
Prince Alexander of Bulgaria has astounded
the politicians and financiers of England.
Consols today have fallen three eighths in
London. Egyptian securities came down
one per cent, and the Turkish and Russian
from one to two each. Other stocks were
also flat early in the day, but the market is
now

recovering.

been

stopped

from

operation.

The Times, commenting on Bulgarian affairs, says : "The event must be regarded as

a triumph of Russian diplomacy and it is a
very impressive event; it is also in a less degree a reverse for England's diplomacy."
The story of Prince Alexander's deposition is told as follows by a Vienna despatch :
Karaviloff, the prime minister, entered the
palace at Sofia and explained to Prince Alexander that the public opinion of Bulgaria
was dissatisfied with his policy and demanded his deposition. Prince Alexander said,
"I see, friends, I cannot resist." The change
of government was received .with favor,
The Bulgarians are persuaded that Rnssia will now assist them to consummate the
union which they think it is Turkey's dePrince Alexander was
sign to frustrate.
He was astaken completely by surprise.
tounded at the sudden bursting of the plot
of
common
the
affection
peoupon him The
ple for Prince Alexander personally remains
undiminished.
A telegram from Bucharest says the Roumanians are very much excited over the
Bulgarian crisis. A special meeting of the
cabinet was hastily summoned and Premier
Bratisao is returning from Govdro with all

Sofia, Aug. 23.—Government's proclamation announcing the deposition of Prince
Alexander and the reasons therefor, declares
that : "He rendered great services on the
field of battle but politically he had too little
regard for Bulgaria as a slave stale and
maintenance of the relation with Russia.
on this account was a necesSofia has been declared in a state of

deposition

sity."

siege.

Bucharest, Aug. 23.—Th· garrison at
Shumla remain faithful to Prince Alexander and refuses to recognize the provisional
government. It is now believed that Prince
Alexander is confined in η monastery near
Sofia. It is rumored that Premier Karaveloff has .been placed under arrest.
Only
certain telegrams for Russia are permitted
to leave Bulgarian territory.
Russian

Arming Against
Despatches from Tientsin

Aggression.

state that the
Chinese government has decided to despatch
troops to the neighborhood of Port Lazareff
as a precautionary measure against the reported design of Russia to seize that place.

Congress

of Trades Unions.

A five days' congress of trades unions
will be held in Paris this week. Delegates
representing the English unions have al-

ready arrived.

Cladstone on Home Rule-

Mr. Gladstone, in the course of an address
at Chiselhurst, on Saturday, said : The en-

thusiasm of the British friends of the home
rule idea is an incentive to never be beaten in
it, but to continue the struggle for the hapAlthough there may
piness of Ireland.
have been prejudices between Great Britain
and Ireland, tlie fact that in the recent electoral contest 1.4000,000 Englishmen and
Scotchmen polled votes in behalf of Ireland
show that that prejudice is fast disappearing. Let men consult any book or nation in
the world and they will not find one which
does not say that the relations between
England and Ireland under the union have
been miserable for Ireland and dishonorable
to England. If the country desires to redeem her honor and enable her Parliament
to attend to its pressing business of imperial
legislation the Irish question must be set-

tled.
Crape Shot

Lot

Fired Into a
French Convicts.

of

Paiîis, Aug. 23.—The transport ship Orne
sailed from Toulon, on Saturday, for .Martinique, loaded with convicts. She returned

vesterdav and reported that the convicts
had revolted and tried to gain possession 01
the ship. Two cannons loaded with grape
had to do fired at the mutineers and many
of them were killed.

Rome, Aug. 23.—The cholera returns for
the 24 hours ending yesterday in Italy are 72
new cases

and 33 deaths.

Fight With a IWob in Belfast,
Belfast, Aug. 23.—This evening a detachment of police tried to disperse a mob on
Another

Shank Hill. The mob, becoming infuriated,
threw volley after volley of stones at the
».■

surface roads in this city and Brooklyn is on
A new time table
the eve of taking place.
was put into effect this morning on the
as
it
makes the hours
road,
and,
Broadway
much longer, without increasing the pay of
The emthe men, they are very indignant.
ployes held a meeting last night and was
The subject
continued into this morning.
under discussion was "Strike or no strike."
What result was reached is not known, but
an endeavor will be made by the Broadway
men to get the Sixth, Eighth anil Ninth Avenue roads to go out with them.
If they succeed a general strike is predicted.
Under the new law, the men say they are
actually worked twelve hours out of the
twenty-four by a trick. The law which says
that horse railroad employes shall not work
more than twelve hours a day ingeniously
omitted to say "twelve consecutive hours,
and it would De easy to arrange a schedule
under it so that a driver should be lawfully
deprived of any chance to sleep three con-

Correct Sentiments from

Monastery.

The Cholera,
The

New Yoiîk, Aug. 23.—Fears are entertained that another general "tie-up" of the
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Prince Alexander Said to be Confined

possible speed.
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STORM.

Lose Their Lives
in Last Week's Cale.

ANOTHER "TIE-UP" IN NEW YORK.

secutive hours

THE

Thirty-Eight People

—

The Cars of the Broadway
Cease Running—A Ceneral

Politicians and Financiers Astounded
by the Bulgarian Revolution.

The Daily Telegraph, commenting on the
Bulgarian revolution, says it proves that
doiagalmost anything. Fallacious theory! the Bulgarians are incapable of oecoming a
How little do the rulers of today and their united nation it
;
proclaims that trumpettools know human nature !
Acquitted, the tongued Kussia
is again lord of the Balkan
accused would have been harmless individuof the Bulgarian forts on the Euxine
range
als, whose halo would have some faded.
Sea, and it must awaken lively reflections in
The alleged American liberty and justice
the minds of the Ottomans.
would have been received as genuineapin by
The Morning Post says that it is evident
the people for a few years yet.
The^police that Prince
Alexander's courage has been
would have behaved better than heretofore,,
worn out by the slow course of incessant inand the advancing organization of the workand
conspiracy with which he found
trigue
ingmen would have created and preserved himself confronted.
order."
The Daily News says it is obvious that
After declaring that the culprits were not
was
Prince Alexander
deprived of his
convicted on account of the bomb explosion,
throne by the direct orders of the Czar. The
but because they had organized the workingofficial version of the revolution is so flamen and advised them to arm, the article
grantly and transparently dishonest that it
speculates on the manner in which the ver- will not deceive even a chlid. The effect
dict was obtained : "The jury was composed
may be extremely serious, the News says ;
of clerks employed by railroad and wholeKussia's action is absolutely unwarranted
sale dealers. The police, in league with the
and without excuse. The argument of the
monopolists, undoubtedly foi.nd good oppor- Berlin Post, that the revolution implies a
tunities to approach the jury, for the purpose Russian
victory over English influence in
of seeing them and strengthening tbeir wavNo power is less interis absurd.
the
ering convictions as to the guilt of the pris- estedEast,
than England. Alexander was nomioners, with other arguments than those used
and if it can be
of
the
a
vassal
Sultan,
by the State's attorney in open court. Pro- nally
shown that he was deposed without the Sultection and fulsome praise, perhaps substantan's consent, grave international difficultial rewards, awaited them if they put the
ties will at once be raised.
out
of
for
the
decided
agitators
way. They
London, Aug. 23.—The Marquis of Salisthe latter. There are today in Chicago a
bury returned to London this morning. He
larger number and more dangerous agitators has
had a long interview with the Earl of
against the continuation of this murderous
The coup
society of monopolists, than there were (lay Iddesleigh, foreign minister.
before yesterday. The trial lias opened the d'etat in Bulgaria was a complete surprise
to
both
ministers.
eyes of thousands as to the real nature of the
The securities which were affected by the
liberty of the press and the freedom of
first receipt of the news from Sofia are now
The monospeech and public assemblage.
to the
polists create martyrs and martyrs are more recovering. A despatch from Vienna
"Prince
dangerous than speaking and writing agita- Times contains the following:
Alexander was deposed by conspiracy. He
tors. A new era in the agitation of the
was escorted to Widdin.to embark thence on
robbed against the robbers begins."
Sunday for Seavrin in the Wallachia.
In conclusion, Grottkau dwells on what he
-ί11 XVUUJLIUlUiCt ucopaicu lium uuuuaivoii, «UVI
affects to see in store for the country as a result of the verdict: "The robbers nave apcapital of Roumania, states that all news
from Bulgaria comes at present through the
J/HCU HIO lUCUlJ Ul LCI 1U1 l^cltlUXl.UUU l/trilUliAaofficial couriers, and no private person is
tion will come. It will not, so far as we
'Who allowed to enter or leave Bulgaria. The telknow, fail to make its appearance.
egraph lines, the despatch says, have all
sows the wind shall
the whirlwind.'

eight

Winter was approaching
of
were assisting in the eviction
of whom were cast out upon
many
people,
blamed
not
be
the roadside. Irishmen could
to such
if they refused to submit tamely
treatment, but he warned them that disorders would only serve as an excuse fer refusing home rule and would ensure coercion.
Sir Michael Hicks.Beach said it was the
duty of the government to restore order and
administer the government in Ireland with
the law as they found it.
Continuing, Sir Michael said the govern
ment proposed two things,to administer law,
and to consider carefully the scheme of decentralization in the direction of local selfgovernment framed upon a popular basis.
(Parnellite laughter.) The latter scheme
would be framed as far as possible to meet
the exigencies of Ireland. (Cheers.) But in
accordance with the verdict of the last election (cheers) that was their whele policy.
The government hoped that when their tenleader.

were

1

-..-V

Ttin

^

ranV>

t

Vj txil

barracks, which
defended by twenty policemen. Mili-

completely

wrecked the

tary reinforcements are liurrying to the
spot.
Midnight. The police did not fire on the
The streets were cleared

mob.

tary and the city is
A

Running

now

quiet.

by

the mili-

Record Broken.

London, Aug. 23.—George defeated Cummings In the mile running race at Lillie
bridge today. The race was very close to
seven
furlongs when Cummings slipped,
George finishing alone in 4.12J, the fastest
time on record.

Parnell's Reply to the Queen.
London, Aug. 23.—Parnell's amendment
to the address in reply to the Queen's speech
is substantially as follows: We humbly as-

your majesty that we fear that, owing to
in prices of agricultural produce, the greatest difficulty will be experienced during the coming winter by Irish
servant farmers in payment of present rents.
Many will be unable to pay and numerous
evictions and confiscation of rights rested in
tenants by the land act of 1881 will follow,
causing wide spread suffering and endangerWe deing maintenance of social order.
preciate any attempt to transfer loss due to
inability to pay rents from owners of land to
tax payers of Great Britain and Ireland to
any exteution of the State assisted purchase
on basis of rents fixed when prices were
higher than they are now.
sure

the

heavy fall

In the House of Commons.

London, Aug. 23.—In the

House of Com

tonight, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach,
chief secretary for Ireland, replying to Sexsaid
the commission to inquire into the
ton,
Belfast riots consisted of Gen. Sir Redvers
Buller aid the Irish barristers, Messrs.
French and Adams. He also said the govnions,

proposed to add to the commission
an officer of experience, namely, Chief Constable McIIardy of Lanarkshire.

ernmen}

Mr. Labouchere. resuming the debate on
the address in reply to the Queen's speech,
made a severe attack upon the course
followed by Lord Randolph Churchill
and

Mr.
he

whom,

Chamberlain,
declared

downward course
zetted Lord Churchill,

the
latter
would pursue
until
he was

of
his
ga-

which sally evoked

much merriment. The speaker urged Irishmen to continue their efforts by legitimate
ends to obtain their rights as a nation struggling ts be free. (Cheers.) The followers of
i'arnellhada right to be proud of their

Demonstration In New Ross.
Dublin, Aug. 23.—Sixty tenants who had
been evicted from their homes on the estate
of the Marquis of Ely. in Wexford, entered
New Ross today, accompanied by an imFour hundred horsemen
line and music was furnished by a
number of brass bands. After attending a

procession.

mense
were in

political

evicted tenants
meeting the
a body to the workhouse.

marched in

OUR MISSIONARIES IN CHINA.

BASE BALL.

and the

military

a

1>.
Sostponed

Honors from

special despatch

lowing starting

hours of slow

At the present rate of redemption of bonds,
$15,000,000 per month, the redeemable part of
the public debt will be called in in about
There are only $107,000,000
seven months.
three per cents subject to call.

23—A

from Milwaukee, Wis., says : Paul Grottkau,
Chicaformerly connected with Spies in theissue
of
go Arbeiter Zeitung, in Sunday's
the Milwaukee Arbeiter Zeitung has the fol-

Topmast.

OHWlllV**.·!

(Laughter.)

Milwaukee's Arbelter Zeitung Foretells a Sea of Blood.

Accident to the Atlantic—She

An

Smith and Fleet Captain Krebo.
When the signal was given at 4.43 p. m., the
temperance and
yachts were about 15 miles southeast of the
what he said on those subjects :
of Navesink, with the outer mark
Now there was another thing that beat us. highlands
six miles to windward, and not more
The Prohibitionists beat lis in New York. fully
than a four-knot breeze blowing. The PuriAnd yet I am a Prohibitionist, and believe
tan had the windward position, and with a
in the enforcement of the law to the bitter
fresh breeze would have been an almost sure
end. (Applause).
But I say deliberately
winner. The Mayflower held second place,
that some of the prohibitory leaders are unthe Priscilla third and the Atlantic fourth.
blushing, impudent scoundrels, who are A mile separated the first three and the Athelped by the Democratic party to defeat the lantic, who lost her topmast early in the
Kepublican party. I said some of the lead- contest, and was far to leeward. Not a
If I wanted to name them I could do
ers.
breath of wind stirred the foliage on Gover1
I say some of them are fanatics.
so.
nor's Island when, at 8.40 a. m. the judges'
don't say anything against fanatics when I
tug, E. G. Burgess, left Pier 3, East river,
say that. Tnere was no greatei fanatic than
with the New York Yacht Club guests and
Martin Luther, and he did a world of good.
A veil of haze hung
reporters on board.
If they did not go
All credit to fanatics.
over the bay, and the prospect of a racing
out aud lead us on moral questions, we never
Down at Bay Kidge
breeze seemed slight.
should rise from the earth. They say the
Puritan and Atlantic lay
the
Republican party is not doing all it can do with Mayflower,
anchors hove short, and after greetings
for temperance.
Of course there never was
were exchanged with Lieut, Henn and his
a church that did all it could do for the prowife, who had accepted Commodore Gerry's
motion of religion. But do you organize aninvitation to view the race from the Eleeother church agains thatjone?
You know
tra's deck, the Puritan and Atlantic were
there never was a prohibition statute put
taken in tow by the tug Scandinavian, while
upon the books north of Mason and Dixon's
the judges' boat steamed over to Staten Islline that was not put there by the Republiand with the Mayflower in tow, and picked
You know the Democratic party
can party.
up the Priscilla, leaving for Scotland lightis supporting the temperance party with
ship. where the yachts were to start at 9.45,
You elected Cleveland,
their contributions.
The judges left
off the lower quarantine.
and you can elect Democratic candidates for
the tug and boarded the Electra, intending
Congress. Now you have a good candidate
to time the start from that yacht. Nearly
for Congress in this district—Captain Boutwo hours were consumed in towing the four
telle—a temperance man in every respect.
great sloops out to the starting point.
Yet you temperance men can nominate a
At 12.08 o'clock the preparatory signal was
man for Congress who never voted the temgiven. At this time there was a large numticket
in
his
In
life.
own
disperance
my
ber of steamers end sailing vessels in the
trict they have nominated a man for Convicinity, all laden with spectators, making
gress against Mr. Dingley, the strictest temThe starting signal was
a beautiful picture.
perance man in the State, a man who lias degiven at 12.18, and 43 seconds later the Atvoted his nights and days to prohibition, and
lantic came sweeping across the line between
done more for it than all of the rest of the
the llagghip and lightship, "blanketing" the
Prohibitionists together. And yet they have
Priscilla, whose time was only two seconds
nominated a man against him, and if they later. Then came the Puritan with Commodraw off enough votes from him they vvill
dore Forbes at the wheel, at 12.19, and the
elect—now I have got my foot in it—a brothMayflower last at 12.21. All crossed on the
er-in-law of mine, Dr. Garcelon. 1 know he
port tack. The wind was very light from
cares nothing for prohibition, and thinks it
the SSE, and the course was 20 miles to
I saw Mr. Bodwell the other
is a nuisance.
windward and return. The tug Scandinday, and he said to me that if there was a avian had started at the preparatory signal
law on the statute book he would enforce it.
with a red buoy on board to log out the
Now, if tliere is any prohibition friend course, and was now well on its way. Five
here I want to know why you are so desirous minutes after the start the Puritan
had the
of defeating the Republican party. You say
windward position, with the Atlantic 100
it is because we do not do anything, Why,
ieec on ner lee Deam, ana tne rriscuia m ieei
then, don't you stay with us and help us to tri leeward of the Brooklyn sloop. They
do enough ? 1 am in favor of putting a plank
were heading SW by S on the port tack.
into the national Republican platform in
Capt. .Joe Ellsworth was sailing the Atlantic
faver of prohibition. (Applause.) I am in
splendidly along, when at 12.52 her topmast
11H"1
HJ
«"fo
suddenly snapped off about five feet from
prohibition, and I know that in time the the top. As the wreck fell to leeward it
party would conquer under that banner. broke the club topsail and split the sail
Now why will you not stay with us and help
badly. The crew cleared away the wrtck,
us? Your national organ, the Voice, itates
and Capt. Ellsworth put the Atlantic on the
that the object of the temperance party is to
other tack at 1.03. It was determined to sail
defeat the Republican party. On the other
the race if possible. In three tacks all the
hand, see what Mrs. Foster, one of the best
yachts had fetched Long Branch Pier, and
temperance workers in this country, says:
in four more they were off Elberon.
They
'Ί am opposed to a Prohibition party because
tacked here as follows:
Mayflower, at
I consider it a delusion and a snare, a great
at 2.15, and the Puritan at
2.14.30;
Priscilla,
hindrance to prohibition." But yet you
2.16, with a light breeze, and they remained
would defeat us. If wo were the same as
The yachts
on this tack till ordered to stop.
other parties are we should turn our backs
were towed back to Bay Kidge, arriving
upon you.
there between 9 and 10 o'clock.
What has the Democratic party done? It
The Atlantic will be fitted with a new topIt was
was going to do marvellous things.
mast and the race will be resailed Wednesto
turn
the
rascals
out.
going
(Laughter.)
over a course of 15 miles in length
Every nomination made by the President is day
instead of 20, believing a fair test can be had
sent to the Senate, and I thus know that only
in that distance.
two persons have thus far been turned out
for rascality. The rest have been turned out
FROM WASHINGTON.
for partizanship. 1 can point out a number
of Democrats who have been appointed to
office who are drunkards, thieves, and have
Postmasters Appointed.
been in jail. I can pick out eight or ten apWashington, Aug. 23.—The following
pointments which the President lias been
compelled to withdraw and twenty or so our fourth class postmasters have been appointe!
Senators rejected because they weie so vile
in Maine :
and wicked. More than that, they were going
East Dixmout—Edward Tonn.
to take off your taxes. They have increased
Limington—John Scatsey.
them instead. They were going to cut down
The Overburdened Supreme Court.
the appropriations ; they have increased the
The fact was there was only
appropriations.
When the United States Supreme Court
nine millions of surplus money in the Treasin October there will be three
convenes
ury and the Republican party had paid the
years' work on the docket. When the court
debt as fast as it could do so. No Republican
convened last October it had 851 cases on its
House of Representatives ever attempted to
docket. During the term 4S9 new cases were
instruct the Secretary of the Treasury that
added, while the court only succeeded in dishe should pay the national debt. When the
posing of 440. In other words, after eight
the
present Secretary of the Treasury kept
months' steady work the court adjourned
in
the
Democratic
House
the
Treasury
money
with 49 more cases on its docket than it
of Representatives directed him to use it to
began with. Yet the question of Supreme
pay the national debt. They had no faith in
Court relief was not even a subject of disthe Democratic Secretary. The bill went to
cussion at the last session.
%
the President and he refused to sign it. He
had no faith iu the Democratic House.
Redeeming the Bonds.

gerous

Diphtheria in New Hampshire.
[Special to the Press.]
Wolfuoeo, Ν. II., Aug. 23.—Diphtheria
There are now five cases in
it raging here.
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GAME

TO-DAY.

The Portlands play the Lawrences this afternoon. Haley and Reilley will probably
Fanning
be the battery for the Portlands.
and Beecher will probably officiate for the
Lawrences.
P0RTLAND8, 11 ; LAWKEXCE8. 2.
The game between the Portland and
Lawrences yesterday afternoon was so onesided that it did not prove particularly interesting. Neither side batted hard, although
the Portlands succeeded in getting numerous
singles. The honors were with Sheffler
whose home run and three base hit were
features of the game. Grady made each of
the two hits credited to the Lawrences. The
score

follows:
PORTLANDS.
AB. K. IB. TB. PO.
5
2
4
1
2
ο
ο
l
l
β
Ο
Ο
0
5
Ο
2
1
4
2
2
4
4
3
2
7
Ο
Ο
Ο
6
3
1 11
4
1
1
1
1
ο
ο
4
13
110

Galligan, If
Kearns, rf
SS

Wheelock,

Hatfield, 3b

Sheffler, cf
O'Kourke, c

Shoeneck, lb
Spence, 2b

Madden,

ρ

Totals

34

11

14

a

27

A.
0
0
2
3
0
Ο
Ο
2
8

E.

15

5

0
0

3
0
0
Ο
Ο
ο
2

LAWRENCES.

CAPT. QUICLEY OF THE TERROR.
He Is a Philanthropist and Not a Pirate.—He Drives Yankee Vessels to
Sea to Avoid Capturing Them.

Halifax, N. S., Aug. 23.—Three Nova

Scotia vessels have arrived home fram Labrador and report the codfishing there a total
failure. They secured only one-third of a
distress in that
cargo. This indicates great
region this year.
Despatches from Prince Edward Island
say that out of seventeen American seiners
which put into Georgetown, only seven entered at the custom house, and the harbor
master collected only five dollars from each
vessel, where he should have obtained fourteen dollars. Admiral Scott has been invited
to be at Kustico on the 27th inst. to witness
the Portland mackerel steam seiner Novelty
fish in shore and buy mackerel from the loeal
fishermen at that place.

Capt. Quigley and the cruiser Terror

ar-

rived at Halifax today. He is as "mild mannered a man as ever cut a throat or scuttled a
ship." Interviweed by your correspondent as
to his treatment of American vessels, he said
that he was commissioned to enforce the law
and had simply done his duty, instead of
setting traps to catch American vessels, as
he had been charged with doing, lie had prevented them from falling into traps. Had he
to violate
been disposed to allow them
the law he could have seized dozens of
he
warned
of
this
Americans. Instead
tw\m

urrnn cr

rinincr

and

Cousins

Prepare to

Fight-Mr. Cleveland Criticised.
Oai. v g.3TO?r, Aug. 39.—A epecial to tlto
News from Laredo sayâ :
In connection with the fact that the military authorities in Mexico have, within the
last week, purchased all the arms and ammunition to be had in Laredo, it is also a fact
that in addition to the 2000 troops within a
few hours march of Nuevo Laredo, there are
at present 2000 Mexican cavaly posted along
the Rio Grande, between Nuevo Laredo and

Piedras

Negras.

At the old town of Palafox, 40 miles above
here, there is a detachment of Mexican troops,
and they are reported to be throwing up fortifications, pending the final decision in the
Cutting Case. Great uneasiness prevails on
this part of the border concerning the utterly defenceless condition of the people, and
sharp criticisms on all sides are heard of the
President's fishing trip to the Adirondacks,
while Mexico is pushing her troops to the
Rio Grande in order to strike hard in the
event of war being declared.
The destruction of private property along
the Rio Grande on the American side before
alan army could be mobilized would, it is
leged, be great, and the value of the property
than
the
to
more
destroyed, would amount
cost of the concentration of a few thousand
troops by the government at the principal
points along the American border. The
Mexicans say the Americans are a nation of
shopkeepers and won't fight.

CUTTING RELEASED
From Further Custody by the Mexican Covernment.
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 23.—Cutting was
taken before Judge Cassena's court again
this forenoon, and tne official minutes of the
Chihuahua court, reciting the decree releasing him from further custody was read. The
court's decision is based entirely upon the
fact that Medina has waived his right to a
civil suit, the court holding that this ends
Cutting acthe proceedings of the State.
cepted his liberty, and requested a copy of
the court's decree for his future use. This
It is said that the Mexiwas promised him.
can constitution prohibiting the residence of
agitators and other dangerous characters in
the republic will be enforced againt Cutting.

IB. TB. PO.
2
0
ο
4
0
0
3
0
0
Ο
1
Ο
6
2
2
1
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
0
7
0
0
0
0

A.
0
0
1

E.

0
0
1
0
1
Ο
1
2
Β

ο

1
1
3
0
7

2
2 24 13 11
2
33
123456789
0 4 111112 x—11
Portlands
10010000 0—2
Lawrences
Earned runs—Portlands, 3. Three base hits—
First base on
Home run—Sheffler.
Sheffler.
balls—Portlands, 5. First base on errors—Portlands, 9; Lawrences, 4. Struck out—By Holland,
Wild
6; by Madden, 4. Passed balls—Grady. 2.

Totals

Innings

2.

fitches—Holland,
; Lawrences, 4.
field and Madden.

Left

on

bases—Portlands,

Stolen bases—Kearns, HatUmpire—Lynch. Time—2

hours, 5 minutes.

AT BROCKTON.
1 234 5
2 1 Ο 0 4

6789
Ο Ο
χ—13
Boston Blues
1—12
62000003
Brocktons
Blues.
Base
11; Brocktons, 12.
hits—Boston
Errors—Boston Blues, 13, Brocktons, 13.

Innings

AT LYNN.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
G 2 Ο Ο 2 Ο 0—9
000000 1—1
Base hits—Haverhilis, 13; Lynns, 4. Errors—
Haverhilis, 3 ; Lyruis, 9.

Innings
Haverhilis

Lynns

THE NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE STANDING.

The following is the standing of the clubs
in the New

England League :
ο

»

5

w

MEXICAN TROOPS MASSINC.
Southern

c

Pettee, 2b
Cox,
Strouthers, lb
Holland, ρ

thllfi

them to escape capture and punishment, and
rendered reàl service to American vessel
owners.
In previous years, between 500 and
GOO American fishing xessels had frequented
the coast between Halifax and Cape Sable,
where they enjoyed every privilege, and he
charges, carried on a wholesale smuggling
trade with New England. H ; says he has
almost entirely suppressed this illicit business, and this year less than 250 American
vessels have put into western ports, of whicli
He says that he
he has boarded about 80.
has thoroughly protected the coast. Not a
fish has been caught inside the limit by the
Americans, and the fisheries have been consequently greatly improved for local fishermen
Between tne first of September and the first
of February in previous years 70 sail vessels
have engaged in the fresh haddock fishery at
and near Shelburne harbor. That trade will
be entirely destroyed this year,as he declares
that he will not allow a solitary Yankee to
fish there.
Captain Quigley gave his version of the
stories of arbitrary treatment of the American schooners Rattler, Shiloh, Craig, Northern Light and others, and elaiined that he
had performed his duties courteously but
Yankee skippers resort to every
firmly.
conceivable trick, he says, to get ahead of
the cruisers and customs officers, and he says
that the stories which they tell at Portland
and Gloucester must be taken with a very
large grain of salt.

Our

Grady,

Β
l
0
0
Ο
1
Ο
Ο
0
0

AB.
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Donovan, cf
Burke, li.
Burns, 3b
Gorman, rf

-t

5.

Β

8

Ξ

Clubs.

8i

Haverhills..
Portlands

8
5

..

Lawrences..

7110 10|10 +0,731.010

"i1*16

7

8;45I74 .008
.472
9
.407

»! 7

101

Lynns

Brocktons..

8
61 8

8

Bostons

2

7

:ii
61

28) 29 38

41 ! 45

Games lost...

Cames

5

..

.407
.306

Yesterday.
Détroits,

0. Base
hits—Chieagos, 8; Détroits, 1. Errors—Chicagos, 2 ; Détroits, 6.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, li; Kansas Citys,
0. Base hits—St. Louis, 10; Kansas Citys, 1.
Errors—St. Louis, 1 ; Kansas Citys, 9.
At Baltimore—Athletics, 7; Baltimore. (i.
At Cincinnati—Game prevented by rain.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns, l(i; Metropolitans, β.
At Louisville—Pittsburgs, G; Louisvilles,
At Detroit—Chicagos, 4 ;

three.
At New Bedford—New Bedfords, 10; Manchesters, 9.
Notes.
A gentleman in this city received Saturday
from a friend in Haverhill, a.box containing
nine eggs, each with an appropriate base ball
legend inscribed thereon. A Portlander in
that city wrote on one of the eggs, "throw
this at the Haverhills when they come to
Portland." The gentleman who received
them is reserving them and hopes the Portlands will give min a clianee to serin them

back.

Concerning

Mr. Blaine.

(T. C. Crawfut In the New York World )
Mr. Blaine's cottage is on the crest of one
• f the highest points overlooking Frenchman's Bay. It is not a palace, as some extravagant writers have called it. It is a
handsome sea shore house, which might be
duplicated many times along the coast in
any of the fashionable sea shore towns. I
have no idea what the land upon which it
was built did cost, but the house could cer-

tainly be built

for $20,000.
All the members of the Blaine family are
now at home, with the exception of the married daughter, who is at Fort Hayes, Kan.

Blaiue is here for a short visit.
When he goes back to Chicago, his brother
The
Walker Blaine will : go with him.
younger brother, James G. Blaine, Jr., will
This will
enter Harvard College this fall.
leave at home this winter only the two
younger daughters, Miss Margaret and Miss
Hattie.
During the two or three days that I have
been at Bar Harbor, I have heard as much
gossip and comment about the Blaines as I
did two years ago, when I was here in the
midst of a presidential campaign where he
is
was one of the principal figures. Tlv*c
movements
interest
in
much
as
today
Few believe that
and what he says as then
Mr. Blaine's pub*c career is at an end.
Mr. Blaine's vear of retirement and rest
I
has renewed W* yonth. Ihe last time that
Washsaw him wasj'ust before liis leaving
Emmons

He came to Washingington in June, 1885.
ton soon After the election and remained
In June of that
winter.
the
there during
He has been out
year he «rent to Augusta.
of Maiie only once or twice since, and then
for the purpose of consulting with his ConHe came forward to
necticut publishers.
meet me with the energy and alacrity of his
Des* UttJ

».
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life of a literary student, have
swept from his face every sign of nervous
His color is as clear and
care or annoyance.
eyes are
pink as that of a youngofboy. His
the
high health and
light
bright with
contentment. During the talk that I had
with him in the morning, he occasionally
would change his position and walk up and
down as if the superfluous energy of his
Mr. Blaine's
physical vigor required action.
.beard and moustache are now nearly snow
is
also
with soft,
hair
His
white,
white.
But the freshness of
gray tones through it.
his color, the alertness of his look and tlie

reposeful

THE

DOMINION.

Schooner

Ashore.

Halifax, Aug. 23.—Schooner M. and A.
Morrison, Captain Donald Morrison, went
ashore at Jordan Ferry last night during an
easterly gale. She was just in from the
She is
Banks with 1500 quintals 0/ codfish.
leaking badly, but it is hoped she can be
She is of
hauled off at the next high tide.
89 tons register and is owned by lier captain.

Reception by

ο· mi ici
revtw.i citizens.

FttTPftraid'o

His

i\lën ot"ig(!''init"Voui(i lie

suggested by the
whiteness of his beard and hair. He does
not look a day older than bis real age—"w

years.
Mr. Blaine has not done any literary work
since he finishrd his second volume of his
"Twenty Years of Congress." That book was
finished last winter. Since that time he has
been simply resting, reading the newspapers
Fully
and visiting with his friends. He does not
him, and a procession, headed by Gov. intend to write any more books at present.
Dawes, Chief Justice Cebb, Mayor Brock The life of a subscription book extends
and other prominent citizens, escorted him
through an average period of six years. Conto the opera house, where various addresses
trary to rumor, Mr. Blaine has no new book
were made.
in hand, though his Maine friends believe he
will begin one next year. His history has
of
Cround
Insanity.
the
On
had a very extended sale throughout the
country, l· rom his friends I have learned
St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 23.—Dr. S. ArchJames
W.
that the number already sold runs beyond
Strong,
mond, who killed Col.
Mr. Blaine
managing editor of the Herald, has been the publishers' anticipations.
a volume from his publishacquitted after a two weeks trial, the jury receives 80 cents will
fortune.
a
net
him
snug
ers. The history
finding him insane.
Mr. Blaine was asked what ho thought
would be the issues of tlio coming campaign.
FISHINC WITHOUT FEAR.
He said :"I think the fight will be made upon
the old lines of 1884. The parties are now
more closely united for and against the proThe Novelty Experiencing no Difficultective tariff system than ever before."
ty in Obtaining Full Fares.
Mr. Blaine was asked what he thought of
lie had hoped, lie said,
the Cutting case,
that the affair might have been arranged
A special despatch to the Halifax Chron ifriction.
less
Mexico is most peaceawith
cle says : The American schooner Druid,
bly inclined toward this government, and is
which
was
seized
the
cruisby
with supplies,
constantly seeking to promote her commercial relations with us. She is a constant
er Houlett at Malpeque while seeking shelsuitor for favors from us. The position
ter, was released by order, as no actual taken
by the Mexican authorities that Mr.
transferment of supplies was known to have
Cutting could be held and tried in Mexico
The
Patriot
learns
that
it
made.
an
offence committed on American soil is
for
been
says
But he bad
of course wholly untenable.
from reliable information that the American
hoped that the surrender of Cutting could
steamer Novelty was running four seines off
have been arranged through the kindly ofIn addition lie
Kustico on Wednesday and Thursday within fices of Minister Uomero.
said that lie should regard a war between
two miles of the shore, with great success.
the United States and any American repubWhile there the steamer bought two seine
It would
lic deplorable in the last degiee.
dips of mackerel from a Rustico fisherman, be a lasting injury to the developineut of our
paying him $140 for one and 8225 for the commercial interests on this continent.
Mr. Blaine does not intend to go back to
other. The Novelty left for home yesterHe will remain at
this winter.
Washington
be
back
next
to
all
will
load
and
Friday
day,
Augusta. He went to Washington a year
The Fa- ago last winter because it was necessary for
the fish the same man can secure.
him to consult the authorities in the Contriot remarks that Captain Scott would do
Library in completing important
well to be on hand and see for himself. Your gressional
chapters of his book. There is a large cotinterviewed
fisha
number
of
is
correspondent
tage colony at Bar Harbor. His cottage
constantly besieged by political and fashionermen today, who declared the cutters to be
ν
useless. They say that Americans often able callers.

Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 23.—John Fitzgerald,

the newly elected president of the Irish National League of America, reached home today, and was received with the blowing of
steam whistles and the ringing of bells.
SOOO citizens were at the depot to meet

come so near to the shore as to tear their
seines on the rocks. One said: "If we were
to be treated in this way we would go in for
hoisting the stars and stripes."

J. B. Murphy, Master Workman of District Assembly, No. 21, K. Of L., and one of
the leading Knights in the West, dropped
dead at Chicago yesterday, of lung trouble.

Dr. J. M. Reed in Zion's Herald.

We must wait another mail from China before we can have details of the riot itself,
which occurred, ax the cable has told us, in
West China, and by which our mission property was destroyed—though the missionaries
have been graciously preserved from personal injury. Letters from Superintendent
Gamewell to his parents give the state of
things down to about the middle of June.
It seems that for some time the Chinese of
Chung King have been growing more and
intolerant of foreigners, and especially
of Americans, because of the maltreatment
and murder of Chinese on our Pacific coast
Accounts of these lamentable affaire, bad
enough in literal truthfulness, reach that
distant part of the Chinese empire in exaggerated forms, and are perpetually increasing the excitement. The usual epithets of
"foreign devils" and "foreign dogs" have of
more

late had uncommon emphasis, and all manof insults have greatly multiplied. The
walls of our mission have for some time beea
bespattered with mud, and proclamations
'ssued by the officials in behalf of our mis-

ner

sionaries torn down. The long continuance
of this has proved almost unsupportable.
Brother Gamewell says: "The prick of a
is not a serious matter, but if one will

pin

sit down and take a pin and prick and prick,
aud prick at just the same point, he will find
remarkable effect produced on the
a most
To be called a foreign
nervous system.
and
a foreign doe, is not such a troubledevil
some thing in itself, but when these things
meet you with unerring certainty whenever
you cross your threshold, year in and year

out, like

a

pin, they produce

a

remarkable

effect upon the nervous system. This is the
human side of it, and among other things,
six months of hot, enervating weather malce
us conscious ofour humanity. But there are
the promises, 'My grace is sufficient,'etc."
The first act of open hostility described by
Sir. Gamewell was an attempt on the part of
three men to assault him while walking
alone in the city; one of them throwing
himself in his way and trying to trip him.
Then the three followed behind, making insulting remarks, and one of them attempted
to hit him, but his companions succeeded in
quieting the irate Chinaman. All this is
narrated in a letter of May 24.
In a letter dated J une 12, Brother Gamewell says : "For some weeks Dr. Crews or I
have alternately remained in our place outside where we are building, on the Sabbath.
Last Sunday it was my turn to remain, and
also to preach in English in the city. It was
a Chinese feast day, there being three of
these in the year. Though I said nothing, I
had been a little apprehensive lest a crowd
m. aim
irouuie.
ni it'll t gatner ana create
Mrs. Crews went into the city in the morning, and I remained until about 1 o'clock,
when I started for the city, leaving Mary
[his wife] in charge. The house temporarily
occupied by Dr. Crews is right against the
wall. That occupied by ourselves is much
higher up, ai.d some distance back. Shortly
after I left Maxy heard a noise, but did not
^ay much attention to it. It increased, however, and a large crowd gathered and threw
stones nnd other missiles on the roofs of the
houses and against the wall, and demanded
admittance. Mary went down and had the
gate opened and went out into their midst,
talking to them for some time, telling them
that it was contrary to all their customs and
manners to seek admittance to a place when
the gentlemen are absent. This is a carefully observed point of Chinese etiquette,
and her appeal quieted them for a while ; but
they grew noisy again, and in time she retreated into the yard and had the gate
The crowd, perhaps two
closed.
hundred in number, including many roughs,
finally broke the gate down and started to
rush m.
Mary took my gun, which happened to be
in the case under the bed, and tor which she
had no ammunition, and started out toward
the crowd, thinking to frighten them and
keep them back for a time, it being nearly
A Chinese mob is
cime for me to return.
very cowardly, and this one ran at the first
sight of the gun ; but they concluded after a
while that it was not loaded, and tried to
wrest it from one of the coolest and most
courageous little women that ever walked
the face of the earth, and of course they succeeded. The gun was torn from her, and
though not seriously, she was badly hurt. In
trying to get the gun they pounded her hands
and arms, and the crowd beyond pelted with
mud nrul stones.
Her hands were badly
The
bruised and cut deeply on the inside.
left side of her face was badly bruised, probably by a stone, and her dress was covered
with mud. As soon as the crowd saw the
blood on her hands and
face, they were
frightened, for in China to draw blood is
So they
punishable with decapitation.
rushed from the place, carrying away with
was
returned
them the gun. The gun
by an
official the day after. We are all convinced
tint nothing but Mary's nerve saved the
place from being looted. Dr. Crews arrived
shortly afterward, and dressed Mary's hand,
lie does not Uiiuk it will be a permanent injury, but can tell better later on. I took the
matter to the official, and gained admission
to him by the good offices of the British resident. fie treated me courteously, complied
with our request to issue a proclamation in
our behalf, and station for a while a guard at
our doors, but he evaded the real point of
an
punishing; the offenders. In such cases
example is absolutely necessary. He re
turned my call the following day, and j^'fnised in an uncertain sort of a way c0 niake
an example of some of the offenders.
CWe are sixteen Imilesî >" the interior, and
have at hand no cousul. If we had, he could
not summon « gunboat as at Chinkiang, some
months age. The only pressure I can bring
to liear is to threaten to report the case to Pékin, which the lower officials very much dislike. I think the official here η tfans to protect us, but it may be the condit on of things
in America will prevent his doi·*.»
11 "or
tice. There is a price t»vbo. P?
1,,J
some of the
thing and w> ·""■» nave to *00«
our
Western
in
run
up
hill» -itiai are being
l'erritories. I do not apprehend more violence, but they can harass us in a thousand
as
ways. The anxietjf^f such an occurrence
this causes one to live a year in a week. If
an example is made of some one, we will possibly have no serious trouble."
Mr.

Reed's

Record.

[Washington Correspondence Boston Journal.]
Mr. Eeed was appointed a member of the
Committee on Ways and Means, on Rules
and on Ordnance and Gunnery. He receiv'·
CU
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party for Speaker, by virtue of which selection, as well as from his commanding ability
he was recognized as the leader of the minority. Among the more important measures
which Mr. Reed presented to the House are
the following: To amend the law relative to
the Japanese indemnity fund; to change the
law relative to sugar duties ; to amend the
Constitution of the United States in favor of
women suffrage ; to provide for a new method
of auditing public accounts and to fix .close
mackerel-fishing season, a bill which became
«

law.

Mr. Iieed makes few set speeches, but he
is always looked to as the emergency man in
any great crisis, and on such occasions can
be relied upon as a safe leader. He is a master of polemics and of all the arts of political controversy. No man in either House is
more quick at repartee or better equipped for
any sudden emergency than Mr. Heed, and
there is no one whom, in a running debate,
the Democracy so much dread as the RepreHad Mr.
sentative from the First District.
Morrison proceeded with his tariff bill Mr.
Reed would have made what is known as a
set speech upon that subject.but if he makes
few deliberate arguments,there are not many
important questions which come before the
House upon which Mr. Reed does not make
brief, pithy and forcible addresses. Among
the subjects which he has discussed this
winter, and always in a very able manner,
may be noted the following: The various
of American shipbuildplans for the revival
ing ; propositions relative to changes in the
the
resolution
ordering the telephone
rules ;
investigation, which was one of the few
pertinent speeches on tills subject, in view
ef the fact that the Democrats avoided a discussion on the resolution, shrinking from
the powerful arraignment which they were
confident Mr. Randall would give them.
Mr, Reed spoke on most of the appropriation bills; on the bill for the promotion of
General Hunt ; on the labor arbitration
of the floor of
question ; 011 the privileges
the House ; on the river and harbor bill ; on

Pirce, the contested election case
the consular and
diplomatic bill; on the proposition to prohibit the employment of convict labor on
public work ; on the Treasury surplus ; 011
the Mississippi river improvements, and on
the Northern Pacific forfeiture bill.
Page

vs.

from Rhode Island; on

CENERAL NEWS.
The ship Asia, which was under arrest at
Montreal, but stole away, was arrested on
her arrival at Quebec, Monday. The case
was amicably settled.
O'Brien, Redmond and Deasey, the Irish
delegates to Chicago, arrived in New York,
Monday, and will sail today on the steamer
Wisconsin.
It is rumored that Judge Barrett of New
York, who recently sentenced the hoyeotters
in that city, has been warned to move out of
his summer home at Litchfield or expect a

dynamite explosion.
The whaling bark John
lost. The crew escaped.

Carver has been
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Representatives

Congress

to

:

first District—THOMAS B. KEED, of Portland.
District
NELSON DINGLEÏ, Jr., of

Hcmul
Third

—

Lewistbn;
District—SETH L. MILLIKEN,

of Belfast.

Fourth District—CHAKLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.

County

Nominations.

Senators—GEOKGE P. WESCOTÏ,
DAVIl) II. COLE,
JOSEPH DUNNELL,
JOHN C. KENDALL.
County Attorney—QEOKtiE M. SEIDERS.
Sheriff-ISAIAH S. WEBB.
Clerk of Courts—BENJAMIN C. STONE.
County Treasurer—JAMES S. WEBB.
Register of Deeds—STOKER S. KNIGHT.
County Commissioners—JOSEPH B. HAMMOND,
JAMES H. TOLMAN.
The Daily Pkess will be furnished, be-

ginning with the number issued next after
the receipt of the order in each case, and
closing with the issue of September IGth,
with full returns from the Maine election,
Address

for fifty cents paid in advance.
Portland

Publishing Company, Portland,

Me.

APPOINTMENTS.
HON. JAMES G. BLAINE and HON. WM.
GIBSON", of Ohio, will speak at mass meetings in
the afternoon, as follows;
Sebago Lake, Tuesday, August 24.
North Berwick, Wednesday, August 25.
South Paris, Thursday, August 2G.
Lewiston, I\ ,day, August 27.
Houlton, Tuesday, August 31.
Dover, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Skowhegan, Friday, Sept. 3.
Uuity, Saturday, Sept. 4.
Etna, Monday. Sept. β.
Farmington, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Damariscotta, Friday, Sept. lo.
HON. EUGENE HALE will speak

as

follows :

The Mexican Supreme Court with the consent of both attorneys in the case, will release Cutting, not in compliance with any
demand on the part of the United States, but
because the court and counsel think his two
months' imprisonment is adequate purgation
of his offense. Cutting's release λνϋΐ not,
however, settle the question at issue between Mexico and the United States, provided it be what Mr Bayard has alleged, the
right of Mexican courts to try Americans for
crimes committed in this country. That
question will still remain open, and will furnish Mr. Bayard abundant opportunities for
more blundering.
Among the measures which Congress failed
to act upon was that providing for the payment of an indemnity to the Chinese who suffered by the riot at Rock Springs, Idaho. The
Chinese ambassadors at Washington were
much surprised that our government should
take no steps to do justice in this matter,and
undoubtedly have communicated to their
government no flattering account of AmeriPublic sentiment is already
can justice.
aroused in China, and our missionaries are
beginniug to suffer. The letter published in
another column this morning shows that the
Chinese can be as insolent, if not quite as
barbarous, as the hoodlums of Idaho and
Washington Territory.
In the Democratic temple into which Mr.
Clifford invites the laboring man is hung up
the skeleton of slavery which the Democratic party fought long years to perpetuate,
and which was only overthrown after a
four years struggle by the free men of the
North. In that temple, too are deposited
the records ef the villainous acts by which
the Democratic party suppressed the votes
of millions of citizens, whose right to a
share in the government was just as clear
and indisputable as that of their oppressors.
In that temple, also, is the record of the
Democratic attempt to debase the currency,
to thrust a fiat dollar upon the people. Instead of a temple it ought to be denominated
a museum of relics of some of the most deliberate and persistent attempts to oppress
and swindle the laboring man the world has
ever seen.

Bangor, Tuesday, August 24.
Dover, Wednesday, August 25.
Plttsfleld, Thursday, August 26.
Winterport. Friday, August 27.
Orono, Saturday, August 28.
North Vassalboro, Monday, August 30.
Kichtnond. Tuesday, August 31.
Mechanic Falls, Wednesday. September
Bridgton, Thursday, September 2.
Saeo, Friday, Sept mber 3.
Frecport, Saturday, September 4.

Our Democratic friends who claim to be
"agin" the prohibitory law, but in favor of
its enforcement, give the record of ex-Sheriff
wide berth. The Argus claims
not to be able to understand it. There are
It is
none so blind as those who won't see.

1.

clear as daylight that Mr. Sawyer made
the prohibitory law simply a political mabefore election he
chine. For a month
finH α vnmelinn in fhft fitv t.hnilffh
as

spealc as follows:
Eastport, Tuesday, August 24.
Washington County Convention, Machias, Wednesday afternoon, August 25.
Rockland, Thursday. August 20,
Richmond, Friday, August 27.
Boothbay, Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Auburn. Monday, August 30.
Canton, Tuesday afternoon, August 31.
Bethel. Wednesday, September 1.
Winthrop, Thursday, Sept. 2.

7.

HON. S. L. MILLIKEN will speak at
8«. Albans, Tuesday afternoon, August 24.
llartland, Tuesday evening, August 24.
Harmony, Wednesday, August 25.
Athens. Thursday afternoon, August 2o.

Cornville, Thursday evening, August 26.
East Madison, Friday, August 27.
Canaan. Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Oakland, Monday, August 30.

Belgrade Depot. Tuesday, August 31.
Center Sidney, Wednesday afternoon, Sept.
Mt. Vernon. Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2.

1.

Hallowell, Friday, Sept. 3.
Soutli China, Saturday, Sept. 4.

immediately after fie foiiDd plenty of them.
Everybody possessed of an average amount
of common sense knows that this "let up"
in the enforcement of the law was simply for
the purpose of keeping the rumsellers solid
for the Democratic ticket. Doubtless it had
that effect. Mr. Sawyer is the candidate of
of the Democracy to-day on acccount of his
popularity with the rumsellers, a popularity
which no doubt was greatly enhanced by the

tenderness with which he treated them while
Sheriff. That the Democrats should nominate a man of liis record is not strange, for it
is just such a record as would be likely to
commend him to them. But that temperance men should be found helping elect such
a man is a fact pretty difficult to reconcile
with that sincerity which the Press has always|been inclined to concede to them.

HON. E. G. HORR, of Michigan, will speak as

Biddeford, Saturday evening, August

The formal opening of the Republican

28.

campaign
with

a

in this county will occur today

grand

meeting at Lake Sebago,

mass

Ellsworth, Saturday evening, Sept. 4.

at which the Hon. James G. Blaine will be

HON. WM. GIBSON will speak at
Dexter, August 28.

the

Oldtown, August 30.
Houlton, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
Dover, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Skowhegan, Friday, Sept. 3.
Unity, Saturday, Sept 4.
Etna, Monday. Sept. 6.
Farinington, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Damariscotta, Fiiday, Sept. 10.

HON. GEORGE B. LOKING will speak
lows :
Monson, Tuesday, August 24.

fol-

as

Guilford, Weduesday, August

25.
August 20.

Brownville, Thursday,
Sebec, Friday, August 27.
Dover, Saturday, August 28.

voters ever seen in Maine.

Rockland, Thursday, August 20.
Lewiston, Friday, August 27.
Boothbay, Saturday, August 28.
Hiram,

Monday,

Dover, Thursday, September 2.
Skowhegan, Friday, September 3.
Unity, Saturday, September 4.
Etna, Monday, September G.
HON. τ. B. KEED will speak at
Sebago
r.wjsday, August 24.
North Berwick.
went~a.iqy. August 25.
Richmond, Friday, AugusinTr*
Kennebunkport, Monday, August 30.

Defeat of the Democracy is

Republicans

HON. JOHN L. SWIFT will speak

follows :
Bingham. Tuesday evening, August 24.
Solon, Wednesday F· M., August 25.
Smithfield, Thursday, August 26,
South Norridgewock, Friday, August 27.
Fairfield Centre, Saturday, August 28.
Canton, Tuesday F. M., August 31.
Bethel, Wednesday F. M., Sept. 1.
as

HON. JOHN I- STEVENS will speak
lows :

as

fol-

Readfield, Thursday evening, August 26.
Fayette Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
Manchester. Friday, Sept. 3.
Kiverside, Monday, Sept. 6.
follows:
Iteadlield, Thursday evening, August 20.
Fayette Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
East Fittston, Academy, Wednesday, Sept. 1.
West Gardiner, Union Church,
Thursday, Sept. 2.
as

4.

ORVILLE I). BAKER will speak as follows:
North New Portland, Monday, Aug. 30.
Madison, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
1.
».

HON. A. W. TENNEY will speak as follows:
Kitterv. Wednesday, Sept. 1.
South "Berwick, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Kennebuuk, Friday, Sept. 3.
MAJ. SAMUEL C. HAMILTON will speak at
Shapleigli Corner, Tuesday, August 24.
COL. H. II. BURBANK of Saco will speak at
West Buxton, Tuesday, August 24.
Berwick, Thursday, August 26.
North Lebanon, Friday. August 27.
Springvale, Saturday, August 28.
It is said tliat Geronimo lias been captured
by the Mexicans. They will probably keep
him to set on to the Texans in case of war.
As the reports of reliable witnesses continue to come in the description of the sea
serpent is becoming very complete. It is

known that the reptile has "glistening

eyes."

»

The Democrats deny that they have anything to do with hiring St. John and Finch.
That settles it of course. The Democrats
are guileless creatures, and if they had anything to do with it they would promptly

confess.
It is but a Sunday's excursion now for
some useless mortal to go through the Niagara rapids.
The feat performed by the Boston man Sunday was the most perilous at-

tempted since Capt. Webb's death. That he
escaped with his life is simply due to extraordinary luck.
There were fifteen hundred people in New
York city who met in a hall and expressed
sympathy with the convicted Anarchists of
Chicago. But they were Germans, Bohemians and Poles, aud their denunciations of
American justice were made in other tongues
than the English.
The mechanics and laboring men who held
Saturday night to select delegates
to the labor convention to be held today
found themselves lampooned to the extent
of half a column in yesterday's Argus. The
only laboring men and mechanic»· the Argus
a caucus

assured.

will labor until the thira

rout.

which the Morrison bill, a measure approved
by the great majority of the Democratic
He use of Representatives, would have showered upon them.
First let it point out to the fishermen how
much better off they would be if the proposition to put fish on the free list had prevailed. The fishermen need instruction upnn

iliic nrtint

hopnuc»

fliov ltavo

hoon laliAr_

lates to the fisheries. Of course they must
have been laboring under a mistake, for the
Demociutvj party, which is the devoted
friend of the laboring nun, and invites int·
its temple, according to Mr.
Clifford, all the
weary and the heavy laden with the promise
to give them asistance and lelief, has done
what it could to put the fisiennen back

where they

ington.
wherein
sisted.

were

under the

Treaty of

Wash-

The Argus, we trust, w".ll explain
the error of the fishermen con-

Hay imported

from Canada into Maine
pays a duty of $2 per ton. IIow would
it benefit the Maine farmers to have this
duty taken off and Canadian hay brought
into competition with the product of Maine
farms ? Vet this was one of the things proposed by the Morrison tariff bill which the
Democratic House supported with substantial unanimity. The reduction of the duty

now

the ways in
potatoes
which the Democrats proposed to help the
farmers and laboring men of Maine. One
effect would have been to send every starch
on

now

already

after year until they brought about the abrogation of this treaty, or so much of it as re-

Berwick, Tuesday, August 31.
Cornish, Wednesday, Sept. 1.

Monmouth, Wednesday, Sept.

all along the line.

ing under the delusion that for many years
they suffered seriously because of the article
in the Treaty of Washington which admitted
fish free. So impressed were they with this
notion that they agitated the subject year

Speak at

Manchester, Friday, Sept. 3.
Belgrade Mills, Saturday, Sept.
Riverside, Mouday, Sept. 6.

fighting

Now that the Argus has got its hand in on
the tariff it should not stop until it has explained to the people of Maine the blessings

GEN. JAMES A. IIALL will speak as follows:
Bewick, Tuesday evening, August 24.
SprmgVaio. Thursday evening, August 26.
North Lebanon, Friday, August 27.
West Buxton, Saturday evening, August 28.

MR. W. F. MAKSTON will speak

the

Republicans

MAINE AND THE DEMOCRACY.

HON. SOLON CHASE will speak as follows:
Shapleigh Corner, Tuesdav. August 24.
Brewer, Wednesday, Aug. 25.
Hermon Corner, Thursday, Aug. 20.
Levant,(Friday, August 27.
Glenburu, Saturday, August 28.

BoWdofnltum, Thurwduy
C'Îiuùj., Friday, Sept. 3.

From this time

teenth of September to turn it into

Fryeburg, Tuesday, August 31.
Livermore Falls, Friday, Sept. 3.
Auburn, Saturday, Sept. 4.
Bowdolnham, Monday Sept. 6,
Mecliauic Falls, Tuesday, Sept. 7.
Oxford, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
South Paris, Thursday, Sept."!7r

Will

will force

The

August 30.

111ΛΛ. U. Α. 15UU 1ELLE

Mr. Blaine will
principal speaker.
elaborately present and discuss the issues
the people, both State and
now before
National, and his speech will doubtless
give the key note for the campaign. The
people of Maine are always anxious to
hear what he has to say, and the meeting
at Sebago will without doubt be one of
the grandest outpourings of Republican
forward until election day the

HON. NELSON DING LEY, JR., will speak at
Warren, Wednesday, August 25.

twenty-two years of

"iirtULUI

was

V TTÏ

Δί

ο

another of

UU·

ployment

waw-aiya

to a large number of people in that
county over into Canada.
Still another thing the Morrison bill proposed, was the placing of lumber on the

prestige

labored to diminisii the

steadily

of

<$oelct Job

FAMILIAR TALK.

THE

CONFEDERACY

St.

IN

THE

II. H. liny & Sou'n i>rug Store, J
tioii of Free and Middle mtreetM:

ALONZO 8. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,
near corner ol

WE

a

B. THURSTON &

opened with a speech by Prince
Dondoukoff, a Russian Imperial Commission-

Prince was

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2

Exchange St., Portland,

ι.ογκι: &

Me.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

Ever since the opening of onr'Business in Portland, whenever we had an article
of real merit we have always called the attention of the Buying Public to it, >Ve
lasts.
now have an offer to make, and it will hold good only while this special lot
It is this:
2000 YARDS GENUINE ROXBURY TAPESTRY CARPET, All one Pattern,
which we shall sell for just t)0c. per yard. Sow, housekeepers, you all know the
quality, you ail know that the Roxbury Tapestriestheare the best Tapestries woven
in the country ; and many of you know that it is
only Tapestry Carpet which
has 2 black stripes on each side running along the back. This is the Roxbury
Trade mark, so you can see there is no deception. Write for Samples at once.
Also we shall offer a lot of pure ALL-WOOL CARPETS at from 55c. to 75c.,
which will never be surpassed for quality and style.
Our Carpet Rooms arc now all full, and no such stock has ever been shown outside of the largest Carpet stores in New York and Boston. We shall also offer for
But order at once if you
a few days some Choice Lowell Body Brussels at 1.25.
wish to take advantage of this unheard of figure.

Chamber Sets,

removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three doors weei of foimer ofSee·

Ira S. Locke.

Joseph A. Locke.
fel»27

dtf

OF
PROTECTION

Ranges.

and
Our full line of Parlor Stoves will be in in a few days. Write for cuts
of Household
Prices, and plense remember that we are the largest distributors
Goods from our three stores now in the Uuited States, bnying in such enormous
quantities enables us to sell lower than small distributors.
Don't forget the Koxbury Tapestry Carpet at 90 cents per yard. It was never
before offered at this price.

Streets, Portland.

Corneer Pearl and Middle

ADIU I ntît

FOUND.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

FRANK B. CLARK,

Providence Star.
Again
express the opinion that Secretary Bayard's course in this matter has been
in pursuance of the old Democratic ante-war
policy of strengthening the Southern section
of the Union, by extending the nation's frontier in a southerly direction. It meant in
those days an addition to slave territoryNow it would mean more Southern Senators
and Representatives in Congress.
FAVORABLE

1/17

The "Lewis" is not a grenade but a Practical
Fire Extinguisher, and is guaranteed to be
AS effectual JEivatyouxtifroxu today as whou fibst
perfected. Thousands now in use. Everybody
should have one or more for protection against fire.
We waiit a good live man to represent us in each
county and town in Maine, and offer for sale County or State rig) ts. There is money in it for you.
Liberal inducements.
Send for particulars and
testimonials. B. ft. ft K AN VI 1,1, Ε A CO
Sole New England Agents, Wo. 17 ITlllk street,
augl8dlw
iSoMtou, Μη»».

For "worn-out," "run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Or. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is the best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being· a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
women. It is a powerful, gen ral as well as
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating. weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our -positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.009 or six bottles for $5.00·
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensaky Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial,
by druggists.

OUVVCCU

liquor.
Princess Anna
Murat, now Duchess of
Mouchy, is by birth an American. She was
born at Bordentown, N. J., in 1841, and still
remains one of the handsomest women in
France.
A company has been organized in Canada
to breed a cross of the buffalo with the Aberdeen-Angus variety. It is expected that the
hide alone of the new species will bo worth
double that of ofdinary bovines.
A prince, traveling incognito has been entertained for several days at the Ocean house,
Newport, unawares. He is Prince Yon liessen, nephew of Kaiser William, emperor of
Germany. The prince, who registered as
Baron Esclitach, was one of the representatives selected by his uncle to attend the
Czar's wedding.
Mr. E. P. Elder, the publisher of Literary
Life, the Magazine with which Miss Rose E.
Cleveland has associated herself, has returned to Chicago from Holland Patent, New
York, whither he was summoned by Miss
Cleveland. It is understood that he satisfied Miss Cleveland regarding his late financial difficulties, and she will continue to edit
Literary Life. He intimates that Mi8s Cleveland will be assisted by an associate editor,
who will be a woman of national literary
«"mutation.

Frank C. Cbockek.
eodtf

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf
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well
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as

Sold

wraprkr.

for persons in health.

by Grocers everywhere,

W. BAKER & CO,, Dorchester, Mass.
raar23

eod3m

CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES,

and
&c.

specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
deposits.

on

45

Correspondence

Wall Street. New York.

4s

$4.00,

To Bridgion and Harrison and Return,

Including entertainment (meals aud lodging over
night) at Bridgton House and Cumberland House,
Bridgton, and Martins' House, No. Bridgton, and
Elm

House, Harrison, all first-class hotels.

Leaving Portland on the 12-40 p. m. train,—Returning, leaving Harrison and Bridgton next
morning, connecting with train arriving lu Purttaud at 12.35, making only one day from the city.
Tickets on sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. GIBBS, Proprietor.
au24dlw
Bridgton, Aug. 23, 1886.

Not Equal
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

to Promise.

BIG TENT, FOOT OF PEARL ST,

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT!
JIli. AND ITERS.

THOS.N.DOUTNEY
Thursday Sight, This Week, Ang. 26.

Grand Miscellaneous Concert!
FROGBAnni EXTRA

NEW STORE.

dlawTuCm

Artists' Materials!
for Oil and Water Color Painting, Crayon and Pastel
Work, Charcoal and Lead Pencil Drawing Porcelain
and China Decoration, Mathematical Instruments for
Arbhitects, Engineers and Draughtsmen, Artists' fine
Brushes and Pencils, and Materials for Scene and
Fresco Painters. MR. JOHN F. GOULO, former y with
Cyrus F. Oavis, has charge of th s department.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

eodtf

More
hy the Nhowalter iTIorteaice C'o.
tiian fifty Barings Banks in jvew Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
investing in this class of se înrities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

a6ra*

J. 0. BROWN

&T0NS7

Camp, 7ic.,
àuck)—without poles.

Shelter Tents, suitable for Lawu

ilrill—(91·30

or

cotton

cotton
roles are §1.00 a set. These answer all the purposes
of Tents costing $5.00"
The cut represents our Palmetto Lawn Tent, which
We have every kind of Tent, from 75c.
we sell at $8.i 0.
to $75, and shall he happy to send our illustrated catalogue to any address.

C.

w. SIMMONS &

DR. F. Ε. BAXTER,
after

abseuse of one year returns to

an

FOR A FEW

PORTLAND

taking

rooms at

the

NOTICE
To the Honorabte

of Deering.

«r

OF

CO.,

the

H EARING.

Slorliiig

and

and soI«l

Continental
Exchange
most favorable rates.

at

Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jan31

CONCBESS
UiriUHV HOUSE
NT.,
where he will receive patients between the hours
of 9 Ιο In. in.. !j to 4 mill 7 Ιο Ν p. in.
('OSSl'l.TATIOiM FKEK. He would wisll
the publie to know that the following testimonial
came to him unsolicited and the patient in question was under his treatment but three weeks.
Portland Me., August 12th, 188C.

We, the undersigned, Charles H. Brewer, and
Emily J. Brewer, wife of said Charles H., residing
No. D2 Paris St., in said Portland believing itto
be but an act of justice, and in gratitude to Dr.
F. E. Baxter, desire to make public the following
Our daughter Lillian Brewer, now about
facts.
eighteen years ot age suffered from her birth with
a scrofulous affection of the throat and tongue,
causing lier for a large part of her life the most incredible suffering; lier tongue being at one time
so swollen as to measure 8 inches in circumference
outside of her lips. Many eminent physicians and
surgeons, both in Portland and in Massachusetts
others said that
pronounced her case incurable ; but
none was ever
help was possible they thought,
rendered lier until Dr. Baxter came to this city in
the fall ot 1884, and our daughter became one of
liis first patients in this city. By his skill she is
our personal knowledge
now|cured,snd it is within
that he has wrought other most remarkable cures
to
give all information to
and we shall be pleased
parents and others who have children or friends
suffering. Any question asked of us by letter will
be promptly answered. We are grateful to the
man who cured our suffering child, and we desire
that others may have the advantage of the skill
that did so much for us and ours.
CHARLES H. BREWER.
EMILY J. BREWER.
aug20dlw*
at

was

this
of the Portland and Forest

Avenue Railroad Company, respectfully petitions
your Honorable Body for a renewal of the location
of tile route of its railroad as now operated within
the limits of the Town of Deering, for the term of
fifty years, as authorized by the provisions of section one of chapter four hundred and fifty-seven
of the private laws of 1800, as amended
by chapter ninety-one of the private laws of 18G1.
PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY,
H. J. Libby, President.
Portland, July 1C, 1880.
is hereby given that a
hearing on the
NOTICE
toregoing petition will be given to all per-

PKtJPOSALS will De received ny tne
on Public Buildings at the Mayor's
Building, until Monday, the 30th inst.,

SEALED
Committee

office, City
at 12 m„ 1er furnishing materials and performing
all labor required in the erection and furnishing
of the exterior of a brick school building for the
City of Portland, on the corner of Carroll ana N'eal
streets, according to plans and specifications prepared by Fassett & Tompson, Architects. The
said plans and specifications can be examined ou
and after Monday next, at the office of the architects, No. 1)3 Exchange street, when all information in regard to the work to be performed can be
obtained. The committee reserve the right to reject any or all bids. Address
CHAS. .1. CHAPMAN,
Cliairman Committee on Public Buildings.
Portland, Aug. 20,1886.
aug21dtcl

THE

interested, at the office of the Selectmen in
Deering, Maine, on Monday the sixth day of SepA. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
SOLOMON STUART,
) Selectmen
ALFRED R. HUSTON.
of
GEORGE H. CROCKER, J Deering.

{

aulO,17,24,31&sepO

TRADE PROCESSION

READ V Μ Ε PTE.TIB 10 It 1st.

ATTENTION !
Fine views made of the procession July nth and
on their clam bake July 7th' for
of

of the Drummers
sale at the studio

I»."&

0. R. R.

COUPONS.

due

tion at his office in 1 ortland.

on

be
on

aug20-dlw

Remember onr superior new Sundav School
Song Book, NoiiK* of I'romiw, (35 cts.) and our
Hign School Song Book, Nou« «reeling. (60 cts.)

OLIVER D1TSON Ac < <#., Boston.
au 17

exl&w2w

HASKELL &

1\1,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

First Quality Custom mid Itcady
Made

CLOTHING.J
may be depended upon and lair

prices

Lancaster Building,
my22

470

WILKINSONS COMICOPERA COMPANY.
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
jly'J
(ltt

Α. Μ.
<; lb

I.ADIKM, Enamel yonr
a year,
tops
unce a week and you have
the finest-polished stove in
the world. For sale by all
Grocers and Stove Dealers.
iTolesale Agent, Portland.

P. Μ.

7.45

Billy Taylor !
Take Star Line Boats, Franklin Wharf. Round
aug23dtf
trip, including Garden, 25 cents.

Α. Μ.
0.20

7.50
8.00
Γ· M.
12.00

12.10
4.40

BASE BALL

PORTLAND

LAWRENCES

GROUNDS.

PORTLANDS,

r

Game called at 3 o'clock,
(15t

Admission 25 cents.
aulD

FOREST CITY PAVILION.
ttuccefts! Mucrrm! Standing room only, dinplayed nightly!
WEEK COifllUENC'IIVQ AUG. 10.
Positively the last appearance of the great Californian comedian JO H S Ε: l.\€K and his talented comedy company, consisting <1 recognized artists ; also between the acts a big VARIETY
OLIO. The Event! "Don't miss it!"
Round trip tickets ou Forest City steamers, admitdtf
auglC
ting to Pavilion only 20 cents.

Saturday Excursions
—

το

—

RUMFORD FALLS
—

AîîD

—

DIXFIELD.
Round

Trip Tickets only

4.50!
The Ii. F. X B. ttailroad Co. lia») arranged for thie« Saturday Excursions,
Aug. 21, 28 and Sept. 4, '86.
Leaving Portland on Saturday at 9.30 a. m. via
Grand Trunk Hallway, arriving In Canton 12.00
noon ; stopping foi dinner; thence
by Talnter'a
Mountain Wagi'Uf .ptlie West bank of the Androscoggin rivet, crossing the lope ferry at East
Kumford above the Kalis ; spending about two
hours at the Falls: thence do\v>. the East bank of
the river through Mexico, to Dixfleld; and soending Sunday at that beautiful village : good accommodations can be secured at the National House
for 82.00per duy.
Monday,the wagons will leave
Dlxfield at 7.0.) a. in. ; driving down the Kast bank
of the river ; it, wilng the bridge at Gllbertville,
and coiinectlug with the regular
passenger train
due in Portland 12.05 p.m. that day.
Kound
Trip Kiruraion Ticltrla from I'ortliind la
Kumford Fnlln nnd Return $4.AO. which
will be good only according to the above schedule.
To prevent overcrowding stage and hotel, the number of tickets for each excursion will be limited ;
therefore tickets must be applied for as early as the
proceeding Friday; and, with other Information,
are to be obtained
only at the R. F. & B. Railroad
Co's office, 34 Exchange Street, Portland. This
otters a rare opportunity to take a ride
up the
beautiful valley of the Androscoggin river, and to
view that wonderful undeveloped water power—
Kumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
K. C. liKADï'ORD, Treas. and G. 1. Λ.
augl8
dtf

PORTLAND THEATRE

OJE HT, SATURDAY, AUG. 28.

ATKINSON'S COMEDY COMPANY
Afkinxou, iTInnagfi*.

Iii the great Musical Comedy,

Congress St.
dtf

Leave
CoimeC'is- with
Leave
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains 1 'a\ii g Congress St. Station at
Franklin Wharf,

MAV&S13w

GREENWOOD GAKDM OPERA HOUSE.
At tlie earnest request of the public, commencing
iHonday, Augu«t £3,

C'hnrleM

On aail after JIONOAÏ, J line 4Klh, cum
connecting with .Maine t'entrai Railroad
sulwnrd train* will leave n« follow·:

Ranges twice

Proceeds to help defray expenses of Free Temperance Meetings already held. Free meetings
every night this week, except Thursday.
d3t
aug24

guars' meed.

PORTLANDJIAILRCAO.

ill"!
Β»
» "out
η

ind ROBERT M. BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876),
ËvaiiM House, No. 175 Tremout 8t., Bo*References given. Consultation free. Sen I
ion.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
[or pamphlet.
Office closed from August 7th to 18th
Ν. B.
and
holidays
excepted.) febl3eodly
(Sundays

good and large collection of Reed Organ Music, seleeted and arranged by \V. F. SrDi>s. 40
good Marches/Galops, Waltzes, Rondos, Schottiselies, etc., and 17 popular songs, covering 96
sheet music size i> iges, yet sold for the very low
price of 50 cts.

CONGRESS STREET STATION KuUTE.

FlfTiri.A treated with
Λ
the use of the knife orfl| SB
51 I I JL· ^ detention from business, also
Ι Ι Γ _^all other diseases of the RecWM.
Buaranted.
LUîi'S,:.,Cure
H ·Β··^^ΚΕΑΟ
(M. D. Harvard 1842) I
g ■

Price, 60 eta., S6.00 per dozen.

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

Adniwion, with Heat, 3.1 cento. Children
13 cento. Rmerired Chain 10 rent·
extra. No half price to chaiiH.

HUNT OF ALI, !

Teachers of Singing Schools who examine this,
the last of Mr. Emerson's series of successful
class-books, will generally concede that It Is, in
some degree, superior to any of its predecessors.
The elementary exercises, the graded easy tunes
for practice, the part songs or glees, and the
church tunes, anthems and chants, ail excel in
their selection or arrangement.
With its happily chosen title, good and interesting music and generally attractive character,
there is good ground for hope that it will be the
"favorite of the season."

sons

tember,

Deering, Aug. 10,1886.

Class Musicians !

Monday & Tuesday, Ang. 23, 24.
BROCKTONS, FRIDAY andSATURDAY. AUG. 27,28.

A

Hoard, of Selectmen of the Town

name

Complete Orchestra of First-

Full and

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY

PARLOR ORGM GALAXY,

VMSJKKINU.

WEEKS, THEfirstPortland Railroad Company, which
incorporated hy the Legislature of
Slate under

CHANDLER'S

So. 218 Middle Street.

33 to 44 North Street. Boston.
eodlm
Jlj'29
ΙϋΗΛ

"THE EURKKAM," the leading Colored VoHANTER WILMK
calists of America.
KKOFFT, the greatest living Boy Violinist.
Ilie "little wonders CORA nail KATIE, lu
M ism
lightning changes and Character Songs.
MAY E. t>IMH. Prima Cornet Virtuoso. Ml»*
ANNIE \V. FINII, Prima Contralto and leading Pianist. PROF. Ε. I». FL'RI.ONIi, Club
Swinger. THIM.N.DOVTKKV, in Humorous Dialect Headings and Character Songs. M RM.
11ΕΙ.ΚΛ I.. DOCTNE Y. in beautiful Concert
Vocal Selections. Also

MIKADO!

NEW SINGING CLASS BOOK BY L. 0. EMERSON.

Eaoli.

Cents

73

!

BANKERS,

THE ROYAL SIΝGER !

TENTS

First Mortage
July 1,1886
CO., COUPONS
Bonds of P. S Ο. Κ. B. Co., will
paid by
ANDERSON
J.
Receiver,
JAMUEL
presenta-

PAINTS AND DBTJG-S,
MARKET SQUARE.
aug4eodlm

SlURTLEFF,

and Fan Without

Vulgarity

6s & 4s

Bath

TO CONTRACTORS.

under Falmouth Hotel,

1

Fun, nnd Plenty of il!

Maine Central.-7s & 6a
P. & O. R. E....6S

FEB CEST BONDS GUARANTEED

bought

SUMATRA

Warranted absolutely pure
Coconf from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing les8 than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids aa

CONGRESS

a

hand.

mar6

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

FINEST

BAKER'S

ST.

Ί
!

ed from the best manufactures,
and a perfect fit and well made
garments are always to be found
Also all the late
on my counter.
COLLARS
in
NECK
WEAR,
styles

The Clothier and Furnisher,

mi, mr Mrs,

GOLD MEDAL, PAKIS, 1878.

L. A. GOULD,

on

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.

BREAKFAST.

Co., Manufacturers, Boston, Mass.
ST&Thly
jyl7

hip, by

Hallway Bonds
always

margin.

104 niUDI.K ITREET, Portland.
lanldtf
January 1,1884.

FRED R. FARRIN6T0N,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our break f. st tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepii g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and \ properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES EPFS A CO.,
Homoeopathic Chemists, Lon<lon,£ng·
S&Tu&wly
jel V*

to the imported, and incomparably
superior to any other 10 cent cigar in the market. Ask for the "îi. and S.," and judge for
yourself. Sold by all dealers. S. S. Sleeper &

well made, perfect fitting
Corset. Every pair warranted

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprie
tors of
POOR'S ΊΛΜ ΛΙ, OF RAILROADS.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

Equal

durable,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOOGH,

is all new, and select-

My stock

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

EPPS'S COCOA.

The Best Cigar Ever Sold
for 10 Cents.

my22

COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, AUG. 25th,

No.

MEN'S! YOUTHS'

—1

filler.

30:i

—

SWAN & BARRETT,

ap6d6m

I am now showing some very
handsome Snitings in this department, both in Fancy Checks and
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and
Diagonals. Also a very line line
of SPRING OVERCOATS at lowest prices to be found in the city
for same kind of goods.

«RATFEITI,—COMFORTIIV«.

fI

not to break over the

BOSTON,

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
H.

Interest allowed
nvited.

eodtl

CLOTHING ! CLOTHING

.'^cwru m. i.y-e »"?.

fnii*

I.OJVO

a

Saturdays.

CHILDREN'S

States.
In Tennessee both Democrats and Republicans have endorsed the proposition to refer
to the people a constitutional amendment
prohibiting the manufacture and sale of

known to be

GREEN & BATEMAN.

ARETAS

sentative James I). Brady in Congress.
The friends of John C. Eno, who now lives
in Canada on stolen money, are making
an effort to secure his return to the United

are

TO

Passing by the Images where Capt. Frye made his
Hawthorne
leap for life to escape the Indians,
Cave Indian Pulpit, the boyhood haunt of Nathaniel Hawthorne ; a big Indian in costume will
appear on the high cliff and fire a salute and give
the Indian War-hoop as the steamer passes on to
Songo River, whose beauties have been sung by
the immortal Longfellow.
"Nowhere such a devious stream,
Save in fancy or in dream ;
Winding slow through bush and brake,
Links together lake and lake."
Two miles as the bird flies, six miles by steamer, making twenty-seven turns—In fact the most
crooked river ever navigated by steamboat. Passing through Songo Lock, up the picturesque Bay
of Naples, and the narrow beautiful Long Lake to
Bridgton and Harrison.
EXCURSION TICKETS

NEW YORK CORKESPONDEiUVM,

Anson

by the Republicans

UlOUlLb,

—

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE. Money Cheerfully Refunded if Programme Is

BONDSΣ

The Prince of Wales- danced till dawn at
the latest ball given by Mrs. Mackay, wife of
the American millionaire, at Cowes.
It is said in Virginia that Senator Mahone
CICIOUUIK

Member»! oi* the Ν. Y. Storl fixt hange.
Private Wire to New York and Boston.

6s & 48
Rockland
No. Pacific Gold..fis

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

lite A

m.

store will be closed at 6.15

FOR

Troy Times.
The Nova Scotia people are surprised at
the appointment by President Cleveland of
Dr. Edward Young to be consul of the
United States at Windsor in that province.
YoullB Wfl<3 foruiorly oliief of tlio Ouicau vf
statistics In Washington, and it is alleged
that through false reports made by him in
relation to trade between this country and
Canada the United States was beguiled into
paying $5,500,000 for Canadian fishing privileges under the Halifax award of 1877. At
was dismissed from office
any rate, he
shortly afterward. But the Nova Scotians
need not be astonished at the President's
action. The
present administration has
evinced so much partiality for Canadian interests that any one who can claim to have
forwarded them may fairly expect to be
favored.

Ui

p.

CONGRESS ST.
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CANADA.

to be nominated

the month of

During
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NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

CEINTS

Route

Sebago

octl

THE FORCE OF HABIT.

is

Bankers and Brokers,

FOB

25

eodtI

PULLEN, CROCKER 4 CO.,

THAT

FINE CREAM NOTE PAPER

Washington Critic.
Go fling the starry banner out,
Unfurl it to the sky,
Let every noble freeman shout
To see it float on high.
Let Canada and Mexico
Go—anywhere you wish,
For news has come to town, you know,
That Grover's caught a Hull.

EVERYTHING

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Stanley T. Fullen,
deci

THE FIRST TROUT.

MAKING

First National Bank Building.'»

LU I

LARliC

Lake

L Λ il I»

TRUST COMPANY

F.
dtf

OF

A BAD EFFECT.

r W JK I

MANAGER.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
auglO

From #

Brockton Enterprise.
"I would sell what real estate I own for
$10,000 less than I would have asked for it a
"I calculate the
year ago," said a citizen.
labor troubles have affected its value fully
that much."

the attractions there will be Sack, Potato,
Tub, Wheelbarrow, Auger, and Hurdle Races for
cash prizes; steamboatlng, Kowing and Fishing on
the lake; Dancing free to part les holding excursion
tickets; Music by Chandler's (Portland) and
Young's (Norway) Orchestras consolidated ; plenty
of refreshments lor sale in the grove ; no postponement on account of weather.
"Plenty of shelter in case of rain
The dance will go on just the same."
Excursion tickets from all stations ou the Grand
Trunk Railway at very low Rates.
Special train leaves Portland at 7.35 ; regular
tram 9.30. Fare for round trip §1.00.
FRANK L. COLLINS, Manager.
auglSdlw

Among

BRIDGTON A.\l> IIVIUMSOV,

FINANCIAL.

jelO

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.

ATTENTION !

wiil be in force, as follows : Portland I Wte Maranacook and return $1.00; Lewistoi 75'·; Oldtown 81.50; Bangor $1.00; Waterville /at.
Keturn trains will leave the Lake at 5,30, or after close of the entertainment
augl9dtd

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

Parlor Suits,
Stoves and

LOCKE,

Albany Journal.
It cost Chicago about $4,000 apiece to convict eight Anarchists, and it was worth it—
every cent.

testing that the formation of such

State would give to Russia an
tage in an important portion of Europe.
When the government of Bulgaria was organized Russian influence predominated.
The Assembly that met in 1879 to choose a

Q

WIS WILL· DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

the

circular proa Slav
undue advan-

_

WE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.

The abdication of Prince Alexander of

the time sent to the powers

WANT

NT IΝ

THE BULCARIAN REVOLUTION.
in

PRICES.,
eodtl

TO DO YOUR

State.

crisis

St.

jel »

Maine to strengthen the free traders of the
House by sending four Democrats from
Maine bo that it may accomplish what the
present House tried to do and failed, namely,
to pull down the chief industries of their

important

Exchange

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

NORWAY, MAINE,
TltNDAY, AUGUST 24,
SO-FULL BANDS--20

EXCEEDINGLY LOW RATES OF FARE

Street,

Middle

CHEAP AT THAT.

have produced a measure better calculated
to do so than this Morrison bill, which the
great majority of the Democratic members
supported and which was endorsed by the
Democratic press of Maine. Yet the papers
and the men who supported that measure
now have the impudence to ask the people of

marks an

imc-

Louis Globe-Democrat.

saw mills in the summer altoto have reduced wages to starva-

history of that principality, and ends an interesting chapter of Russian intrigue. Bulgaria, formerly a Turkish province, was
erected into a separate principality by the
treaty of Berlin, the very first article of
which is :
Article I. Bulgaria is constituted an automatic
anil tributary principality, under tlie suzerainty of
It shall have a Chrisof his Majesty, the Sultan.
tian government and a national militia.
At the time the treaty was made England
offered strenuous objections to the articles
Lord Salisbury at
erecting the new State.

$100-IN PRIZES—$

IOO

The list of sports will consist of Kifle Shot Championship of) .state of Maint-, One Hundred Yards
One Mile Run, Fat Jlen's Race, l'otato
pasli,
ltace, Jumping, Throwing Hammer, l'uttlllg Stone
and Amateur One Hundred Yards Dash. Prizes
amounting to $1υυ will he awarded.
■lanifor Hiiud will be iu attendance and will
furnish music for dancing.
Train·- Special trains will leave Portland at
8.00 and 8.3u a. in. for the I.ake ; Congress Street
Station 8.07 and 8.38 ; Woodfords 8.11 and 8.42 ;
Lewiston 9.22 and 9.52; Bangor 7.30; Oldtowu
G.04; Waterville 9.15.

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired ror the painless
extraction of teeth.
Jel6d3m

ISO
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1886.

30Ε33ΧΓΊ·Ζ®Τ,
over

ON

—

DR. c. M. TALBOT,

SADDLE.

The Democratic convention had three offices to give, and it gave each office to a rebel.
Poor old Missouri Γ

LAKE MMIAOOK

(ραλΛ

AND OTHERS

Had the Democratic House gone to work
with the sole purpose of destroying the industries of the State of Maine, it could not

Bulgaria,

a/mi

BERRY,

Ho. 87 Plum Btreet.

CURRENT COMMENT.

gether,
tion figures.
or

STEPHEN

pean court.

Senator Vest of Missouri.
We want 110 grand, splendid, centralized
National Government.

Band Tournament!

will be pleased to meet their friends at

was

free list, the result of which would have
been either to stop work in the woods in the
winter and

Division No. 1, of Bangor, Ancient
Order of Hibernians,

ties as
campaign against Turkey. By family
new Prince
well as by military service the

Russia among his people, llis Russian advisers were dismissed, sympathizers with
Russia were treated as enemies of Bulgaria
and finally the union with Eastern Rouinelia
was consummated without Russian assistance. Russian officers were removed from
the Bulgarian army, Russian pictures from
Bulgarian churches, and when the Prince,
flushed with the success of his brilliant campaign against Servia, summoned the delegates of both Roumelia and Bulgaria to meet
in one national assembly, it seemed that the
little Balkan principality had embarked as a
new nation, independent of Russian influence and barely owning a nominal dependence on Turkey. Alexander's brother had
married Princess Beatrice of England, and it
was commonly believed that Queen Victo
ria's kindly interest was favoring the ambition of the Balkan Prince. But Russia seems
to have been repulsed only for a moment ;
and the influence of England has been insufficient to save the Prince who defied the
Czar. Without any premonitory incidents
Alexander has been forced to abdicate by a
sudden revolution, fomented without doubt,
by Russian intrigue. The soldiers and populace of Sofia have signified their submission
to the Czar, and a provisional government
composed of Russian sympathizers has been
formed. Of itself the dethronement of Alexander is of no lasting interest; but as one
more step in the execution of Russia's farreaching plans it is an event which will
cause great anxiety in more than one Euro-

monster

Α. Ο. Η.

age, at the time a mem-

His father's
known to the Russians.
Czar Alexansister, the wife of the ill fated
the
der II. was empress of Russia ; and
of
the
daughter
was
mother
Prince's
young
The Russians
a Russian minister of war.
felt very confident when they had put him on
the throne as Alexander, Prince of Bulgaria, that he would be devoted to their interests. But his very first act was in defiance
of them. When lie entered Sofia, the capital
of his principality, he refused to read the
speech which the Russian agent had prepared for him, and made one of his own, in
which Russia's services to the Bulgarian people were not mentioned. Since then he has

amusement».

amphumenth.

MISCELLANEOUS·

CARDR.

BUSINESS

and just
ber of the Prussian Life Guards,
where
through service in the Russian army,
in the Balkan
he had gained great experience

THE REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN.

fellows :

Portland, Monday evening, August 30.
Bath, Tuesday evening, August 31.
Gardiner, Wednesday evening, Sept. 1.
Bucksport, Friday evening, Sept. 3.

in accordance with the
; and the choice,
wish of Russia, fell upon a young soldier,
er

Sawyer a

I. D.

HON. WM.P. Fit YE will

Waterville, Friday, Sept. 3.
Belfast, Saturday, Sept. 4.
North Anson, Monday, Sept. 6.
Buxton, Center, Tuesday, Sept.
Limerick, Wednesday, Sept. 8.

lias any consideration for are those who are
pledged to vote the Democratic ticket.
Laboring men who may seek to act independently are promptly made (he subject oi
its denunciation and ridicule.

A. M.

6.40
8.2D
P. M.

lJ.HH
12.4a
12.43
5.1 y
5.24

Cars will connect with all inward trains exceptng the Night Pullman.
Ε. Δ. NEWMAN, Gen'l Manager.
Je28dtf

Peck's Bad Boy
ΑΛΙ> HIS PA.

THE FUNNIEST COMEDY ON
EARTH, PLAY
El) BY COMEDIANS WHO ACT
AND SING.

The Realistic Grocery Store
—ANI>-

THE CREAT COAT SCENE.
Prices 75,

mences

50

and 35 cents.

Thursday, Aug.

THIS Ρ
Λ
Bureau
Advertising

eoutracU

χ.

2ti.

Sale of seats comaug'2ttd ·. w

(10 8pruce Street), where advertti*
..mUeior it
\{_W \ naif

·.>·«'·

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, AUG. 24.
THE PRESS.
at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fesseuden, Horse Haiiroad Station ; Marquis,
70 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. Κ. K. Depot; Hodgson, »6Vi Portland and 659 Congress
Sts. Costello, 7 Exchange St. : Gilpatrick, 47 Middle St. : Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. ; Chisliolm, lot» ConSt. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; liolden, 221
pring St. ; Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Itoss, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; Lelgliton, 408
Congress St. ; Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of
Chlsnolm Bros', agents on all trains running out of

May be obtained

§ress

city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Batn, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnha.ni.
Biddeford,
"

the

A. L. Jeilerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Pabner & Co,
Uurliam, Jas. II. Irish & Co.
iiPwiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island. Ï. M. Glendenniug.
Mechanic l'aiIs. H. S. Jordan, Ε. A. Thomas.
Norway, #. L. Crockett, Α. υ. Noyés.
Old Orchard, Geo. Ε. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
ltnckland, O. S. Andrews. Ε. H. Burnham.

fectly delightful.

Pleas-

has been much
Grandfather Ayiing,
abroad and speaks French like a native, is trying
French
to teach Baby Mary
phrases. He succeeds for a while, the child catching the accent
till
she
suddenly tires and turns
remarkably,
away with the subtle excuse :
nowl"
"Baby's busy
Another time being reproved by lier father, she
retreated to the dining room. A guest noticing
her there alone asks :
"What is the matter with Mary?"
"Oh, my papa's cross as lie can be, and he's
saucy, tool''
who

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, in
jure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc, ltemove the cause by using Caiter's Little
dose.

When P. T. Barnum was younger than now, he
political aspirations and secured
legislature of Connecticut. His efless successful than his essays in the show business had been, and the legislature could not be made to yield him a hearing.
some one
"Wliat do you suppose is me reason,
asked E. P. Whipole, "tliat Mr. Barnum could not
obtain the ear of tue house?" "Oh, nothing is
simpler," was the ready response, "they were
afraid he would exhibit it In a museum."
was infected with
a seat m the
forts as an orator were

Dyspepsia in its worst forms will yield to the
of Carter's Little Nerve Pills.
They not only
relieve present distress but strengthen the stomach and digestive apparatus.
use

Bride's Little Brother to Bridegroom—Did ithurt you much when she did it?

Bridegroom—What hurt me?
Bride's L. B.—The hook. Did it go in your lip?
Bridegroom—I don't know what you mean,

Johnnie.
Bride's Mother—Leave the table this instant,
Johnnie.
I only wanted to know if
B's L. B.—What for?
it hurt him. You said Sis had fished for him a
long time, but she'd hooked him at last, and I
wanted to know if—
B's L. B. is yanked out of his chair and hurried
from the room ; the bridegroom becomes meditative.

A Novel Experiment.
About a year ago a common fodder plant, tasteless as wood, was accidently louud to have a most
remarkable sustaining power after hard labor, either mental or physical. acting on the nerves like a
food.
Two Iiuiidred and seventy girls, who were
in
engaged at piece-work in a large establishment
New York, conceived the idea of buying a large
amount of the manufacturer at the wholesale price
At the end of six months
and take it constantly.
do
they found its support had made it possible to inalmost double the amount of work by giving
creased strength, and preventing overwork from
them to lose time by resulting illness.
compelling
If all classes of people were as shrewd as these
experigirls, whose necessities drove them to the
ment, it would improve things very much. T'ie plant
in question was accidentally discovered by Lieut.
Moxie. It seems to be wholly a nerve food, and has
created a great deal of interest lately. It stops nervousness and nervous exhaustion at once. The drugsell it, and it is known as Moxie Nerve Food,
t is said to be so cheap, most any one can atford
to take it the year round—ten cents worth a day Is
about its cost.
In New York and Chicago the young men tipple
all the evening, and then knock their boozy out
with a mug of the Moxie Nerve Food, which is now
getting to be known as the great dissipation repairer. It takes nervous exhaustion out of a woman in
a week, breaks up a rtcent drunk in an hour; and
now husbands can have a good time until 12 M.,
drink a mug of Moxie at 12-15, arrive home perbelieve
fectly sober at 1.30, and make the wiferoom
like
they have been at work In the counting
If it will make an editor's pocket feel
a good boy.
better, we want, a barrel.

fists

ANDJOMMEflCIAL.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Aug. 23, 1886.
Flour is firm with millers asking JIO to 15c advance. Pork and lard firm. Corn, car lots,lower.
Cheese firmly held. Sweet potatoes lower.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
tiiraiu.

!

«
High Mixed Corn.56 d57
Superfine aud
low grades. 3 25@3 501 Corn, bag lots.... 58^5'.)
|Mûa'
.ηϋ®κβ
Meal, bag lots. ..55^56
X Spring aud
XX Spring. .4 50ai 75 iOats, ear lots....40^41
43a;44
lots
Patent Spring
M.Oats, bag
5 2δ.ά3 50] Cotton Seed.
Wheats
car lots. .23 00^24 00
Mich, straight
do bag...24 00^25 oo
4 75^5 00
roller
clear do....4 25^4 76 Sack'dBr'n
car lots..J6 50^i;17 5J
75
stone ground.4 62^4
do bag... 18 OO.aJO 00
St Louis st'gl
25
5 00@5
Middlings. 18 00.^21 00
roller
4 75@5 00 do bag lots,10 00 a/22 Oo
ciear do
—

—

ProvitiouH.
25^5 50 PorkBacks ...15 50ai 16 00
Clear ....I t 7o^jlu 00
12 ϋϋ»12 50
75@3 00| Mess
7 6uo3 oo
50;cu'i 75|Mess lieet.
ί»υυ<<ί9<>0
Ex
Mess.
000)2 251
"J oo j)!) 50
Plate
2 oo o;2 751
Ex
Plate.10
00
0'.>®10 50
1 50aj2

Winter Wneat
5
Pateuts
Pwh.
Cod, i»utl—
Large Shore2
Large U;ink2
2
Small
Pollock

....

lladdock
Hake

1

25^1 75|Lard-

Tubs
i>..7MsSf)7-,4e
ScalodB bx..l'i®20e, Tierces.... 7ya&7,/*c
8
»i>%C
No 1
13®10c i fails
Mackerel ψ bbl—
iHams ί» lb....13gl3·/*
14α14ν3
covered
do
Shore Is. 19 00^21 001
Oil.
Shore 2s. β 50α, 7 "Οι
.Med. 3s. 4 75 s 5 751 Kerosene—
6Vfe
I Port. Ref. Pet
Siuall
8
Water White
Produce.
13
Pratt's Ast'l.Pbbl.
Cranberries12
Brilliant
Devoe's
Maine
8 Va
Ligoni»·
Cape Cod...
7
White
Va
85
Silver
1
Pea Beans... 75@1
8%
Medium.... 1 75&1 85 Centennial
KliÎHÎUM.
75
mal
German
60^1
2 25ία-3 00
Yellow Eves.1 40(a2l 65 Muscatel
50®60 I London Lay'r 2 50^2 87
UU3JI,
Potatoes,
ULcll'UCB. bush,
4 00@4 501 OuduraLay. 12
@l2Ya
St Potatoes
3 00jg)3 251 Valencia
7âU>/2
Onions
Ka(nr.
15^201
Turkevs
6%
®201 granulated ψ lb
Chickens
5%
Fowls
12gl5|ExtraC
Seed*.
I
Ducks.....
®
Geese
@ iRed Top—ί2ΐ/4®$2%
Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Applet.
11
2 501 Clover
@13c
bbl
Uerrink—

—

Evaporated ρ

I Vermont— 10 @10Vi
I Ν. Y. factory ιυ <rvLuvz
11@12
Sage

9@10c|

lb
LemonM.
7 60@8
Palermo
Messina
*.50^8

Malagers....

Ornugt^N.
Florida
(Œ
Valencia

Bauer.

jCreamery Φ lb.. .21@23
00(Gilt Edge Ver.... 20^22
lo-gie
001 Choice
14^15
;Good
12^14
j Store
I
«««"·
1 Eastern extras ..17^18
1 Can & Westera..
17

Messina and Pi.
lermo ψ bx.6 50&7 00|lslaud

...17

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 23 1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
a u.1 32 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for con
nesting | roads 83 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Grain

Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The

F. (i.

following quotations are received daily by
Stevens, No. 42% Exchange street:
WHEAT.

Sept.

Aug.

Opening
Highest....
Lowest

—
—
—

Closing

79%
79Vi
78%
79%

Oct.

81*4
81%
80%
81 y8

Nov.
83

83%
82%
82%

CORN.

Aug.

Opening—
Highest....
Lowest

Closing

—"
—
—

41%

Sept.
42%

Oct.

Nov.

44%
44%
43%

45%
4 Λ',4
44%
44%

Sept.

Nov.

27
27

Oct.
28
28 Va

26%
26%

27%
27%

43

42%
42%

44Γ

OATS.

Aug.
Opening·... 2t>ye
Highest....
Lowest
I
Closing
20y8

..........

Money

Market.

100Va
126V»
126Vg
109%
110%
ll3Vb
115

109%
1 1

—
—
—

KU.

αο Laud tirants
du Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
138
Adams Express

42%

Central Pacific

8

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago

141%
lf>6
134%
99%
128%
29%
aaye
75
135^2
36%
9%
86*4
44%

Alton
& Alton
&

preferred
Chicago
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & Jlud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Kio Grande

Erie preferred—»
Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore...

Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Miclilcan Central

135

79%
19ya

Minn. 61 St. Louis
do pref
Missouri Pacific
Νew J ersey Central
Northern I'aclfic
I idol pref....·
Northwestern
Νort 11 western preferred
NewjYork Central

43

109y«
03 Va
27

68Va
113%
142%

109%

New York, Chicago & St. Louis

9%
21%

dolpref

Ohio Central
OhioS& Miss
Out. «Western
Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Pa'ice

23%
19%
31%

50%
98

133%
25%

KeaoiUK
Kock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred

120

27%
57%
110%
91%
120%
I12V3
45%
108%
14%
"54%

St. Pau., iilinu.j& Man
Umaha
St Paul
uo;preL
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Un'on Telegraph
Alton & xerre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlin rto Ss Cedar Kapids
Canaoa Southern
?!
Canton

63

18%
38V2
65%

..

25
100

; 44%
18%

Central Iowa

0

E. Tenu
do pref
Kansas .&;Texas..;
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El

14%
30%
35
172
136

Richmond <St|DanvUle
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Mobilel& Ohio..."

125
13
ι*υ

148
126
94
21

Kort Wavue
Pacific 6s of '9δ
Lomr island
Con. Coal
New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, All;;.23,1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
28 00
Colorado Coal

4 00
23 oo

Quicksilver

<lo preferred
Standard
liomestake
Hale & Norcross

112y2
.18 25

160
;2 10
2 85

Va

Bodie

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Aug 23, 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00@14 50; sliort cuts 14 25
14 73 ;li:icks 14 50ffil5 OO ; light backs at 13 B0@
14 00; lean ends 14 00@14 50 ; pork tongues at
13 00,d$l'3 50; prime mess at $14 00®15 50; extra prime at 10 5(Ja$ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; do

50g$l 2.
Lard—choice at 7Ά@7ι/2θ Plh in tierces; 7%@
8c in 10-lb pails ; 8<4@8Vfec in 5-lb pails; 8Vû
8%c in 3-lh pails.
Hams 13@14c plh. according to size and cure;
smoked shoulders 9@9V4c; pressed hams at 12y2
new

at 11

13c.

Dressed hogs, city, at 7c φ1 lb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
21c;
fancy higher; uo extra firsts at 18a
1 9 i/2c ; do firsts 16@17c ; do imitation creamery,
choice 14® 15c; do good 12ffil3c; do fresh factoto good lOigllc; do
ry ,choice 12ai2V2C; do fair
common lots —@9c; Northern creamery, extra,
nominal at 21 '■ -i c 22c: do extra firsts at 19®20;
Eastern creamery choice to extra 20@21c;iVern.ont cm'ry extra 21@22c: do dairy 17Va@18yaC;
do extra firsts at 16a>16yjiC. Jobbing prices 1@

higher.
Cheese—Northern, choice to extra, 9c; sage at
9Vi@10c; Western choice to extra 8% c ; lower
lots %c higher.
grades according to quality ; job
Kggs—Neai by 19c ;Eastern extra at 17@l Vie ;
East firsts 16c; Ν Η and Vt extra at 17 17\·> c :
New York extra at 16c; Western and Michigan
good to choice at l3Vi@14c; Nova Scotia at 15g>
15Vae. Jobbing price lc higher.
lseaus—choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 65®
1 70 £» bush ; choice New York large hand picked
du 1 50al 60; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 75<i,180.
at
Hay—Choice prime hay at $19; fair to cood
—or to
■I
Rye
$9à$10 ρ
......
Potatoes—Bristol Ferry 'i 25 t> bbl; extra
native 1 75J<.2 00; Portland 1 75@1 87; Jersey
bbl.
at $1 871/2'a2 00

2c

-*■

Stocks.

California Mining
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO,·Aug.23, 1886.—The follow
of mining stocks
lug are closing official quotations
t o-day :
Hale & Norcross

1%
2 ι/β
23/β
lVe

Bodie Cou
Con. Cal. Λ Va....
Best & Belcher—'
Eureka

2 75
Ο Π Κ
2
75
100

Mono

V,
1%

Belcher

Ophir.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. Aue. 23, 1886—Cattle—Receipts
9200; shipments 1600; active; shipping steers,
950 to 1500 lbs, 3 50@5 10; stockers and feeders
at 2 25@3 50; cows, bulls and mixed 1 Ίϊ>α'Λ 70;
bulk 2 25α2 75 ;through Texans 2 75@3 65;Western rangers firm at 3 00 a 3 90.
Hogs—Receipts 16.000 ;sliipments 3000;steady;
packing and ship
rough and mixed 4 00®4 75 3; 80®4
25; skips al
ping at 4 50@5 0δ; lights

2 50@3 50.

Sheep—Receipts 3200; shipments 400; steady;
natives 2 50@4 40. Lambs at 4 00@6 25.
UOmostic

mamciD.

[By Telegraph.]

VKW YORK. Auk. 20. 1886.—Flour marke
firm—receipts 19,703 bbls : exporls.6310 bbls anc
sacKS ; sales 1 5,00" bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00@2 CO; superfine
Western and State 2 15®2 90; cuimnou togooc
tc
extra Western and State at 2j65(S3 15; "good
Whitt
choice do at 3 20@5 00 ; common to choice do a
4
80;
fancy
at
60o;4
wheat Western extra
extra Ohio at 2 6i
at 4 85 α 5 00 ; common to goou
at 2 6Γ> α
78 ; common to choice extra St Louis
good to prime a
10; patent Minnesota extra
4
at
do
extra
double
4 50®4 80; choice to
mill extra 4 45®
5 10,Including 2,200 bbls city
su
bbls
1200
00«2
65;
4 60; 900 bbls fine do 2
bbls extra No 2 2 656
perfine 2 IS«..2 90; 700wheat
10
at
2
05@5
extra
3 15 ; 4600 hols winter
South
5600 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 66@5 10.
ii
Rye Flour firm. Wheat
ern flour steady.

28,690

f4

MOBILE,Aug.
dlljg 'Jc.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
1 00 13-16.
LONDON. Aug. 23,1886.—Consols
report
LONDON, Aug. 23. 1886.—[Beerbolim's
Cargoes ofl the coast,
to Chamber of Commerce.]
for shipand
the
on
passage
wheat stiff. Cargoes and held
higher; corn firm
ment, wheat firmer
wheat and corn
and higher. At Liverpool, spot
strong.

1886,-Cotton marketLIVERPOOL, Aug. 23.
Orleans at 5V*d; sales 8,dull; uplands 5;3-16d; and export 500 bales
bales; speculation
000

LIVERPOOL, Aug 23,1886.-Quotations-Winwheat at 6s lod
ter Wheat 6s 8d®0s lOd; Spring
6s lod@7s. Corn-mixed
®6s lid ; Club wheat at 5s
&c.
4d
6d.
4s
Provisions,
;
at
peas
Western
Pork 57s 6d ; bacon 36s for short clear and 34s
lard,
43s
6d
for
American
;
Cheese
clear.
for long
Western at 35s 3d;Jtallow,23s 3d for Amerprime

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOB

New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 24
New York. .Hamburg.. .Aug 24
New York..Bremen
Aug 25
Eider
New York..Hamburg. ..Aug 20
Rugia
26
.Hav&VCruz
York.
New
Aug
City Washington. New York..
Laguayra... Aug 20
Valencia
26
York..
New
Aug
Athos
Hayti
Vancouver
Liverpool.. .Aug 26
Quebec
Boston
Pavonia
Liverpool ...Aug 26
New York.. Liverpool.... Aug 26
Britanic
Circassian
Liverpool... Aug 27
Quebcc
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug 28
New York..Kingston ...Aug 28
Alvo
New York..Hamburg ...Aug 28
Polaria
Aug 28
New York..Glasgow
Ancliori a
New York..Havana
Aug 28
Saratoga
28
New
York..Rotterdam..Aug
Leerdam
New York..Bremen
Aug 28
Elbe
Boston
Liverpool...Sept 2
Scythia
Sarnia
Liverpool... Sept 2
Quebec
Liverpool... Sept 3
Quebec
Polynesian

Wisconsin

Bohemia

85|

bush; exports 311,84i
higher: receipts 576,200
a
bush ; sales 456,000 bush spot; No 2 Chicago

Ked 83ô,90%c; No 3 Kei
89',Vft89V8C;ungraded No
2 Red88Vic: No 2 Kei
at 88«.88Vic; steamer
91c
at 90c elev: No 1 Ked at 94Vic; No 1 White
dull
Mixed Winter at 88Vic. Rye dull. Ilnrley
Corn lower; receipts 82,450 bush;exports 36,32:
de
2
at
51Va!&52c
No
bush; sales 162,000 bush;
ex
livered. Onto lower; receipts 112,100 bush; d
32c;
at
3
No
118,000 busn;
ports bush; sales
a
White 35Vi0 ; N"o 2 at 32%&32%c ; do White
(1
35%«36c; Mixed Western 33d34VSiC; White
a
firm
Coffee—Rio
at 36 S43c;White Stale 40c.
10c. Ougnr steady ;rellned dull—0 4 Vain,4%·;E
a
A
0 4%(a6i/8C; White ExC 5 3-16@5%c; Off
at 6 1-163
5%c; fellow at 4Vi@4vic; Mould A at
cu
6c;
6Vec; standard A at 5%c; granulated
6V
loaf and crushed at 6V4(S6%c ; |DOwdered
A 5 5 16(
@6y2c; Cubes at 6 3 16@6Vic; Conf
Porl
steaoy.
Tnllow
i'rtroleuui—united 61c.
5
is firm; mess quoted 10 50 for old. 11 00@11
■
■
wpst.eru steal
for new.
spot
--

7*85

for S Λ*
C'faeeM·». quret.
steadv.
Freights SLCduv,
rxciguia

markt
CHICAGO. Aug 23. 1886.—The Flour
5C
Southern Winter Wheat at 4 15@4
at 4 00;
do
Wisconsin at 3 90.S4 15 ; Michigan
Mlunesot
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50S3 75;
grade
bakers 3 50;a4 lu; patents 4 40®4 80;lowhlghei
Wheat
ι 7»®2 15 ; Kye flour 3 25®3 50.
Cor
79%c.
at
Ked
2
No 2 Spring at 78%c; No
·Ί Λ Vu π Outs easv at 26c.
Ryequiet jNo

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
higher 9 62V!@9 65. Lard llrm atmeats quiet ;di
sides steady 6 i5@6 17 Va. Boxed
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
clear sides ι
Descriptions.
salted shoulders at 5% ®5y«c; short
100 166
167
Canal î< allouai Bank
6 00 α6 65. Whiskey at 1 15.
Bank
Nat.
100
149
liil
Casco
bbls; |wheat. 57,OC
Receipts—Flour, ΙΙ,οου 264.000.bu;
51
Cumberland National Bank.. 40 49
rye 4,OC
com 293,000 bu; oats
bu;
Bank
100
143
145
National
First
bu; barley, 49.000 bush.
103,OC
122
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
wheat,
bbls;
Shipments—Flour, 11,000
loo 140
142
138,000 busl
National Traders'Bank
bush: corn, 474,000 bush ; oats,
100
80
»o
Ocean Insurance Co
bush.
26.000
90
100
I rye 1,000 bush, barley
Portland Company
is flrr
50
62
65
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 23. 1886.—Flour
Portland Gas Company
3 40®3 50 ; e
choice family at 3 00 ®3 15 ; fancy
BONDS.
4 00@<3!4 2
;
at
tra fancy at 8 606.3 80; patents
Corn lowi
109
110
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Wheat is higher ; So 2 Red at 80 Vic.
115
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
at 39Vic. oats lower at 264fe@27c. 179,000 bi
124
1907...
125
wheat,
Portland City 6s, R. It. aid
Receipts—Flour, 6.000 bbls ;
102
105
bush; rye, 2,Of
Bath City 6s", Mun. various
I corn.3H,000 bush; oats, 72,000
100
101
bush.
Bath Citv 6s li. R. aid various....
19,000
bush,
barley
bi
..113
llii
aid..
R.
R.
bls;wheatl33,000
Bangor City 6s, long
Shipments—Flour,10,000
122
124
rye 00,00 bi
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
rom, 5,000 bush ; oats 8,000 bush ;
104
106
aid
Τί.
Κ.
Belfast Cily 6s,
barley 00,00 bush.
107
No
And. & Ren. R. R. 6s, various.... 106
DETROIT, Aug. 23,1886.—Wheat firmer;
114
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895..112
White 79Vic bid; No 2 Red 82V4C.
113
112
Leeds & Farmlng'tn R. K. Bs

JlISCEI.IiAKKOlT»,

do; Penobscot, Eaton, and Will W Case,
Dunbar, do.
At Hong Kong July 13, sliip Geo Β Skolfield,
Dunning, San Francisco; St Stephen. Douglas,
from do; Β Β Thomas, Nichols, from Newcastle;
Henry S Sanford, Pendleton,for New York ; India

heat; stable on the premises.
21-1
SHAW 48Va Exchange .Street.
tenement with
1ET-A desirable up stairs for a small
modern conveniences, suitable
street. Inquire of GEO.
family, at 210 New High
21-1
F. JÛNKINS, 30 Exchange street.
steam

Heckle, Prince, from Newcastle, ar 10th ;
Abbie Carver, Pendleton, for Callao; Gerard C
Tobey, Delano, and J H Bowers, Plum, une.
Ar at Hillsboro. NB, 18th, sens C Β Paine, Hil·
yard, Eastport; Ada Barker, Bogers. Jouesport.
Carrie

TO

Ar at St John, Κ Β, 21st, sells Sultan, Camp, and
Essio C, Colwell, 'i'liomaston.

seven ronms,
I. FT—A new house containing

location, No. 17
TO
large closets, Sebago, sunny
minutes
FREDERICK STREET, within three

Spoken.

Street
walk of horse ears at M. C. R. It. Congress
at 103!) ConStation. Terms moderate. Inquire
19-2
gress street.
ιι> Ι,ΕΤ—Two large unfurnished rooms, at 68
18"1
FREE STREET:
IsFeak's
of
side
LET-On the eastern
land, a cottage with four rooms, furnished;
one of the finest views on the Island, including
the opeD sea, four lights, White Head, 1 ortiand
W. I. LAWRANCE,
White Mountains.
1"Ί
Feak's Island.
IO IjET—A tenement of nine rooms at 30
Gilman St. Enquire of S. H. JOSE, 24 Bram14"1
hall St.
hal_
of 5
rent
stairs
an
up
LET-On High St.,
hot
rooms, in a iirst class house; furnace,
N.
S.
room.
batli
and
and cold water in sleeping
»-2
GAKDNEIt, 40 Exchange St.

July β, lat J 2 N, Ion 28 W, ship Normandy, fm
New York for Melbourne.
July 13, lat 12 S. Ion 35 W, ship John Τ Berrv,
Watts, from Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Aug 9, lat 60. Ion 4, ship Louisiana, Oliver, from

Τ

Havre for Baltimore.
Aug 21, off Charleston, sell Penobscot, from
Belfast for Jacksonville.
No date, lat 9 S, Ion 33 W, ship Eclipse, from
New York for Calcutta, with loss of foretopgallant mast and foremast head.

TO
aid

Τ

Perfect Hair

TO

natural and healthy condition of the scalp, and of the glands
through which nourishment is obtained.
When, in consequence of age and disease, the hair becomes weak, thin, and
gray, Ayer's Hair Vigor will strengthen
it, restore its original color, promote its
a

Store to Rent.

POWDER
Pure.

TORE No. 3 Central Wharf, formerly occupied
at a
r^J by J. S. Winslow & Co., will be leased
reasonable rate. Inquire of
Wharf
10
Central
W. It. WOOD.
jylidtf

S

Absolutely

and vigorous growth, and impart
to it the lustre and freshness of youth.

rapid

Λ marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not he sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powi>eb Co., 10G Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor for a
and am convinced of its
value. When I was 17 years of age my
hair began to turn gray. I commenced
using the Vigor, and was surprised at
the good effects it produced. It not
only restored the color to my hair, but
so stimulated its growth, that I have
now more hair than ever before.—
J. W. Edwards, Coldwater, Miss.

strength and

long time,

of day
Moon rises

Length

321ulg"
—13 38
υ

morn.

....

...

—

[

8ft 1 in
9 It 0 in

jstews.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY, August 23.
Arrived.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J Β Coyle.
Steamer State of Maiue, Hilyard, Boston for

Eastoort and St John, NB.
Sch Elbridge Souther, Kales, Norfolk—coal to
Maine lient liK.
Scl! Mary Nowell, Lank, Philadelphia—coal to
Ρ & Κ Kit.
Sch John Η Converse, Leighton, Philadelphia—
coal to 11 L Paine & Co.
Sch Florida, Hall, Boston.
Sch Capitol, Wiley, Boston.
Sch Nancy Ann, (Br) Eldridge, Chester, NS—
lebster to Portland 1 ackmg Co.
Sell |Wni Η Cross, from Georges Banks, with
22,000 lbs halibui.
Sch Julia Ann, Parker, Deer Isle—canned goods
to Winslow Packing Co.
Sch;Allandale. Kemick, Ellsworth.
Sch A Τ Haines, Dodge, Penobscot.
Sell C M Ullmore, Teel, ltockland—lime to C
W Belknap & Son.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta.
Sch May Wymau, Bunker. Boothbay.
Sch May McFarlaud. Horse Island. Shipped
two men and landed a sick one, and sailed.
Sch Titmouse, shore, with 40 bbls mackerel.
Cleared.
Sell Brilliant, Hupner, Port Clyde—Ν Blake.
Sell Harvard Η slavey, Bickford, Boston—Jas
Lucas.
Sch Capitoi, Wiley, Bremen—Ν Blake.

SAILED—brig Alplieta.
φΚΟΜ

OUK CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHBAY, Aug 23-Sld, schs A Τ Haynes,
Lunt, Portland ; L M Cray, Gray, for Harpswell ;
John Bracewell, Long Cove ; Island City, for Boston.

WISCASSET. Aug 21—Ar, schs Marion Ε Kockliill, Anderson, Boston ; Lizzie S Haynes, Sawyer,
Salem; Tena A Cotton,Cranmer, Boston; Mima
Belle, Thompson, Portland.
Sid, sch Belle Higgins, ftivers, Charleston.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Passed Anjier July 12, ship McNear, Frost, fill
Cebu for New York; Snow & Burgess, Brown.
Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Ar at Savona Aug 15, brig Don Jacinto, Herriman.

Ayer's

Pliilapelpbia.

Sid fm Singapore July 19, barque F Β Fay, Pettigrove, Hong lions.
Sid fm Victoria, BC, Aug 21, ship Oregon, Merriman, San Francisco.
Memoranda.
Sch Ella Elliott, of Thomastou from KockDort
with,
ice, went ashore 2lst iustat
for Galveston,
Sail Luis Pass, ihirty miles west of Galveston,
lauded. The vessel will proremains.
Crew
and
bably come off after discharging cargo.
11
Sell Carrie
Spofford, Scott, from Amboy for
Portland, went ashore at Stony Brook, Long Isl
was
towed off 22d and prooeeded.
She
21st.
and,
A three-masted schr from Kockport, Mass, for
New York, with stone, sunk off Thatcher's Island
23d. Crew landed at Gloucester.
ltockland, Aug 23—Sch George, from Rockland
for New York, with lime, ran ashore on a ledge
near White Head this morning, bilged, took lire,
and became a total loss.
Fishermen.
Sid 1m Bootlibay 23d, sells Mattie Τ Dyer, Saranil
Smith, for Bay Fundy.
Maggie
genf.
Ar at Boston 22d, sieamer Novelty, Joyce, Bay
St Lawrence, with 400 bbls mackerel.
Ar at Fort Mulgrave 21st, soli Emma W Brown.
McFarland, from North Bay for Glouces er, wltli
500 bbls large mackerel.

of
win De uenvereu vu

Lignts.

...

inymm.

Portland and So. Windham, a
will be re13-1

at

than any tonic yet discovered.
For six months I suffered from liver
and stomach troubles. My food did not
nourish me, and I became weak and
six bottles
very much emaciated. I took
of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and was cured.
—J. M. Palmer, Springfield, Mass. tt

The

photograph.

charm containing

Under will be rewarded upon returning it to
LOST—A
10-1»
L. HAliltOWS, 11 Exchange St.
GEO.

WOLFE'S

Ayer'sDr. J.Sarsaparilla,
C.
Co.,Lowell, Mass.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

bottles, $5.

As

jLaGfatecC

a

and necessary

general beverage

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.

the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
these purevery other preparation for
A public trial of over 80 years
of
our
country
uration in everv section
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unmedical
the
solicited endorsement by
faculty and a sale unequalled byit any
the
other distillation have insured for
for it.
reputation of salubrity claimed
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

It may be used with confidence, when the
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a safe and
natural substitute for mother's milk.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

food

Soses.

The Most Successsul PItEPARED FOOD

18 BEAVEE STEEET,

The BEST FOOD to be used in

connection with Partial Nursing.

YORK.

NEW

rtly

mariO

No other food answers so perfectly in such
cases. It causes no disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.

By the the use of this predigested and easily assimilated Food, fatal results in this dreaded, dissurely prevented.

A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to its great value.
It will be retained when even lime water and milk
is rejected by £he stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it lias proved the most nutritious and palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For an infant may be
made

150 MEALS for $1.00.
Sold by Druggists—25c., 50c., $1.00
entitled "Medical
53r"A valuable pamplilet
Opinions on the Nutrition of Infants and Invalids," sent free ou application.
Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

Is

an

infallable

cure

for

Dyspepsia,

Indi-

gestion, Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Siek Headache, Biliousness, and all diA permanent
seases of the digestive organs.

guaranteed in every case, even though
doctors fail. Thousands have been restored
to health and happiness by its use. Sold by
cure

first-class druggists everywhere.
Chief of Police Tompkins says:
New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 15,1S85.
To ALL WHOM IT
I have suffered

Situation by an experienced
at 81
girl, to do general housework. Apply21-1
WASHINGTON STKEET.

WANTED—A

to do general
address T. H.
21-1

capable girl

good
Call on
housework.
WANTED—A
Boston Steamers.

or

PBATT,

Protestant girl for genbetween 10 and
BANK
20-1

good
eral housework. Apply
WANTED—A
2(5, FIEST NATIONAL
12

m. at room

a.

BUILDING.

situation as
lady

a

young person
mothers help, companion
WANTED—By
Europe. Highest references.
a

or maid ; to a

travelling

Au20-1

to

M., P.O. Box 1717, City

dress

Everybody to know that I shall
sell every article in stock at a discount of
every article marked in
10 per cent for 10 days ;
Traveling
figures; consisting of Trunks,
and all goods perays, Ladies' Shopping Bags,
122
No.
Exchange
taining to the traveling public.
19-1
street. G. B. BROAD.

WANTED

—

Slain

D—A rent of six or seven rooms, in
city. Address No. υ

central part of the
WANTE
STKEET.

10-1

MOULTON

middle aged, capable woman,
to do general housework in a small family.
l'Jtf
Office.
Press
Address, HELP,
tenement of 7 or 8 rooms, with
modem improvements, and centrally locat10-1
ed. Address B., Box 034. city.

WANTED—A

Price, 50 cts. and $1.00. Mailed
receipt of price. Prepared by
The Hebuoline Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

on

SON,

H. H. HAY &

a drug
store,
Address DKUGs,

man in

young
with some experience.
w office.
τ

τ

·*

Press

Pug Dog, 2 years old; lie must

be
WANTED—A
slim, fine haired, short legged, and 18
low; weight; not.
thoroughbred. Price
003,
pounds?"'Address*. M. H. KUNLETT, Boxlo-l
a

a

over

Mo

Mechanical Engineer

good
wishes a situation; would not object to take
WANTED
on vacation for a short time.
of
A

—

party going

place

18-1

Address, ENGINEER, Press Office.

for

also
DE. Ci
to

__

OOK, ΓΒΕΕ AND MIDDLE STS.,
Sole Agents for Portland, Me.

will ruu as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave liurnliam's Wharf at 0, 7, 9, 10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30, 5 and <;.15. p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at G.30,
7.45,9.30, 10.40, a. in. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, ana
6.45, p. m.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at 11a. in.
and 4.05 p.m. and at Farm Lauding at 11.15
a. m. and 3.50 p.m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
iel'.idtf
made with the Captain oil board.

«

■>

smart boys, 15 years of
House
age, at NEWS STAND, Custom 18-1
Wharf. City.
ED An energetic man with $2000 to
manufactbuy a half interest in a first class
within five minutes walk of Portbusiness
uring
the
business
land; trade already established;
best of references given
year round ; profits good; once C.
Office.
This
S.,
and required. Address at

a.
Steamer C adet leave «State St. Wharf 10.15 in.,
2.00, 7.30 p. in. ; Franklin Wharf 5.45,0.45.10.30
Teak's
1.00,2.15,4.30. 0.10, 7.40,f8 30 p.m. ;

а.m. ;

5.10,6.3i',t8.00,
б.25,7.15,10.50,a. 111.. 1.30,2.35,
11.00 a. in. ; 1.20, 2.45,
9.00 p. m.; Cushing's 7.05,
0.40
5.00, 0.50, 8.50 p. in. ; White Head 0.10 a.m. ; in.
a. m.: 2.55, 4.50 p.
p. m. ; Cape Cottage* 11.10
0.00.
7.45.
Wharf
Franklin
leaves
Steamer JES nui ta
7.3θ
110.15, 111.00 a. m. ; 12.05, 2.00, 2.50, 4.00, 1.00,
a. in.;
M.iii.; Peak's 8.00, 9.3q. tl0.35, til.30
2.CO, 3.15, 5.05,*10.15 p.m.; Cushing's 8.10, 9.40,
8.20 a. m.
111.20 a. in. ; 4.20 p. m. ; Cape Cottage*
a.m. ;
MuudayTinie Table : State St. Wharf 10.55
a.m.
; 12.30,
Wharf
9.15,10.30
2.00 p.m. ; Franklin
1.00,
2.15, 3.15 p. in. ; Peak'* 9.35, 10.50 a. m.; 12.45,
a.m.
2.35, 5.15 p. in. ; Cnshing's 9.45,11.00 a. m. ;
; 2.55,
2.45, 5.00 p. in. ; Cape Cottage* 11.10

4.45 p. m.
•Or at close of Greenwood Garden Entertainment.
weather.
tMay be omitted in foggy or stormy

HAÏPSWELL

WANT

17-1

housethe

general
distance in
WANTED—Good
washing;
work,
1)κ. GASSAWAY, Custom
good

country;

eod2m

woman for
short

wages.

17-1

House, 1 to 4 p. n>.

«

WANTED—First-class

coat

and

14-1

gress Street.

Long Island,

WANTED-At

orders for collecting city oilal
Teleto be left at our office after this date.
WOOD & CO., 2G1 and
M.
STAN
phone 980. G.
3-8
265 Commercial St.

WANTED—All

and Ktdnet
rn. Wind

Liver

Indigestion,

Dyspepsia,

Co'Mplaints,Nervousness,Ueartbi
or Pains intkeBowels,

Stomach
Low Spirits,
Headache, Drowsiness,
Melancholy, and Intemperance. curing
effectual;
and
is
it
quick
As a Mel#cine
cases of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravatedother derangements
all
Kidney Complaints, and
of the Stomach and Bowels.
melancholy an#
It will instantly revive the most
restore the weak, féeble,
drooping spirits, and
strength, and vigor.
nervous, and sickly to health, Persons
who, from
Nightly Dissipation.—
feel the evil
dissipating too much over night,
in violent headaches,
effects of the poisonous liquors
Giddiness, etc.,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, all bad feelings.
will find that one dose will remove
in thb

Tiie Standard o£ I'urity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"1 have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to bo of full weight, entirethe Phosly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and
pure bread-raising
phates, an<l to be an absolutely
for
be
recommended
to
preparation every way
wholesomeness and efficiency."

KICHAKD (

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. 1».

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

FÛK SALE BY ALL GROCERS
itrmdlv

NEURALGIA!
ii'sa

an?!»i

î-J— amuBKaf.iig

DU. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed ami the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
nervine
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful
in the world and invariably cures
IVexi-

Wick Headnche, NervoiiM Bfeadache,

ralgia, NcrvoiiNuenN,
l'nrnlyNi§, St. Villi*' Onnce,
all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
of
system as a nerve food and exciter
matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
a
as
specialBenson's
reputation
people, and Dr.
at once
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases
Sold bv all druggists,
gives them a high standard.
of
price—50c a
or sent to any address on receipt
N. Howard
box, or β boxes for $2.50, Office 154
apr8dCmnrmcTh
St.. Baltimore.

and

the

nervous

nerve

D. H. HAW & CO.,
MASS.
Gi Broad Stroet, BOSTON,

Ml Druggists.

rANTED—For

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.

THK

a—1 Ile

uiictv

11Π U

IIUU.1U

pleasantly

travelling

sales

»1
on

commission.
AMERICAN KERN SOAP CO., 13 Vandewater
27-4
St., New York.
off
Clothing
cast
«1,000
buy
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
07 Middle
or address immediately, MR. S. LEVY,
27-4
St., Portland. Me.
Bidand
Portland
of
D—The people
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
of
business
clairvoyant,
and
celebrated medical
Boston, is still at 56Free street, exceptiug Fridays
Meed's
at
found
be
she
may
and Saturdays, when
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

WANTED—To

WANTE

Girls Wanted.
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,

BY Commercial St.

West

my22dtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

Valuable an<l Desirable Real Estate in
Portland for Hale,
three following dwelling houses and lots
situated in the most desirable parts ot the
imcity for private residence, we hereby offer for
mediate sale.
near
Pine
street,
1—House and lot at No. 41
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
Tiie lot Is about 2Ux80, 2 story house and L about
cement
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cushman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William II. Milliken.
nine
OOxitô, two story house and L, containing
convenient
a
rooms, well built, In good repair;
situated.
and attractive house and very

a

laundry soaps to the trade
WJ man to sell pure
THE
References required.

W,S&Mly

feb7

ilTVClTtllllAlTri

WRAFFERS-You will find the
Wrap-

PRINT
largest and best assortment of Print
at L. D. Strout's ; also all kinds of

Ladies
Underwear, Children's Wrappers and Underwear, together with Aprons, Shirt Waists, &c.,
who keep
&c., at prices far below other stores
only small lots. We intend to makea Print Wrapl'éChildren
leading
pers for both Ladies and
17-1
in our business. L. I). STROUT.
pers

\Vhite

5.45.

Leave Peaks' 6.10,7.15, ,8.30.9.30,10.30, *11.00,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,4.45,5.16, *5.35,
0.30, *8.00, 8.30, 9.00, *10.15, 10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20,7.30,8.20, 9.40,11.40,
1.05. 2.40, *3.55, 5.10, 6.50, 7.45, *10.20.
Leave Great Diamond 6.15,7.25,8.15.9.20,11.35,
*10.25.
1.00, 2.20, *3.35, 4.50, 6.30, 7.50,
Leave Evergretn H.05, 7.15, 8.0o, 9.30, 11.25,
8.O0.
12.55, 2.30, *3.45, 5.00, 6.40, 8.10,
9.25. 11.30,
Leave Trefetlien's 6.10, 7.20,
*10.30.
12.50. 2.25, *3.40, 4.65, 6.35, 7.55,
6.30.
Island
7.55,11.15.3.15,
Leave Long
SUNDAY TRIPS.
12.15
Leave Portland 7.30, 9.10, *10.30, 11.15,
*5.15, 6.10, 7.30.
1.45, 2.45, 3.00, 4.00, 4.45,
EvDiamond,
Little
and
Great
for
Portland
Leave
7.30, 9.00,
ergreen and Trefetlien's Landings 7.30,
*6.10,
2.00.
4.30,
*3.15,
10.30, 12.15,
5.45.
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 8.30,9.30,10.30, *11.00,11.40,1.10,
8.30.
2.10. 4.15, 3 30, 4.45, 5.15, *5.35, 6.30,
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40,1.05,2.40, *3.55,
5.10, 6.50, 8.10.
Leave Great Diamond 7.50,9.20,11.35,1.00, 2.20,
*3.35, 4.50, 6.30, 7.50.
9 5Π
1 1 OS
1 o RR
liCitVC

—
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ΜΑΜΕ STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW

ad Silk

General Agent

sept21-dtf

International

Window Shail·* Curtain Fixtures,
ST>

The only

perfect substitute

UPHOLSTEhj/JHARDWARE,
WE MAKE THE ONLY

Requires

no

cooking

Our

Ca>o

Bo^The

SSÎlSSfMœ Ob"

Booton.

TuTh&S&wGmnrm

jlyl3

our

KOILEB,
Stop Boiler is Standard.

$3TAek your Dealer for them, take no other.

[WHOLESALE.]
eodly

ap21
mmg r**

Wl;

TANT
* of

ΛΉ""

γλ"ν

<

1* »n"
THIS i
Ξlïave it <·■ « '·°
loftier. ^:··' <lymi desire
^ to ad vert 1 in any papers,
> it will pay yon tc write us
; for an estimate. Srate how
much, how long, and where
vou want, to advertise. *or
ten cents we will send
ol
complete directory
; American newspapers,
with
together
valuable intormatlon
^flfor advertisers. λοΙ·*

}lfc,

Q# MATES

l'KEl..

Jf G. S. Gosse, BOB!?»!'
Newspaper Ad ν'ng Agency.

dtf

may 10

Batchelor's

Celebrated Hair

Dye.

established issi.
Beet in the wor d.
Harmless 1 Reliable 1 InBtantaneoiis! No d s a ρ
pointmeut, no ridiculous
tinta ; remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; leaves
the hair soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Ex8ent
planatory circulars enve·
in sealed

{jostpaidthis
application,
opee,

on

paper.

tioninp;

>nenSold

by all druggists. Applied
■by experts at

Bitchelcr's

Wig Factory,

80 East 10th St., Ν. Y. City.

lyi3

eod&wlynrm

I

Μ Ρ Ο Β Τ Ε D

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOK

SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also General

for New

Managers
Celebrated

England

for thi

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER
FKOM

—

If Λ IE It I NOW.

«ΛΙΝΗ.

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL

DR.

WILSON

SPECIALI>T,
Treats complicated Di!
eases and those
mad
chronic by malpractiei
No cure no pay, only f<
medicine.
fre
Continuation and Examination
from 9 a· tu. to ϋ p. m.
aug6tf

FOB

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
New

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

llrnnMwich, Nova Scotia, Prince Fdwardtt Ialand, aud C'apc Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

RailThe new Steamers of this Line will leave
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
for
r.
5.00
M.,
at
FRIDAY
WEDNESDAY and
and ST. JOHN, with above connecto
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
p. M.
destination, jy Freight received up to 4.00Union
the
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at
inforTicket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other foot
mation at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf,
B.
COYLE,
JR.,
J.
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

p¥ÎFÏTmÂÏL STEAMSHlf vOMPAftTS
—LLNE FOR—

California, Japan, Chin1 Central #j]î(
and South America and.Mexico.

sails Tuesday, August 24, noon.
ACAPULCO
From New York, pier ft ot of Canal St., North
Kl ver, for San Franeieco via The 1 «thin ism of
Panama,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$00; Steerage §30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CIT\ OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday, Sept. 4th,
2 p. m.
ion
r or Freight, Passage, or general informat
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E.

ADAiVIS

A.

A-

CO.,

Βοκίοη.
115 State Street. Cor. Broad St.,
dtf
1*10

BOSTON
STEAMEllS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
SUMMER ΑΚΚΛΝ«ΚΜΕΝΤΧ:

tOlfc SAIiK or exchange for City property.
Farm of 100 Acres, House and Bam situated
y miles from Portland on road to Bar Mills; 4
miles from Gorliam Corner, So. Gorham. Meeting
house and school house near; will give a good bartrain. Trice $2500. N.B. GAKD1NEK. No. 40
23-1
Exchange Street.
FOR

SAI.E—Sole Agent tor

Victor, American, Champion. Cnallejj^y.
BICYCI.ES
the

Header,

catalogues
always'ïn stock1;
A. Merrill S

flee. i'-. S.
Co., No. 239
21-1

1.

OR TO LBT-The Mousam
York
House, situated in Kennebuiik V illage, BARCountT. Me. For particulars apply to Ν.
I'M
Me.
ER, 180 State street, 1'ortland,
H A I. Ε

FOR

IIOl'KG FOR SAI.E-IH western
part, 15 rooms, arranged perfect for 2 famfor both, steam heating, every modern
bath
ilies,
convenience, slate roof, metal gutters, 5000 feet
of land ; will rent for «700 per annum ; price to
suit investors. W. H WaLdRON, Heaf Estate
18-1
Agent. 180 Middle St.

NEW

8ALE-Cheap Ocean Tickets by best
steamers to and from Continental and Soul h of
J. !..
England Forts at «12 to S15. For sale by18-2
FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

property on the corner ol
Pearl and Deering Streets, Woodfords, consistalso three
ell and stable;
lig of two story house,
desirable house lots ; will be sold all togethei:
if
applied for soon
or separately at a bargain
N. li. Halton. on the
terms easy. Inquire of
E.
PALMEE, 643 Congress
premises or of .JOHN
5-4
St., Portland Me.

FOR

Μ ΑΙ. K—The

milt
from Portland bridge, a vegetable, and fruil
well
cultivated
of
rich
soil,
acres
of
nine
farm
with buildings in good repair; well stocked witt

l·lOR

SALE—In

Cape Elizabeth,

one

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants
also asparagus and rliu
grapes, apples and pears ;
barb. Enquire on premises. C. LINDALL, Towi
28-4
House Corner.

MALE—The coal and lumber bushiest

of the late C. S. Kitcliie. Sacearappa Me. eighi
FOR
established, everything complete ; include!

THE FIBST-OLAS8 STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
day ι·ν
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week
111 season for connectiling at 7 o'clock ; arrivingnoints
for
trains
beyond.
tion with earliest
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worees

tor, New York. &c.
Till further notice, the
SUNDAY TBI PS :
steamers of this line will leave Portland and Bos8.00
at
ton every Sunday
p. m.
J. H. COYLF. .In. Manager.
jeaotf

Boston I Plilladelpiiia
STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

LINE.

From BOSTON evsry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

From
in.

§.Philadelphia, at 10

by

mission.
Hon ml Trip
I'liNNa^e glO.OO.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Κ. It. NAMPSOIV, Agcot,
ÎO Long Whiu-f. BomIod·
Sldtf

DAILY EXCURSION.

—

Owner

leaving the country wil
;

«200 per
clear, yea
complete, and paying
location: neve;
round; always full; low rent; good
Address J. W. FER
changed hands; investigate.
13-12
OURSON, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
month

^aThealthy
Collas.··'

I^ots

place.

for sale

on

Clicbvagne Island.
niarO

t

·"

a».,)

lirt·»
demos

oi Meson.

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

Bur llnrbor a
For Kiiusior, l lUnorlb an<l
at Bruus
la.ss p. in. Fast Express stopping

an«l Watciwick, Gardiner, Halloweil, Augusta
ville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained lor
principal points East and West.
with
tTlie 11.16 p. in. train is the night express Sunsleeping car attached and runs every night
J

—

,.i...1...J

,ι,,Λ,,,,ι,

li-jr ITurluir

hilt,

not

to

Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyonu Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
The morR-

Trains ar« due in Portland as follows :
8.45 a. m.;
iug trains from Augusta and Batli
from BanLewiston, 8.60 a. in. ; the day trains
the afternoon train*
12.55
;
and
12.45
at
p.in.
gor
at
Lewiston
and
from Waterville, Bath. Rockland 5.45
p.m.; the
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee at
in.
1.
60
a.
at
train
night Pullman Express
cIuhr, for
Limited Ticket», first un<l secoud
at reou «nie
all point* in the Proviucn
duced rales.

PORTLAND, BANGOli, BIT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
OF RICHMOND makestw·
Portland anf
11.Ου p. m..
Macmusport,
at 4.00 a.
and
Maclilasport
and
Fridays,
Tuesdays
in., Moudays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
je25tf
Portland, Junej25.1886.
Steamer <!ITV

trips per week

the route between
leaving Portland at
on

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-DF

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, J une 28»
[
·,η·"ΐ^ι Passenger Trains will I.enrt
Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction»
7.3
Nashua, Wiudhnm and Epping at
a. in. and l.lO p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at l.lO p. ui.
Water·
For KocheMter, Npringvnle, Alfred,
1.10
boro, and Haco Hirer at 7.30 a. in.,
and unixed) at O..IO p. n>.
an
a.
l.lO,
6.20}
in.,
For Cûorhain at 7.30
(mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. m.
atW«
Mills,
For Maccarappa, Cumberland
brook .1 unction ami Woodford'»· at 7.JO
ar.«5
β/JO
and 10.O011. in., l.lO, J.OO,

(mixed) e.'io p. m.
OO n.ni.
For Forest Avenue (Deering) IO
.'<;OOand tf.'JO p. m.
at
connects
The 1.10 p. in. train from Portland
Koute for
Ayer Junct. with lloonac Tunnel
for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
ra«2·
New York via Norwich Line, and all
also with Ν. ¥. & Ν. Ε. R. Κ.
Via
Springfield,

("Steamer Maryland Koute") for Philadelphia.
11 η Ui more, Washington, and the Mouth, ana
with Boston & Albany K. R. for the Went.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central K.lt. aad
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Prit»
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.

je2Gdtf

Portland and

R, R.

Ogdensburg

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, June 28, 1886,

will
aud until further notice Passenger Trains
Leave Portland as follows:
Glen
Jackson,
8.35 a.m., loi No. Conway,
Proiilt
House, Crawford's, Faybans, Bethlehem,
Littleton, Wells' River, Montpelier, S».
House,
.imnKn.,,
Moo/,,
MnntroAL Burlington*
Swanton, ()gdeusburg and West.
Ml.
I i ll! p. ui., Express to Fabyan's, Summit
House, LittleWashington, Bethlehem, ProfileJefferson.
conton, Franconia. Lancaster and
and St.
necting via Wells' ltiver for Montpeiler
train will not
Johnsbnry same atteruoon. This or
Hiram,
W.
Baldwin
stop at So. Windham,
Bartlett and inβ. 15 p. in., Local, Portland to
termediate stations.
Kezar Falls, Porter,
Stages lor Limington,Sebago, with 12 40
p. m.
Denmark and Lovell connects
with 6.15 p. m.
Stage for No. Windham connects
train.
TrniuM Arrive In Portland:
8.45 m. m., 'I'om Bartlett and way stations.
14.33 p. m., Express from all White Mountain
Kesorts.
and way.
•VI·} p. ui.. Mixed train from Bartlett
7.15 p. ni., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogden»·

burg and West.

J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
CIIAS. 11. FOYK, G. T. A.
je25tf
June ϋό, lssti.

BRIDGTON & SACO

RIVERII

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing

June

!!§, 1886.

A.M.
6.10

Trains Leave Brldgton

P.M.
6.31'

A.M.
10.1U
P.M.

7.4,'
8.45 12.35
Arrive Portland
C.15
12.40
Leave Portland (P.&O.It.K.) 8.35
8.6C
3.07
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
for North BridgStage connects with all trains
Portlano
ton and Harrison, and with trains leaving
Waterford.
for
m.
at 12.40 p.
BENNETT,
Supt.
J.
A.
je29dtf

BOSTON AND M AINE

r7 R.

PANNKNGEB TRAIN NERVICE,
iii effect June '27. IMM6.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For If oniou at t6.13, t8.40 a. m., 112.40, t3.3ii
a.m.
t5.SU p.m. KonIou for Portland 7.30,8.30
Beach aud
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. in. For Ncnrboro
Pine Point 0.15, 8.40. 10.25 a. in., 2.UO, 3.30,
Naio
+5.OU, β.lu, 8.05p.m. OI<l Orchard Krach,
ami Biddci~ord6.15,8.40, 10.25 a.m., 12.4U, 2.00,
Kcunrbunl·
m.
8.U5
p.
3.30, |5.00, 5.30, 6.10,
8.0c p.m.
0.15. 8.40 a.m., 12.40.3.30, *5.00, 5.30,
6.30
H ell* Bench 6.15, 8.40 %. m., 3.30. J5.00,
Grral I·'ηII*, Dovet
Berwick,
North
m.
p.
Ex
in.
5.30
p.
6.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, *5.10,
an· JLowell 6.15
eter, lia vt-rhill, Lairrruce
Boche«»tcrs
i:
8.40 a. ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p.
a. in., 12.40.
Farmii^tou and Alton Baj 8. ΟM»rb«r
Π At»
3.30 p. m. \\olfboro and C'entr uid Concord
Manche*»··!'
a. ill., 12.40 p. ill.
ni.·
3.3«
a
6.15
p.
m.,
(via Newmarket Junction)
m.
via Lawrence, 8.40 a.
York,
New
to
Lines
Kail
all
tconneets witii
South and West.
Crossing.
+Yria Eastern Division to Searboro
0.15,8,40
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland
Boston at
leave
m.
Keturning
a. m., 12.40, 530 p.
m.
8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.60. 6.00 p.
NIJNDAV TUA INN
Borer 1.00, 4.15,
for Bomiou 1.00, 5.3oP· ni. ; for
Ncarboro Beach, Pine Poiut.
for
5.30 p. in.;
and Biddeford
Old Orchard Bench, Naco
7.0u p. in
10.00 a. in., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30,
Fare to Old Orchard and Return
β·ιη<ΐ!ΐν«.

SO CENTS.
EASTERN DIVISION.
IIoniou at 2.00 and if9.00 a.m., fsl.00 an<*
KomIoii at 7.3»J
$0.00 p. m. Returning JLeare
Fop
m.
and 9.00 a. in. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. and 6.0<>
a.
m., 1.00
Iftiridcft'ord at 2.00 and 9.00
New bury port ;«Γ
and
1'ortMiuoiith
For
m.
p.
Fo*
2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
For.*<r«
Atne»bury 9.00a. 111. 1.00and 6.00 p. ill. 1.00 a.·.
a.
9.00
m.,
leui and Lynn at 2.00 and
on ab<»ve trains.
Ολη» p. m. FFIjIj.viΛ.\ CAKM
South
1iConnects with Bail Lines for New York,
and West.
Sont
New
for
York,
Lines
sConnects with Sound
and West.
South and West
Through Tickets to all pointsTicket
Oilier*,
for sale at Portland Depot
40
lixchuo^
Ticket
OiBie,
Fuion
at
and
Street, Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A
JAS. T. FURBER, (ien'l Manager.
For

dt

je28

Ruiufoni Fails and Ruckfield Railroad
Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.
Connection* via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. ni., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. in., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Car
ton at 4.30 p.

a.

in.

Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9. Ο
Portland and B<.
in., connecting for Lewiston,

ton.

train hi
Stage connections daily with passenger
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
at Can
Mills
and
Turner;
Chase's
West Sumner,
ton for Peru. Dixfleld, Mexico and Riunford Falls,
Mills.
Brettou's
for
also
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

jel8dtf

GRAND TRUNK RA1LUAÏ OF ŒAIH
CHANGE OF TIME.
MONDAY, July 5, IKM*

STEAMER HAIDEE,

Ou nuil after
inline

will leave Burnham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sunat
days excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching
Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
Will leave So. Freeport daily at
m. and 5 p. m.
7 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
jelTdtl
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.

and 5.30 p. in.
Forlnorhuin, 3.f U and 5.30 p. in.
For 4<«orliaiu, lflontreal uud Chicago, 9.3i)
a. m. and l.3o p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From LewiMlou uud Auburn, 8.25 a. n«.
12.05, 3.15 and f».4u p. m.
Froui <<iorliaiii, 8.25, 9.30 a. ni. and 7.(Κ) p. m.
From Chicago uud lflontreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. m
Froui Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train aitil
Parlor cars on day train between Portland aoil
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,

;

-HA 1,1·;

HaliΚιιηχοι-, Vnarrbvro, Ml. John,
fiK.Rild Ihr Pttviurra, Sit. Nlrphro mid
Lewi·via
12.30
ArooMtooli County,
p. ill.,
and
tou. 12.35 and {11.15 p. ill., via Angii»ui;
for BHrworfh» K«r Harbeir, iiud Banyor
&' Pincalnquiit Κ. B., til.15 p. m., for
Mkowheicnn, KelfnNt and Dexter, 12.30,
in.,
12.35, til.15 p. in. ; Water ville. 6.45 a. Am·
12.30, 12.35, 5.15 and, til.15 p. m.; for
and ΒιηηκUinta, II allowell, 4»ardiner
wick, 6.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, tll.15 p. ill.;
Bath, 6.45 a. 111,12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.16 p. in. ; Kocklnnd and
Knox and Lincoln It. SC., 6.45 a. ill., 12.35
at 5.15 p. in.;
p.m.; and on Saturdays only
Aul ui'ii and Ijewimton at 83.0 a. Ul., 12.30,
5.10 ρ m.: JjewiMton via Bruuttwick, 6.45
Jlonmouth,
а. in., til.15 p.m. ; Farmiugton,
Winthrop and ITlaranatook 8.3o a. m. and
North
and
Aukoii,
12.30 p.m.; Oakland
vin Brunnvrick,
12.30p.m.; Fai'iniuKton
б.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. in., and from

For

a. 111.

Insurance one-half the rate of
^ι i 11,r vessel·
"~\ν
West by the Penn. li. It., and
the
for
Freights
connecting lines, forwarded free of comSouth
►

ΚΛΙΙ.ΚΟΛ DN.

years
land and stock; the books and invoices will b<
shown; will be sold very low if applied for soon
Call on or address MRS. Ε. H. RITCHIE, Saccar
24-4
Main and Stroudwater.
appa Me., cor.
sacrifice for S400, Boarding and Lodginj
1;M>R
furuishet
House in flourishing city near Boston

nOKDAV, June 38,
188C, I'li-iscii^cr Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

Oil und uftcr

EASTI'ORT

FOK SALE.

a

MAMIE CENTRAL RAILROAD

tions.

B.
ly attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.
12-2
STEWART. 207 Federal St.

FOR

GENUINE
and

STEAMSHIP CO.,

paired.

FOR HA 1.1·:—Sloop Yacht Issa,
about 30 feet long, completely furnished ;
\V. DYKK,
for sale very cheap. Apply to ISAAC
I·11
First National Hank Building.

Cnrtains,

YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
leave Pier
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Keturning,
and
3<s, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
B. COYLE, Jκ.
J.
m.
4
at
p.
Saturdays

re-

YACII1T

Turcoman

n/\

«TKAMKKS.

LET I.IVK—Old clothes made

Middle street, Portland.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

Λ

jy28dtr

i to look new; clothes cleansed, dyed and
IIVE
Prices to suit the times. Orders prompt-

l'ENDÉXTEIt. with

84 Iiaivley St., Boston, Bass.

,.Λ

*3.45, 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 12.50, 2.25,
*3.40. 4.55. 6.35, 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15, 3.15, C.30.
IsThe 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip to Long
land, touching Peaks' both ways.
starred
(*)
trips
weather
•On stormy and foggy
will not bo run.
VASE».
S .20
Single tickets with admission
15
Children, tickets with admission
1.00
admission
Twelve rides without
3.00
Sixty rides without admission
25
Long Island aud return
Β. J. WILL.YKL). Manager.

pargnent

AND

Wliarf)

IIoiimc

Oil and After July 18,1880,
and
Steamers Forest City, Express, Minnehaha
times.
Mary W. Libliy will run ononthe following
the
abov»
of
any
Forest City Tickets taken
Pasteamers. Amusement coupons taken at liink,
vilion, Koller Coaster or Elevated Kailroad.
WEEK DAÏ TRIP*.
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45,6.45, *8.00, 9.00,
1.45, 2.15, 3.00,
10.00, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15,
0.10. 7.30, 8.00*9.00. 9.30.
4.00,4.45, *5.15,
Great
Diamond, Evand
Little
for
Leave Portland
0.50, it.OO, 10.30,
ergreen and Trefetlien's 5.46,7.30
9.30.
6.10,
12.15, 2.00, *3.15, 4,30,
Leave l'ortlaud for Long Island 7.4a, 10.30, 2.15,

»«,„

street, now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
Herlarge lot 87V2X227, adjoining the late T. C. roof
French
sey's grounds; two story house with
15
rooms,
thoroughly
and two story L, containg
built and in excellent repair, and one of the best
situations hi town : large stable, well furnished
with water, etc. ; about 70 pear; and fruit trees ;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
il;.' undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.

~

For Harpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a. in., 2.00 p.m. Keturn leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.3o,
Kound trip tickets, Sundays, to
a. m.. 4.30 p. in.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
UEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtl

—

75 VAUGHANST., capable
girl for general house work ; also capable
11-2
nurse girl ; references required,

this state

—

—

m.

I III-. WANTED—A capable girl to do genApply at ouce at 323
eral housework.
17-1
SPUING STREET.
tidy experienced cook for a
private family at one of the Islands
14-1
Apply at 45 PARK ST.

pantaloon
makers, at HASKELL & JONES, 470 Con-

8URE CURE FOR

STEAMBOAT CO.

Λ...,
y. II.8.11), 1 l.oti a. in., α.ϊυ,
m.
land at 7.00. 8.45 a. in., 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p.
(Jrr's Is•δ o'clock trip will not run through to
to
Harpswell.
only
land Saturdays,
«ΓΛΟΛΪΜ.
9,10,10.30 a. m., 1, 2, 2.3(*J>.
For

WANTED—A

SAM'S

DE.

jy31dtf

Delightful Sail (twenty milex) down C'nwco May,
On an0 after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alk e will leave Custom House Wliarf, Fortland, daily, as follows, viz.:
IsFor Long Island, Little Cliebeague, Hope
<5 p.m.
land, Jenk's 9.30, 10.20 a.m., 2.00, 5.00,6.«
m.
For Harpswell, 9.30 a. in.. 2.00, 5.00, 6.05 p.
m.
For Orr's Island, 9.30 a. m., "5.00 p.
6.15
at
Island
lie turn for Fortland—Leave Orr's 6.45 a.
in., 2,
Harpswell at 5.15,
a. m., 1.30 p. m.
3.45 p. ni. ; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35, 11.25 a. in., 2.50,
11.30 a. m.,
at
5.55,
7.40,
Island
4.20 p. in.; Hope
at 6.05, 7.50,
2.55, 4.25 p. in. ; Little Chebeague Island
at 6.25,
11 35 a. m., 3.05, 4.35 p. in. ; Long

WANTED—Three

uo

CO.

TIME TABLE.

G

augto

STEAM BOAT

STAR LINE

(Custom

Smyrna llugs
off clothing
exchanges
WANTED—Highest
M.
ROOT, Perry House
Please send postal

severely for years from Dyspepv.—il..
îf woe iiTtnnsfiihla for me to keeD
I commenced taking
stomach.
on
my
anything
Herboline about July 1st, have used three boxes,
Can reccured.
positivbly
I
am
that
say
and can
ommend it to any one troubled with this complaint.
13.
ISAAC
TOMPKINS,
Respectfully yours,
Chief of Police»

THE STEAMER ISIS

6-3

Cash prices paid for cast

MAY CONCERN :

after Monday, June 14th, anil
until further uotice,

Mere lJoint,

li.

Brunswick, Maine.

ANTED—A

HESBOLINE

and

paying

and

WANTED—A

A SURE PREVENTIVE and CURE for

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

ADBIFT—A sail boat; owner can

have by proving property,
FOU!*»
SKOLFIELD,
charges. JOHN
WANTED.

SCHNAPPS.

TT&Sly

Danversport.

Foreien Ports.
At Sydney, N8W, July 15th, ships Enos Soul
Soule ; McGllvery, Dunbar, and Highland Lig'i
Hav
barques Haydn urown,
Sawyer, une;

uu

blue pilot oyercoat. The tinder
LOST—Between
THIS OFFICE.
warded by leaving

Port

Passed tlie Gate 22d, sells Mattie J Allés, from
Woodbridge for Portland ; 1) Κ Aiken, New York
for Yarmouth; Silas Me Loon, Hoboken for Camden ; John C Smith, do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 20th, sens Pulaski, Ad
ams. Fire Island ; F A Pike. Noble, east; Abbj
Wasson, Lord, and A J York, Wallace, Portland
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sell Addie Wessels
Gross, Kockland.
Sid 21st, July Fourth. Wood, and Mary Farrow
Condon, New York; Paia, Libby, New Yolk.
NEWPOKT—Ar 2etli, sells J 11 Crowley, Clark
Calais; Sadie Corey, Snow. New Yolk.
Sid 20th, sch Sandy Point, Grant. New York.
Ar 21st, sch Lugano, Clark, New York.
NEW DEBFORD—Αι 21st, sell James Parsons
Plummer, Calais.
Sid 23, sch Petrel. Decrow, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, sch Diadem
from New Bedford for Bangor.
Ar 21st, bcIis Merrill C Hart, from Hoboken foi
Boston; Ellen Perkins, Port Johnson for Saco
Geo W Glover, Rondout for Dover
Nightingale
Hoboken for Kennebunkport ; W M Snow, do fo
Damariscolta; Mary Augusta, from Hoboken fo
Gardiner.
Ar 21st, schs Sarah & Ellen, from Philadelphia
for Boston; Orrie V Drisko, Hoboken for do; Ε (
Gates, New York for do; Percy, New York fo
Eastport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, schs Weslej
Abbot, Whitaker, fm Rondout for Boston ; Mal i;
Adelaide, Nickerson, Amboy for Salem ; Rosie i
Aura, Small, Macliias.
EDGAliTOWN-Sld 10th, schs Tlios Hix, Hall
Rondout for Portland ; Nile, Manning, New Yorl
for Rockland; Maria Adelaide, Perth Amboy fo
Salem.
HYANNIS—Ar 20th, sch John Price, Wllsoi:
Philadelphia for Portland.
BOSTON-Ar 22d, schs R F Hart, Willey, Ricl
mond; Wesley Abbott, Whitaker, Rondout; Ja
A Brown, Tliorndike, Hoboken; Annie L Wilder
Thurston, Rockport; M L Nowton, Rowe, Calais
Ferine, Reed, Damariscolta; l'hebe Ann, Clen
ent. Penobscot ; Mary Β Rogers, Knight,. Batt
J ulia Baker, Furbusli, do.
Ar 23d, sch Hattie È King, Collins, Bathurst.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Peerless, Thompsoi
Cauiden; Lnurel, Seavey, Franklin.
Ar 22d, sells Harmona, fm Bangor for Warret
Julia Ε Pratt, Calais for New York; Velnia. Nov
Scotia for New York; Charity, Boston for Bangot
Yankee Blade, do for do; Am Eagle, Province
town for do; Geo Prescott, Boston for Newcasth
Mt.Vernon, do for Cranberry Isles ; Τ J Becket
do for Gardiner ; Diadem, do for Bangor.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 21st, sch Cora Ett;
Fales, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 21st, sch Xirnena, Pell
grove, Boston for Machias.

owuei

Μ. Α. Π ANNA. Keeper Cape
17-1

able charge.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 13tli, ship Kate Daven-

Townsend.
port, Howland,
Cld 14tl), ship Kichd III, Mclntyre, for Port
Townsend.
Ar 15th, barque C Ο Whitmore, Thompson,
Honolulu.
PASOAGOULA—Cld 13th, brig Laliaina, Allen,
Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sell Lizzie Β Willey,
Chadwick. Camden.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 21st, sehs Nellie V
Rokes, Thompson, New York ; Hattie Η Barbour,
Gilkev, do.
BK JNSWICK—Ar 21st, ech Fannie I. Child,
Hart, Fall River.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st,sell L A Burnham,Harding, Gardiner.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20tli, sch H A DeWitt, fm
Wiscasset.
Ar 21st. barque Golden Sheaf, Lunt, Bath.
Ar 22d. brig Ginsv Queen, Chandler, Wiscasset,
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 20th, sch Kate Wentwortb, Bropliy, Philadelphia.
Ar 21st, schs Belle Brown, Perry, Kockland;
Roger Moore, Gilkey, Bangor.
RICHMOND—Ar 23d, sells Edward Laineyer,
Rockland; A F Croekctt.Tiiorndike, VViudsor, Ν S
NORLOLK—Sid 21st, schs Gertrude L Trundy,
Davis, and lYenix. for Portland ; Kate M Hilton,
Ciias A Brings, and Elbridge Souther, for Portland ; Ciias J. Balch, Bath ; Henry Ρ Mason, and
Etna, for Boston ; F H Stewart, New York.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 21st, schs Thomas It
Pillsbury, and Ο D Witherell, from Bangor.
BALTIMORE— Ar 21st, ship Reuce, Adams,
Dublin ; barque Daisey Reed, Mitchell, Bostou :
schs Genevieve, Haley, fm Charleston; Maggie J
Smith, Bcnuett, Portsmouth ; Fred W Chase, Nairom
son, Kennebec; Ada A Kennedy, lienuedy,
Portsmouth; 1) D Haskell, Haskell, Fernaudina;
Lester
A
Lewis,
Helen G Moseley, Holt, Boston ;
Moody, Belfast.
Cld 20th, schs Jos Baker, Eaton, Bangor; AR
Weeks. Henley, and Nina Tlllson, Aclioru, Portlaud. (and all sailed.)
Clu 21st, barque Daisy Reed, Mitchell, Boston;
schs Charlotte A White, Tripp, Boston; Lucy A
Davis, Davis, Somerset.
Below 23d, ship Cyrus Wakefield, Young, from
Dublin.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, schs Gen Adelbert
Ames, Jameson, and Tlios G Smith, Swain, Kennebec ; Stephen Bennett, Spear, Charleston.
Cld 21st, brig Mary Bartlett, Thompson, Boston
Ar 10th, schs Uranus, Mason, Kennebec; John
D Paige, Haley, do.
Cld 20th, schs Geo Ε Prescott. Truworthy, for
Vinalhaven : A A Collins, Betts, Bath ; Paul Seavey, Kendall, Newburyport.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, schs Quoddy, Mahoney,
Hillsboro; Kenduskeag, Lawson, Bangor; City of
Ellsworth, Bonsey, Ellsworth; Vanualia, Betts,
New Bedford; Westerloo, Jordan, Providence;
saniiv Point. Grant. Newport.
Ar 22d, aclis Sea Biru, iiouguon, Amooy i»r
Boston; Addle Ε Suow, Norton, Amboy for Damariseotta; F Γ Hall, Keiley, Dover; Silver Spray,
Lludsay, St John, NB ; 1» Sawyer, Keiley, HillsF A Magee, Ellsboro; Lugano, Small. Calais;
worth; I Catharine,Ellsworth; A Ilaylord. Jones,
Mt Desert; Kennebec, Wall, BicUmond; Glenullen, Bunker, Providence.
Old 21st. sen Liuali C Kaiuiiiikl, Woodbury, loi
fÎHMicctnwn and Bucksville.
Sid 21st, barque Til'in d;ikci, lu, 'inKniiiiatu
brigs Atalaya, for Cieufuegos;
and Mollendo;
Tenerille, Port Spain; Tarilta, liiatanzas.
Gate
21st, scbs Alabama, from Ho
Passed the
boken for Salem; Mary, do for Cast ne; Abliy
Portland; F A Pike, do foi
for
Wasson, Amboy

adrift, about three miles
a fifteen foot dory;

up

Cape Lights,
FOUND—Picked
Southeast

will restore physical force and elasticity
to the system, more surely and speedily

ease can be

a

by proving

CHARLES

COWS

If tou aee suffering from debility
and loss of appetite; if your stomach is
out of order, or your mind confused;
take Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This medicine

febi

DP ADBIFT-Iu Casco Bay,

PICKED
dory. The owner can have
charges.
and

STKAYED-Three cows, two brown
and one black, in color, strayed from St. John
Smith's farm in Deering; suitable reward paid to
as to their whereaany one sending information
bouts. Address J.J. LAI'I'IN'S, corner Pearl and
23-1
Fore streets.

Vigor,

six

rewarded by

OFFICE.

property
paying
HOWES, Haunaford Point, Great Chebeague.

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers.

Ayer &
Prepared by
Sold by Druggists. Price $1;

short brown
; Under
leaving it at THIS
2ij-l

a

same

..

Height

M-AJRINE

Hair

morning, August 21, between

Portland and Blackstrap lady's
LOST—Saturday
trimmed with leather trimming
ciotli
wrap,
will be suitably

Oil

îWeather permitting.

I.OMT AND FOUND.

....

AUGUST 24.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
525
4 54l Hiffli water I
Sunrises
waler
6 64
.6
j
Sunsets

BENJAMIN

ΚΑΙ ΙΛΟ ADS.

υΤΕΑΜΕΒβ.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

Oct. 1st. to June 1st. 1887

RENT—From
of the most delightF on
a furnished house in one
and
ful locations in the city lias sunny exposure

barques Oasis, Dillon, for Victoria;

Bicli, une;

IM LAND

LBT«

TO

ner,

Indicates

FROM

104yi

Morris Λ ûssex

Con. Cal. &

1886.—Cotton dull;
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 23,
middling 9 116c.
is quiet;
1886—Cotton
8AVANNAH, Aug. 23,
middling 8%c.
1886.—Cotton nomiCHARLESTON, Aug. 23,
nal ; middling 9c.
midMEMPHIS, Aug. 23,1886.—Cotton quiet;
dling ay8c·.
2S, 1886—Cotton is quiet; mid-

108

American Express

Krie

and always satisfactory.

Fiom.

42%

_

1

perfect ladies' tonic.

85

pref

Kansas Pacifie Consols
Nav. lsts
OregonU.,
ni
,.t

Mrs.
Abernetby—No. I haven't seen it. I
didn't know that De Lyle possessed ilterary talent. Did lie inherit it?
Miss L,—Oh, yes. His father left him an immense fortune.

FINANCIAL

do

87Vi

Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com
do pref
4ye
Boston Water Power Co
38
Mexican Central 4e
Marquette, Houghton and Out. R., .com.... 32
2is/s
Wisconsin Central
212
Calumet & Hecla
Colony
174'/2
Old
C. B. & (J
134Ve
Mexican |Central scrip
37 Va

Erie 2ds

Miss Llewellyn—Have you read young Mr. De
Lyle's charming story? It is justjout, and is per-

a

daily:
Atch., Toneka and Santa Fe.Railroad
Kastern itailroad
Bell Telephone
New York and New England Railroad.

Central 1'acificklsts
Denver & R. (jr. lsts

WIT AND WISDOM.

Liver Pills. One

[By Telegraph.]

ment securities :
United States bonds, 3s
New 4s, reg
New 4s, coup
New4VaS, reg
New 4^s, coup

Paris, À. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

most

112

per cent. Exchange Is strong, but unsettled at
4 81 V2@4 82
amf 4 84®4 K4'/i.
Government
bonds are dull and steady. State bonds neglected. Railroad bonds very dull and steady, The
stock market closed dull and steady.
The transactions at the Stuck Exchange aggregated ] 23.662 shales.
iin- lonowing are to-day's quotations of Govern-

So.

a

132
108
104
108

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, AUg. 23, 1886.—Money on call
easy, ranging irom 2 to 6 per cent., last loan -t 5,
closing at 4 asked. Prime mercantile paper 4@5

Springvale,

Vegetine is

123

following quotations of stocks are received

The

New York Stock and

Wm. Stackpole.
s'aro^n'I^KendriVkVco.,
C. H. Pierce.

ant

Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. K. Consol 7s.... 130
Maine Central K. It. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 103
'·
"
106
2d mtg 6s
"
"
3d mtg 6s... .110
Boston Stock Market.

FOR

Niagara Falls !
—

AND

—

ALL POINTS WEST
—

AND

THE

—

Portland, While iflotuilain and
Niagara Tall*' Line,
at 8.35 a. m.
leaving Portland every week dayattached.
Tick
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars
at Waldron's, 4(
had
to
be
all
information
and
ets
ο
oflice
ticket
at
Exchange street Portland, and

rORTLAMI Ml) 0G»UR« 11. Κ
jy22dtl

GHAS. II. FOYE, G. X. A.

will

DKI'A

run a*

follow*

Κ'ΓΙ KKN.

For Auburn and Lrw

intou,7.20a.m.,

12.5')

35 Exchange St., and Oeoot Foot ot India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATE
—

TO

Detroit, Chicago, .Tlilwauk
Cincinnati, Mt. Loiiin, Omaha, Snffi*
naw. Ht. Paul, Nuit l.ekr City,

Canada,

Denver, Mnu Francise#»
and all points in the

ftortliweol, West jiihI Souihwci,
JOSKl'Ll HICKSON. General Mauagu
WM. EDOAK, (i. P. Α.,
J. STEFIIEXSON. SiiDf.

July 5,1886.

jyfidtl

LAKE SEBACO.

PERSONAL.

ON THE TURF.

The Creat Republican Rally Today.

Col. Zimro Smith, editor of the Boston
Journal, was in town yesterday.
U. S. Superintendent of Public Buildings
Holmes was in the city yesterday.
Messrs. Crawford & Wheeler have sold
the Bloomington (111.) Leader for $14,750.
The purchaser is a woman, Mrs. M. F.

The Fairfield Races.

ΤΙ Πί PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, AUG. 24.

Already the Indications are that there will
be a great outpouring of the people to listen
to the eloquent and powerful arguments of
Hon. James G. Blaine, Hon. Thomas B.
Reed and Gen. Gibson at Lake Sebago today.
There has already been a large demand for
tickets from the Republican City Committee,
and those who have not proeured them can
do so by applying to any one of the committee this morning. The train will leave Portland at 1.30 p. m., and return at 6 p. m.
There will be three bands to provide excellent music—Chandler's, Spiller's and the
Bridgton bands. Persons who fail to secure
tickets during the morning can get them at

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
tDVKBTINEHlEVM

!*EW

TODAY.

AMUSEMENTS.

Complementary Benefft—Mr. and
Excursions—Sebago Lake Route.

Mrs.

Doutney

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Fine Shoes—Davis and Cartland.
Chase, Leavitt & Co.—2.
Children's Bonnets—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Situation.
Fir Tips—Kines Brothers.
Lost—Three Cows.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
Wanted—Drug ClerK.
Chickering Piano—Samuel Thurston.
To Let-Kent.
Class in Practical Shorthand—Bates Torrey.

the station at noon.
Mr. Blaine will leave Augusta on the 10 a.
in. train this morning, and go by the regular train to Sebago Lake, via transfer sta-

Wantpd—Girl.
Notice of Adjourned Meeting.

;·»>

For Sale-Farm.
Painters' Supptles-^Ii. H. Hay & Son.
For Sale—Residence.
Baker's Great American Specific.
Notice—Lewis T. Todd.
For Sale—Canvas Gunning Float.

tion at 12.50 p. m.

Gen. Gibson arrived in the city from Bosevening, and spent the night at the
Falmouth Hotel.

Wanted—Proposals.

ton last

More cases of sick headache, biliousness, constipation, &o., can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter's
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means,

A Woman's

Several years ago the family of Capt. Nathaniel Blanchard was one of the best known
in social circles in Portland. They occupied
the large mansion at the corner of High and
Pleasant streets, west side, that has since
been turned into two
dwellings. Capt.
Blanchard was also the owner of the stores
on Fore street, west side of Pearl
street, and
other valuable wharf property. Capt. Blanchard became unfortunate, the family property was sold, the captain and his wife died,
and the family moved away.
One of tbe daughters, Miss Helen A. Blanchard, after the family left town, tried her
hand at keeping a boarding house in Boston.
The attempt proved unsuccessful, and she
then moved to Philadelphia and entered the
employ of a large clothing house where she
had charge of sewing machine. One day, in
a fit of desperation, she kicked over the sewing machine, declaring she would not drudge

d&wlw

aug 23

Grand

Pluck.

Republican

MASS MEETING.

#long in

that way any longer. She had observed that if in gentlemen's fine underwear the stitch was improved the value of
the goods would be much enhanced. She

invented this

stitch and it "took"
at once. From her patent lms .grown a large
industry from which she has reaped a fortune. Not satisfied with this, she also invented the band in gentlemen's hats, which
prevents the perspiration staining the hat,
and from this patent also she enjoys a large
royalty, and lus been enabled not only to
enjoy the luxuries of life herself, but afford
them to her family.
Miss Blanchard, however, was not satisfied
that the old family property should remain
in the hands of strangers. She has been
visiting the vicinity of Portland lately, and
she has placed in the hands of |her attorney,

SEBAGO LAKE,
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purchase the old mansion, and the stores,
which will be placed in the same condition
they en joyed when the family was at the
best estate. If this is not a good instance of
woman's pluck and energy we don't know
where one will be found.

citizens of Cumberland County
the political issues of the day.

will address the

and vicinity

over-seam

Chandler's, Spillcr's of Webbs Mills and
Bridgtou Bands will Furnish Music.

Y. M. C. A, Notes.
The Bible class for the study of the International Sunday school lessons will re-open
the second Friday in September.
The boys' work, as conducted by the Port-

Special train leaves Portland at 1.30 p. m. ; returning at 0 p. m. Tickets for the round trip 50
(Cente^.1 JTinr to Tuesday noon tickets eau be obtained of the members of the Republican City
Committee.

,

Association, is attracting attention in
foreign countries, letters of enquiry regarding the work having been recently received
from Bristol and Bradford, Eng.
Master John E. Fisher has been appointed
correspondeht of a paper named Fass-it-on,
published in the interest of the Y. M. C. A.
of Bradford, Eng. One of his communications has already appeared in that paper
under the pseudonym of "Tony Crane."
A popular clergyman from New York
State, now settled over a large parish, in
passing through this city last week, called
at the Association rooms to re-acknowledge
a kindness bestowed upon him by the presiland

SACADAHOC S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

[Iteported

for

FOSTEIÎ.

the Press.]

Bath, Aug.

23.

Tlie case of Mrs. Martha J. Williams, administratrix, vs. B. F. Hineklev, was given to the juryon Saturday, and the vernict returned was $158.
43 due the plain! iff,
Gilbert for plaintiff. Larrabee for defendant.
The case of A. P. It. Walker vs. Harford, trover, resulted iu a verdict forplaintiff ιο the amount
of 87. T'ie parties belong to ltichinond and the
case consisted of the sale of a watch bv Walker
to Harford, who did not pay for it, and the sale
of the same by the latter to a thirdjparty.
The case of the State vs. M. A. ITaylor et als.,
for assault upon Silas Adams at Bowdoinham, was
given to the jury this noon.

the Association seventeen years
ago, when lie was but a theological student.
The Association rooms
have
been
thronged with visitors the past two months
to whom many courtesies have been ex-

dent

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The clvck in front of McKenney's jewelry
store on Congress street does not keep good
time lately and is apt to deceive the pedes-

of

Over 100 papers and magazines

trian.

tended.

The alarm of fire from box 8 yesterday
was caused by the burning out of a chimney in Henry Sargent's house, No. 19 Atlantic street. Damage trifling.
At a special meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen, held yesterday morning, an insane person was sent to the Insane

constantly

There is talk of a grand clam-bake to
off at Great Chebeague next Saturday,
under the auspices of the Board of Trade
and Merchants Exchange.
Jenks will look
come

after the bake.

Officers Harmon and Skillings seized a
barrel of beer at J. E. Cady's, and Marshal
Hawkes and Officer Hanson seized a barrel
of beer with 30 feet of hose attached at Holland's place.
Marshal Hawkes, Deputy Marshal Crowell
and Officer Hanson, on Saturday, discovered
the beer hose in John Ilowley's place and
found the beer in a trap beneath a small

The Ella Elliot Ashore.

Schooner Ella Elliot, Boston, with a cargo
of ice, went ashore at San Luis Pass, thirty
miles west of Galveston, Saturday morning.
She is pumped out and will probably soon be
floated. The vessel has sustained no great
damage. The schooner was under command
of H. G. Jo8es and had a crew oï eight men,
all of whom were saved and comfortably
housed at the life saving station. She was
built in 1882 and is owned in Thomaston.
She is of 350 tons burthen and is valued at
830,000.

room, the entire floor of which served as a
door to the receptacle beneath.
Dr. Lapham has sold his horse to Col.

John M. Adams of the Portland Argus, Col.
Adams had the pleasure of a ride behind the
horse on a visit to Augusta, and took such a
f^ncy to the animal that he has been endeavoring to make a purchase for some time

p«s£.

Crand Band Tournament.

bummiKcc.

The regular meeting of tha School Board

7.35

Address

police making
gestion that they should always

the sugdemean
;hemselves in a way that would reflect credit
jpon the force, abstaining from anything
that would give an opportunity for adverse
criticism. lie felt he could do this all the
more freely sin ce he felt the force was as
effective as that in any city of the size of
Portland.

Bridgton and Harrison.
over Sebago Lake and then up the
winding Songo to the beautiful lake region
To

The sail

beyond is one of the finest excursions offered
to Maine people and their summer visitors.
In another column may be found particulars
■ji the daily excursions to Bridgton and Harbison over this route and every one who
wishes to seethe famous scenery of the lakes
should read the advertisement.

Island Notes.
Peaks'

Oriental Lodge, No. 17, K. of P., of South
Windham, and Crescent Lodge of Steep
Falls, came over the Ogdensburg road yesterday morning, and went to Peaks' Island,

I. A. R. A.
The Irish American Belief Association
ire making preparations for a grand reunion
and it promises to be a great success. The
committee will spare no pains in making it
entertaining for the members and their lady
[riends. There will be the popular athletic
imusements, to finish with a social hop in

the Star line steamers.
They visited the
Garden, rink and roller coaster, and apparently enjoyed every moment of the time.
The party numbered between foiir flr.d five

on

hundrejl.

·"

excursion party to Peaks' Island, under

charge

he evening. Mitchell & Littlefield will furlish dinner in the afternoon.

ÇunwltoB,

the popular manager of
Greenwood Garden, is to employ a landscape
gardener next season to beautify his grounds
and will also build a wharf leading directly
into the Garden.
One of the Forest City steamers will go to
Brunswick this morning and bring a large
Mr.

of Mr. B. L. Tennell.

Hibernians at Maranocook.
Under the Division of Ancient Order of
Hibernians, resident in Bangor, the order
will hold a picnic at Lake Maranocook to-

day. There will be 8100 offered in prizes for
the various sports, the Bangor band will provide excellent music and special trains, at
low rates of fare, will leave Portland at the
times stated in the advertisement.

a

ihort address to the

The Board then adjourned to meet Monday, Sept. 6th, at 4 p. m.

on

to the Police.

Last evening Marshal Hawkes delivered

lower hall between the two

nearly 200 cottages

Fishery.

The fishing steamer Novelty, of this port
has arrived in Boston with fifty thousand
fresh mackerel,
The crew of one Portland mackerel seiner
are reported to have netted $1000 apiece
since the opening of the season.

of the board.

are

at 9.30 a. m. toTrunk for Norway,

The Mackerel

The High School course of study was further considered, and the secretary was requested to procure further proof copies of
th« same with several modifications for the

There
Island.

regular

The schooner Titmouse, owned by Α. M.
Smith & Co., of this port, arrived here yesterday with sixty barrels of mackerel, the
result of three weeks' fishing.
The catch
will sell for $800.

cases.

use

and the

Chandler's and Young's orchestras will furnish the music for dancing. There will be
no postponement on account of the weather.

quest of Col. Merrill, who was necessarily
absent.
The resignation of Miss Adelaide S. Hale,
of the Yaughan street school, was read and
accepted, and the matter of filling the plaee
temporarily was referred to the supervisor
of that school.
>
Requests for leave of absence from several
teachers were read, and these were referred
to the supervisors of the respective schools,
with power to grant and supply substitutes.
Voted, That Mr. Bradley, supervisor of
Butler school, be authorized and requested to
procure a book-case for the Butler school,
similar to the one now there, and after properly placing the two cases in the lower hall
to hang the portrait of ex-Mavor Butler,
some, time since donated to the school by the
the

o'clock,

day, over the Grand
when the monster band tournament will
take plice. It will be borne in mind that
twenty full bands will contest, and that
there will be a large variety of athletic
sports, for which cash prizes will be offered.

pay-roll for the month, amounting to $175.15,
were read and approved.
On motion of Dr. Ring it was voted that
Swinton's Grammar School Geography, N.E.
edition, be adopted for use in the first classes
primary, and in the grammar schools, to be
procured as new books are needed, i. e. in
the fourth grammar classes this year and
next, and in the first primary classes next
year and thereafter.
The consideration of other books was laid
over until an adjourned meeting on the re-

in

recently, aged 88.
Hon. It. K. Bishop and family of Massa·
ehusetts are stopping at Jenks' Sunny side
House, Great C'hebeague. Mr. Bishop was a
candidate for the nomination for Governor
of Massachusetts by the Republicans against
General Butler several years ago.
Miss Addie L. Kennedy, who for eight
years past, has taught the State street subprimary school, Augusta, with so much sue
cess, has resigned her position and accepted
a flattering offer from Elliott & Beezley, publishers, of Philadelphia to travel for them,
receiving $«00 a year and expenses paid.
Mrs. McCrabbe and party, Washington, D.
C. ; Κ. H. Well and wife, Albany, N. Y. ; F.
W. Howe, wife and party, Providence ; E.
O. Quigley, Chicago ; F. A. Fiske and family, Minneapolis; J. I). Lord and wife, Baltimore, Md. ; I. B. Hosford, Haverhill; Hon.
J. B. Kedman, Ellsworth ; H. J. Brenards
and wife, Buffalo, N. Y. ; C, A. Jenney and

wife, Brooklyn ; A. H. Way, E. L. Hall,
Boston ; D. L. Pettegrew, Worcester ; J. E.
Hooper, New York, were among those registered at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
AMUSEMENTS.
PORTLAND THEATRE.
Next week Portland Theatre will open for
the regular fall and winter season of 188G-87.

During the vacation the old private .office of
ex-Manager Curtis has been thrown into the
lobby, restoring that amount of space to the
public, and the lobby has been repainted and
fixed ud in very attractive shape. The house
has been entirely recarpeted, the seats fixed,
the scenery rctouched, and when Peck's Bad
Boy appears next Saturday night—a little
ahead of the season—the patrons of the
house will have an opportunity to look at the
improvements. Speaking of Peck's Bad Boy
the Buffalo Daily Times says : "The audience
loses itself, and is completely carried away
by the mirth-provoking pranks of the irre-

pressible youth."

The Tent Meetings.
There was an interesting meeting in the
)outney tent last night and a large crowd
About 30 new signatures were
vas present.
Mr. Doutney's subject
< idded to the pledge.
1 onight is the "Murder of my father and his
Mr. and Mrs. Doutney hold the
J uurderer."
.ttention of their audiences night after night
η

a

way that speaks well for the

meetings

( hey conduct.

C2d Maine.
The 32d Maine Regiment will hold its reThe For\ inion at Long Island Wednesday.
( st City Company's boats will take the com] ades to the island from Custom House
charf at 9
,

a. m.,

returning

at 3.15 and 6.30

Three thousand people witnessed the races
Fairfield Saturday. The two year old
race was won
by Alii Karli, owned by Mr.
A. S. Kates of Waterville. Best time
3.14$.
The 2.45 class was won by Tainter, entered
by Mr. J. F. Haines of Biddeford. The best
time was 2.36J.
The free for all race was the fastest race
ever trotted in State of
Maine, the slowest
heat being 2.33. The following were the entries :
at

SUMMARY.

Olivette, b»n. m.,
Lewlston
Black Kock,

C, Scribner,

A.

bl'k s., H. Reynolds,

Unity

7 8 8 5 dr

TIME.

Quarter.

Half.

37

Three-quarters,

1.15
1.15

•37V4
.3«Vb
.37%

1.52
1.52
1.50V&
1.53

1.13V4
1.15

Mile.
2.30
2.29V4
2.28Mi
2.29%
2.33

At the close of the fourth heat the excitement was intense, the horses were a long

time in getting, owing to an endless amount
of scoring, but at last they went and came in
with a dead heat between Surprise and Gilbretli Maid. It was so dark (being 7.30 p,
ni.) that another heat could not be trotted
and the race was postponed to Monday at 2
p. in., since then a settlement has been made
and the first and second money divided.

The following gentlemen served as judges :
Reed, Augusta ; J. Pompilly, Lewiston ;
Mr. Fall, Boston.
Lawrence, the great son of Dr. Franklin,
four years old, owned by E. J. Lawrence,
showed an exhibition mile in 2.30.
Skylark, the running horse of F. A. Ilale,
H.

In Gorham, Aug. 23, Stephen Wescott, aged
64 vears.
[Funeral 011 Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from North Street M. E. Episcopal Church. Relatives and friends are invited to attend without
further notice.
In Yarmouth, July 9, Deborah D„ wife of the
late Charles Bucknam, aged 71 years 10 months.
In Livermore Falls, Aug. 16, Otis C. Sewall,
aged 86 years.
Jn lioothbay, Aug. 5, Millie Maud, infant daughter of Milton Andrews, aged 13 months.
In Arrowsic, Aug. 15, Jacob W. Swett, aged
73 years.
In Bath, Aug. 15, Miss Flora A. Bean, aged
16 years.

Distress After
Is

of

one

Eating
symptoms of

the many disagreeable

sour stomach
faintness and capricious appetite are also caused
by this very wide-spread and glowing disease
Hood's Sarsaparilla tones the stomach, creates
an appetite, promotes healthy digestion, relieves
the headache, and cures the most obstinate cases
of dyspepsia. Read the following:
"My wife had dyspepsia. She could not keep
her food down, and had that oppressed feeling
after eating. She had no appetite, and was tired
all the time. She tried numerous medicines with
out being relieved, but the first bottle of Hood's
Sarsaparilla did her a great deal of good. She
lias taken two bottles, and can eat anything without distress, and has no trouble in retaining food."
John Battknfjkld, Marion, Ohio.

dyspepsia. Headache, heartburn,

All-Cone

Feeling

"I have been troubled with dyspepsia. I had
but little appetite, and what I did eat distressed
me, or did me little good. In an hour after eating
I would experience a faintness or tired, all-gone
feeling, as though'I had not eaten anything.
Hood's Sarsaparilla did me an Immense amount
of good. It gave me an appotite. and my food
relished and satisfied the craving I had previously
experienced. It relieved me of that faint, tired,
all-goue feeling. I have felt so much better since
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, that I am happy to
recommend it." G. A. Page, Watertown, Mass.
Ν. Β. Be sure to get only

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

SEW

lighted with

the

beauty.
POLITICS.

REPUBLICANS OF FKEEPOUT NOMINATE
I!. MALLET FOU TUE

E.

LEGISLATURE.

At an enthusiastic caucus Saturday eventhe Republicans of Freeport nominated

ing,

Ε. B. Mallet,
tative to the
was

Jr., as candidate for represenLegislature. The nomination

Shorthand, cordially invited to visit our rooms.
For further information regarding? Kvening
Clanaee, address

BATES TORREY,

City.

£. Wirt" Fountain
Feu.

(Shading)
d2w*

unanimous.

half, including stops. After taking an excellent and hearty dinner at Hotel Swasey,

Mr. W. H. Lainter provided five mountain
wagons drawn by spirited horses and took
the party to Rumford Falls, where all viewed
with interest this grand display. Then a
drive down to Dixfield village finished the

day's journeying. In this beautiful village
a quiet Sunday was passed at the well appointed hotel. Some members of the party
climbed Sugar Loaf mountain, a rocky peak
east of the village and obtained a fine view
of the surrounding country. Monday morning the same accommodating drivers and fine
teams took the party to Canton where they
found the regular trainjto Portland in waiting. Those who would like an economical
trip, with a quiet Sunday away from the city
in one of Maine's most beautiful villages,
may take the advice of one who has been
over the route and be on hand next Saturday at the appointed hour for the second excursion. Excellent accommodations are provided by the railroad, and the hotels furnish
the best of fare, at low prices, while every
attention is shown the visitors, whom it is
hoped will go away convinced not only of the
hospitality of the people bnt with unbounded faith in the city yet unborn at Rumford
Falls.
H.
Honor to a Portland Artist.
One of the oldest of the museums of the
old
Dutch masters, that of the city of
Dordrecht, has extended its courteous invitation to Charles L. Fox of this city to exhibit his works on their walls.
In addition
to the picture of the Paris Salon of this year
there is a large canvass just finished, whose
aim is purely philanthropic. The title reads :
"Blessed are the poor in spirit * * »
Blessed are tliey that mourn
For tliey shall be comforted."
Blessed are the first rays of the morning
Folding night within the shadow of a dream.
It is to Mr. Fox as a painter and a poet
seeking beauty, as well as a philanthropist,
that Dordrecht open its doors to our fellow

citizen.

picture painted by Mr. Fox which
took a prize in the Paris Salon, it will be
remembered was displayed at the Portland
Society of Art exhibit.
The

A

Contrast.

During the
August 23, 1886,

between April

time

12

and

the money received for vessels that had been seized containing liquor
by the police under Marshal Hawkes, was
$1,252.47. During the whole preceding year
of Marshal Andrews' administration the
value of vessels seized was $1,130.38.
York Records.
Parties who are interested in the publication of these ancient manuscripts, can see
the advance sheets of the first volume as far
200 pages—by calling at room
o. 18 City Hall.
J. T. Hull.

Srinted—over

SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCAKAPPA.

There will be a grand rusli from this, and
Cumberland Mills Village, to Sebago Lake
this afternoon to hear Messrs Blaine, Heed
and Gibson. People are becoming aroused
on political matters in this vicinity.
The
Republicans of Vrrestbrook will show a strong
front in the campaign.
Λ11 the stores in this village will be closed
Wednesday ; the business men with their
families will go to Long.Island and spend the
day. The Portland and Rochester railroad

transportation. Arrangements have
been made for a spirited game of base ball
and other sports, with one of Mitchell's excellent clam-bakes thrown in.
PreMrs. r,. m.
jir'inriûtûB
eumpscot House, Mr. Wm. R. Hodsdon.clerk
of the house, and Mr. narry S. Cousins,chief
of the police and wife made a four day's
tour through Bridgton, Naples, Sweden and
other towns in that section of the State last
wook.
The penstock to supply water for Haskell's
silk mill, which was broken last week i« repaired and the mill is operating on full time.
The railroad, bridge across the river, above
the dam, has been thoroughly repaired, and
strengthened by four large wooden piers,
making it safe for the transportation of
furnishes

heavily loaded coal

cars.

Mr. Geo. H. Wentworth

is

stylish building for

erecting

a

very

a paint shoi> on Depot
street,which is becoming the central point of
mechanical operations in the village.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE MAINE CENTRAL.
rumor that the Maine Central shops
to be removed from Waterville to Port-

The
ire

land, provided the railroad commissioners
refuse to condemn the strip of land desired
3\ the road adjoining their present tract in
Waterville, is pronounced as unfounded by
the officials of the road.
Work is already
progressing for the new s lions and it is exthat
the difficulty about the land will
pected
je

adjusted

soon.

BAILEOAl).
It is stated at Concord, Ν. II., that ground
ivill be broken next month for the proposed
•ailroad from North Conway to the summit
>f Kearsarge Mountain and that the line
,vill be opened in season for next summer's
msiness.
THE MOUNT KEAKSABGE

S. Stoddard Blanchard.
The Boston papers announce the death of
.his gentleman, late President of the IlamilMr.
on National Bank, at the age of 08.
31anchard was well known in Boston in
inancial circles, and was esteemed as a very
: ible financial
authority in banking matters;
ind as an affable gentleman, a business man
if
strictest integrity, won the respect of
! ill the
with whom he came in contact. He was
veil known and had many friends and ac1 [uaintances in this
city. He married for his
O. D., the eldest
econd wife
j laughter of theMargaret
late Capt. James R. Dockay of this city, whom he leaves as a widow
J. T. H.
vithoneson.

The Republicans of Etna have nominated
Mr. B. C. Friend as their candidate to represent the towns of Etna, Plymouth, Dixmont
and Neivburg in the coming Legislature.

Bowey Beach.
Major W. S. Stanton, U. S. N., Light
House Engineer, accompanied by Chas. Edwards, Esq., of Portland, and several regular
employes of the service, visited the Cape
lighthouses from the tender Myrtle, the former for the purpose of inspecting the work
and directing the construction of the new
signal building, the latter remaining at the
station to make adjustments to machinery of

revolving light

and of

fog signals.

Excursions to the Lights have been more
regular and numerous for ten days past than
for a like period any time before this season.
The old and favorite method of coming in

large picnic wagons seems to be steadily on
the decline, private conveyances being mostly in vogue.
The little steam yacht Diavola came to anchor off the Cape Lights Thursday, and sent
a boat ashore iu quest of the dory picked up
adrift by the lightkeeper a few days before
and advertised in the Press.
Captain Ingersoll was much gratified at the recovery of
his property.
There were two barques, two brigs, and
several three-masted schooners off the Cape
Sunday, inward bound.
Members of the Jordan family of this town
together with visiting friends and relatives,
numbering some twenty-five persons in all,
are occupying the Elisha Jordan house near
Richmond Island breakwater. A few evenings since the entire party took passage to
the Two Lights in a hayrack bedded with
new and fragrant straws, remaining until a
late hour, enjoying a view of the ocean by

W HULI
WHOLESALE

.r

)QL£
2 62 middle
$τΑεετ.

eod3m

hereby cautioned against harpersons
boring or trusting any oi the crew oi the
Iiark
"Carsten
Boe," Dannevig, masNorwegian
ter, lately arrived at this port trom Trapani, as no
bills of their contracting will be paid by captain or
consignee.
CHASE, LEAVÎTT & CO.
au24
d3t_
are

ALI-

CAUTION.
are

or

of said corporation held June 8, 1886, and adjourned to the first Tuesday in September, will be
held, pursuant to said adjournment, at its office.

Commercial street, Portland, Maine, on
TUESDAY, seventh day of September, 188G, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.

Horse

on

Notes.

In addition to the other advertised races
for the New England Fair at Bangor, there
will be a running race between two St.
John horses for a purse of $350. Golden
Maxim, one of the racers, has been at Ban-

There lias
gor before and has run in 1.42.
been considerable feeling about the record
in St. John and a horse has finally been
tKjngi**· *»*■
parties could not agree on any province
track and it has been agreed that the horses
shall race in Bangor. The race will come off
011 the first afternoon of the fair.
At the trotting park in Bangor, Ezra L.,
belonging to Mr. E. L. Sterns, trotted a m ile
Friday in 2.35. Ezra L. is by Gideon, and
his record is 2.21J. Ile has not been driven
in races for two seasons past, but it is to be
hoped he may be seen in trotting contests at
the two great fairs in Maine this year.
THE STATE.

lots of

Mr. Frank A. Spratt, a graduate of Tufts
College, in the class of '83, has been elected
principal of Hampden Academy.
Extensive improvements are to be made
around the depot at Oldtown. A new side
track about 1200 feet long, to be used by
passing trains, will be built near the bridge.
Sunday night, Frank Ellingwood, aged 8
years, was drowned by falling into the river
at Bangor.
Four of Pinkerton's detectives will be in
Bangor during fair week, having been engaged by the fair officials.
COUNTY.
The Morse firm of Bath is now getting material together for a five-masted schooner.
She will be the largest vessel with a foreand-aft rig, ever constructed, having a carrying icapacity quite equal to that of modern
square-rigged ships, or about 3000 tons. The
old heads begin to talk now of the possibility
of building a six-masted schooner, with a
carrying capacity of 100,000 cases of oil.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
SAGADAHOC

At an enthusiastic meeting held Friday
night, the citizens of Calais decided to raise
§35,000 to induce a Massachusetts shoe manufacturing firm to come to their town.
marriages.
In tills city, Aug. 21, by tile City Clerk, Geo. C.
Iiurgess, Charles K. Stanimler, M. IV, nf Brooklyn, Ν. V., and Miss Evelyu J. White of New
York city.
Int. Is city, Aug. 23, by Rev. Mr. SoutliworUi,
liankliu Klexus brake ot Providence, li. 1 .mid
Mrs. Adelaide V. Carver, of Ht Stephens Ν li
In Farmiimton, Aug. 17, Fred Robinsou of Portland and Miss Vena Tardy of Farmingtou.
In Kennebunk, Aug. 22, by Kev. s. F. Wetlierbee. Kandal! ,1. Grant of Kennebunk and Miss
Alice S. Goodwin of Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, MASS.

and Host Successful In America.

Equipped

Best

Rropena Mept. 1, ls.se, for ihr IHth Year.
The course of study is elective aud embraces
the following subjects :
Bookkeeping; i'enmanshlp; Commercial Arithmetic, Law aud CorresShort-Hand:
Type-Writing; the Engpondence;
tisli Branches. Students may begiu at any time,
receiee Indiridunl Inalrnriio·, and progress
according to ability.
Separate department for
ladies.

Graduiites Aided to Employment.
I'ublir .School (.rmliiniK take our course
beas a finishing off for their other school work,
fore going into business.

Our Special Three iHontlis' Coarse
is taken by persons whose time aud means are

''the'

College Bulletin- (Illustrated! gives
full particulars and will be mailed free upon application. For further particulars address or call
upon C'. E. CO.TIKH. IHMi WllnhiilHtoi· Ml.,

Jly24eod2m

Bouton.

TEK.H OF ΓIIΚ

FALL

Boston Conservatory of lui
—

AND

—

goods daily of

PRIVATE LESSONS

or

SMALL CLASSES.

Send for eircular, or apply to JULIUS EICHBEKG, 154 Treinont street, Boston.
Jy29eod6w

we are closing out
our Summer stock at

many

all Wool Suit for $10.00.
Suits for $8.00.
and $18.00 Suits for only $12.00.
Men's Heavy Winter Suits, regular
price $20.00, now $15.00.
Special values in Young Men's fine Dress Suits at
$15.00, $18.00 and $20.00.
New Styles in Young Men's Sack Suits, straight
cut, only $12.00.
Bargains in Men's and Young Men's Pants at
much reduced prices.
Many new styles of Boys' Suits for Fall now ready.
Boys' Extra Good School Suits, ages 14 to 17, $5,
$7, $8 and $10, médium and heavy weights.
Boys' Knee Pant Suits, for school wear,ages 11 to 16
years, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and $8.
Boys' Knee Pant Suits, ages 4 to II years, $2.50,
$3, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and up.
BIGBARCAINS in Boys' Knee Pants, $1.00, all
sizes.
We are also offering many heavy weight SUITS for
Winter, in odd sizes, that were carried over from last
This is a good opseason at much reduced prices.
portunity for you to buy good Clothing at unusually
low

13th.

Thorough instruction In Organ, Singing, Piano,
Harmony, Counterpart anu all other branches
of music.

Men's $15.00
Men's $12.00
Men's $15.00
A few lots of

prices.

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

0FMUSIC
NEW

Boston, Mass.

THE LARGEST and BEST EQUIPPED inth«
W Ο R L D —100 Instructors, 2005 Students last year. Thorough Instruction in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and
Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratorr, Literature, French, German and Italian Languages, English Branches,Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, #5 to $3); board and room with Steam Heatand
Electric Light, $45to $7.5 per term. Fall Term begins 8eptemberO, 188rt. For Illustrated Calendar, with full information,
address, E. TOURJEE, Dir., Franklin 8q., BOSTON, Mass.
eod2m
jelO

PRIVATE SCHOOL,
Spring Street.

No. 148

WOLHAUPTEK, aided by experiHJflSS
I?X enced assistants, will re open on September 16th, her School for Young I^adies and
A.

children at ÎVIînm Marcent'a School Κοοιιιχ,
No. 148 Spring Si. The aim of the school is to
furnish a thorough education in the English
branches aud the languages.
Drawing will receive special attention. For further information
address ίΤΙΪΜβ Wolhaupler, Drake's House,
Kye Reach, Ν II., until Sept. 1st, after which
date Miss Wolhaupter will be at her school-rooms
every afternoon.
aug!4eodtf

SCHOOLS.

PEERING

rilhe Schools In Deering will begin Monday Sept.
1'er. order of Committee
JL 20th.
dlw

augliO

ST. CATHARINES HALL,

DIOCEDAN SCHOOL FOR «ΙΚΙ,β.
The Kt. Rev. H. A. Nef.ly, D. D., President.
Tlie JtEv. W. D. Martin A. M„ Rector anil Prtn. ;
Terms 9'J75 and
l'.tth year opens Sent. 13.
For cir$430. Increased advantages «tiered.
JlylOeodlOw
culars address the principal.

INSTRUCTION IS ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

COLCORD,

W.

J.

FALL OVERCOATS NOW READY.

143 PEARL· STREET.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING GO,,

au24d2w

St., Portland, Mc.

255 Middle

dtf

—AND—

WILL

Ladies and Misses,

Yonng

No. 96 Park Street,
RE-OPEN

KEPT.

18S6.

13,

Special attention Is given to the common and
higher English Branches, Arithmetic,' Bookkeep
ing, etc. Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes in
('oinpOMition, Reading, Art History, (■»rral IIÏMtory, English I.itrratnrr, mid Hoi·
ta'» IIi»tory ·( Uairer«al Uteratnrr. Girls
who have already finished a High School course
can In one year combine the study ol General Literature with the analytical reading aloud ol the
Iliad, the Odyssey, the .«nlead, Paradise, Lost,
and the Inferno, and with any two branches uf
Art History, Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting. Tlie class in composition will meet twice a
week and will begin with "Greene's Analysis," as
special attention will be given to the technicalities of English construction. Classes will recite
four times a week each in Antronomy, Physiology. French uud (Serinan. Special students
wul be received in all these classes. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as
consistent with the plan of the school, the discipline of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
be seday pupils and places in the family may 1st.
or
cured by personal application after Sept.
by letter at any time. 1*· «earn will be Reunie»»
•erved
prcriaualy engaged.
Miss H. R. Creighton will continue her classes
in Drawing and Painting and will also receive private pupils. China Painting a spec-

CHILDREN'S BONNETS.
We bare received our new stock of
Children's Bonnets and Caps for early
Autumn and Winter wear, and invite
They are novelties, and
inspection.
m ate nice presents for strangers to
take home. Infants' Wear Department.

Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilioue state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side, &c.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses
School for

Manager,

W.C.WARE,

SICK

Ilcadachc.yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

ialty.

Miss Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils In In-

preventing

strumental Music.
Special rates in Ifln.ic, Drawing and Painting to pupils of the school. Apply for terms, &c.,
aulddtf
at OH PARK STREET.

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

pills

Needed by every yonng man,
a short space of time at

Shaw's Business

A'CHE

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
Now York City.

ai iaoieware.

offering special inducements in Kogers &
Table Ware, as every one will be conBros.'
vinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.
I

A 1

"OUR OWN"
a

full line of "my own" manufacture, which

for style, quality and tinlsli has few equals and
superior in the w irld.

Watches. jQoeks.

no

lc»eli>. «V«
and

-,

Cleansed, Repaired
Warranted,

at

LESS THAN COST.
We also have another lot of those Ladies'
Kid Slippers for SO cents.

ST., UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

eodtf

CHICKERING
PIANO!
LITTLE USED.

A GREAT BARGAIN.

JEÎWBLR.Y!
FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
in the most thorough manner at reasona
ble prices, by first-class workmen.

repaired

MILITARY and SOCIETY GOODS

j. A. MERRILL &G0., JEWELERS.
J.til 91IDDLE DTREKT
A. Keith.
J. A. Merrill.

$1000 GIVEN AWAY
ITIorriwou & Γβ.Ν IVe*v Jewelry Nlorc.

Every customer lias a chance to secure a valuable
present. MOltlUSON & CO., Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods, Latest
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Jewelry
Watches Cleaned. SI.00;
carefully repaired.
Main Springs, (1.00; Case Springs, 50c.; Watch
10c.
t'ougrexH
ι*ι·, under G. A·
Crystals,
K. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. jy!2dtf

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world.

The

"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
ltoadster." New improvements,
New maand prices reduced.
chines this year, including a La
dies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.

II.IAMSON, 177 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 »«»»«· ior Catalogue, Free. d&Wtf

c.

FOR

from the pasture, about noon
on Sunday, 22d inst.,
three cows, one a
1·ΓθΛη Durham, (the mother.) the next a brackish
color cow 5 years old, the next is a 3 year old
brown with some white streaks on rump and legs.
A suitable reward will be paid for information
sent to LAPPI N'S Grain Store, corner of Pearl
and Fore street, Portland, Me.
24-1
Ο It

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low
ure, if sold at once.

MAIjÉ— $1500

for

a

Farm of 200

Acres,
Fviz. 100 Timber and Wood ; bal. Plains and
Interval ; tine Maple Urove ; Fine set of

Fig-

uated on Ellis river ;
and school insight.
Exchange Street.

saw

N.

buildings sit-

and starch mills, store
S. GARDINER, .No. 40
24-1

Ladies to know

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

No. 8 Free Street Block, Portland.

aug

dti

eodly

np!3

At

THURSTON'S.

Latest and most Tasty Designs.

MAI-E-Sanborn residence;"to settle the
estate of the late Thomas Randall. one of the
most attractive houses in Peering; furnished in
modern style at a cost of SIO.OOO. ; fine stable:
one acre of land ; set with fruit and ornamental
trees; in fine taste; full view of the city ; will be
sold at a great sacrifice. Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St., or ί\ Ο 1SAILEY & CO,
Examine by calling at house
18 Exchange St.
24-1
Ocean St.

LU»T—Strayed

CALL AT

American and Foreign manufacture.

of

Principal.
eodGm

auglO

for Weddings, Parties and Graduating Exercises.
test variety and lowest prices.

The

LONDON PERCALES
for Dresses and Shirtinp sat 1? 1-2 cents, worth 20
cents. Style s confit ed to us.

PARASOLS
DRESS

Σ

WATCHES !

Rooms opefi for
employed.
and evening six days each we k.
ticulars eend for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW,

DAVIS & CART LAND,

eodtf

DIAMONDS

"

°

teachbusiness day
For full par-

One of the largest assortments in the city at popular

SO. 210 MIDDLE

apl5

College.

and, experienced

PLEASE GALL AND EXAMINE BEFORE PURCHASING ELSEWHERE.

auK24

509 CONGRESS ST.

thorough

ers

Ladies'
We sliall include in this sale
Fine Boots, odd sizes, which we shall sell at

the newly established prices.

A. M. WENTWORTH,

acquir-

FRENCH FANS
!
GOODS
FALL AND WINTER

am

Also

.

some

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, &C.

be

PORTLAND, ME.
but

None

We will sell for the next TE1V «lays all of our
Summer Goods at greatly reduced priees to
make room for

pills

hogers anauros.

S Η Ο Ε 5

FINE

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
but
their
action
purge,
gentle
please all who
by
9e them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
or
sent
by druggists everywhere,
by mail.

can

ed In

We make a specialty of
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Commercial College

Begins September
(lit

"Wonderfully Low Trices."

Sick

nntrnl

Sunday.

Congress Street.

WE EMPHASIZE

CURE

Galena to Squirrel Island

board that vessel on

BROTHERS.

529 to 535

ÏITftE
IVER
PIUS,

had so little trouble with my men as I
have had since coming to Maine. In Portland my sailors, on going ashore, were not
tempted to drink, as in other ports, in license
States, and they also never came back intoxicated.
"It is the practical workings of the law
that test it, and I know that prohibition in
Maine works better than license in other
States.
"The Tennessee will remain in Squirrel
Island harbor until Wednesday morning,"
said Admiral Luce. "I shall leave in the
Galena on Monday for Widow's Island in

dined with the captain of the Tennessee

ALLKK
dtl

C.

COMER'S

good

CARTERS

never

station at that point. The Yantic will sail
at once for Newport. I shall return in the
on Tuesday afternoon, and on Wednesday morning both vessels will sail for the station of the North
Atlantic squadron at Newport, where we
shall await further orders. The Svvatara is
in the Bay of Chaleur."
Saturday evening there was a brilliant hop
at the Chase House pavilion, attended by
several officers < f the licet, and by many
islanders. Gen. Hyde and family, of Bath,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. Ο. II All. I, V.
marié

JULIUS EICHBERG'S VIOLIN SCHOOL

No. 517

Aug. 24,1886.

Auctioneer» and Commission Merchants

)an24

are

Squadron.

nnnr

a

Notice of Adjourned Meeting.
of the rortland & Ogdensburg
STOCKHOLDERS
Railway
hereby notified that the meeting

The North Atlantic Squadron arrived at
Squirrel Island, Boothbay harbor, Saturday
night at 6 o'clock, where Admiral Luce's
wife and daughter are visiting. The cottagers illuminated in fine style. A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal had a
conversation with Admiral Luce, and that
officer said :
"When 1 came down to Portland, I came
with very decided opinions against prohibition. I am free to confess that since coming
to Maine I have changed my opinion. 1

incna/if

crew

"Risoer," Jorgensen, master,
wegian
this port from Aracibo, P. 11., a» no bills of their
will
be paid by captain or consignees.
contracting
au24d3t
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO,

Sunday.

tn

liar

persons
hereby cautioned against
of the Nor
ALLboring
trustiug any of the
Bark
at

almost perfect state
of the weather the ocean has been greatly agitated for several days past, and visitors go
into ecstacies over the breaking waves. Two
barges and some forty other vehicles laden
with sightseers were at the Cape headland

T-inr

PORTLAND.

CAUTION.

Notwithstanding the

Ponnli^onf

8, RETAIL

N.H HAY & SON

aug24

moonlight.

The North Atlantic

RINES

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

EDUCATIONAL*

BARGAINS this week because

Begins Monday 12 vening. Sept.
6, Davie If lock, opp. City Hall.
Pupils taught according to an original ''Plan
of Inngruction" (copyright applied for) and satThorough training
isfactory results guaranteed.
in the manipulation and mechanism of the Typewriter. Latest method of lingering.
Practicing Phonograpliers, and all interested in

Agent "Paul
aug24

filling Sofa Pillows,

in

Hosiery, Collars, Cuffs, Chemisetts, in both Muslin and Linen, Lace
Collars, Fichues, Scarfs, Mull Ties, Silk Ties, Ribbous, Piece Ituchings, i'ourist Ruchings, Hose Supporters, Skirt Supposters, Velvet Ribbons, Shopping Bags, Corsets, Yarns, Hoop Skirts, Rustles, Ladies' and
Gents' Gloves, Cotton Underwear, Worsted Canvas, Macramé Cord, Saddlers' Silk Floss, Etching Silk,Wash Silk, Linen Floss,Tambour Cotton,
Stamped Linen Goods, Plusli Balls and Cresents,Cords, Plush Tidies and
Table Scarfs, Knitting Silk, Tinsel Cord, Arasene, Chenille, Rick Rack,
Feather Edge Braid, Novelty Braid, Silk, Wool, Cotton and Linen
Laces, Veilings, Handkerchiefs, Jewelry, Fancy Hair Pins, Baskets,
Leather and Canvas Beits, Fans, Hair Brushes, Combs, Pocket Books,
Needles, Pins, Tooth Brushes, Button Hooks, Tape Measures, Hooks
and Eyes, Safety Pins, Hair Pins, Elastic, Tapes, Whale Bone, Feather Bone, Shawl Straps, Dress Weights, Nets, Cotton Trimming, Prussian Binding, Dress Shields, Fringes, Braids, Silk and Wool Marabout
Passamentrie, &c., &c.

f.'lth. Boom

lAUUUfl Ul &1AA.

A Pleasant Trip.
A well pleased party returned to this cityMonday noon, having taken an excursion
over the Uumford Falls and Buckfield Railroad, as advertised in this paper. Saturday,
at 9.30 a. m. the first of three excursions
planned by this road, left Portland from the
Grand Trunk station, in a special car. At
noon they dined in Canton, having made
the 63 miles in less than two hours and a

quantity

AUVKRTIMEMKNTM.

SHORTHAND

AUCTION SALES.

Ladies can feel sure of finding at'our store
assortment of the following named articles:

d&wlynrm

of Ticonic.
Maud R. the fast trotting mare of Hon. S.
A. Nye, gave an exhibition mile in 2.25Ï.
This horse is a wonder and every one is de-

any

prepared to furnish Fir Tips for
desired and at reasonable prices.

are now

aug24

CLASS IN PRACTICAL

made a mile in 1.55.
The race bttween Ticonic and Girl Hancock, did not take place owing to the illness

We

100 Doses One Dollar

aprl

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FirTipsfrom the Forests of Maine

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

Lewiston,

STATE

ated with lanterns and fireworks displayed.
The Mikado will be repeated this afternoon
and evenintr.

β

(lr

C 7 6

Gilbretli Maid, bl'k. in., H. A. Brick,
Lewlston
112 2
Surprise, g. in., Charles Dustin, PittsHeld
4 5 11
Nellie M.,b. m., Jolm F. Haines, Biddeford
0 3 C dr.
Carrie T.. b'n. m., Kred Boucher,
Portland
4 5 8 D dr
Maggie Miller, b. m., M. C. Delano,
Canton
2 2 3 4 3
Star (iazer, b. g., A. E. Iiussell, Buckfield
9 7 4 3 4
\
Blackbrook, bl'k. s., ,J. L. Ellingwood,
8 9 9 7 dr
Bangor

GREENWOOD GARDEN.

The Mikado was presented at the opera
house yesterday afternoon and evening before an audience filling the house. The various parts were well assumed. In the evening gas was used in the opera house for the
first time, and the garden was finelv illumin-

The special train will leave Portland at

held last evening, the Mayor presiding.
Present, Messrs. McGowan, Holden, King
and Bradley.
The records for the past
month were read and approved. Bills and
was

family,

are

e.

Fine Shoes.
Davis & Cartland make a very attractive
announcement in our columns this morning.
The firm, as is well known, is one of the
most prominent shoe establishments in the
city, and their location under the Falmouth
Hotel renders them easy of access to everybody. Their goods are always of the most
stylish and thorough workmanship, and the
bargrins they now offer will meet the tastes,
and the purses of the ladies. They will offer
ladies' kid slippers at a half a dollar a pair,
and odd sizes of ladies' fine boots at less
than cost. For ten days their summer goods
will be presented at great bargains as room
must be made for the autumn goods.

Asylum.

ewiMiui

on

Leland.
Mr. Jedediah G. Libby of Gray, the last
survivor of the war of 1812 in that town and
one of seventeen prisoners from Gray in the
famous Dartmoor prison, England, died

NEW

DEATHS.

Baker's Great American Specific.

It Is one of the best medicines
iliat we have used. Any one suffering with eolds, sore lungs, sore
throat, indigestion, eholera morbus, teeth ache, neuralgia, rheumatism, sprains or weak eyes will
find this to be a safe and sure remedy. We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack, of
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the benefit of others.
We know of many of the best citizens of Portland who will indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.
EDITOR OF EXPRESS,
au24eodti

Portland,

Me,

that
WANTEDSHERMAN has returned to 42
treat corns, bad
is

M Its.

South

I Hi
St
out-

ready tq
nails,
joints a specialty. Will visit residence
desired. Corns 25 cents; outgrowing hunts

and

now

Srowing
50 cents.

24-1

_

will

Mc. Gowans
WANTED—Proposals
Youngs
the
furnishing refreshments
&

be

received at

Sept. l.for
Orphan Asylum
Diamond Island on Sept. 1. COMuntil

at

Excursion at
MITTEE.

in house 284 Congress street; ten rooms; suitable for a
boarding house or private family; possession
civen Sept. 1st. A nice rent for the right party.
24-1
Inquire at the house. E. S. FOSSETT.

Oit WAI.K—A new canvas gunning tlo.it ;
will carry two persons and weighs about loo
pounds; rigged with sail, oars etc. Apply for one
week toli. F'· SCALES, corner o£ Free and South
-4 1

St.

competent drug clerk; «also

well
experience;
WANTED—A
E.
SIIAW'S, junction
recommended. Apply
one

York

and

of

must

some

at
Pleasant streets.

WAKTED—Situation,

come

F.

24-1

by

an

experienced

American woman for general housework
for cooking. Apply 10 MERRILL STREET.

or

4KTED-A girl do second work. Applv
587 CONGRESS ST., between the hours of
2^-l
β and 8 p. m.
to

W

NOTICE—LEWIS
J. M. Todd's,
Streets.

T. TODD lias removed to
of Viddle and Exchange
34-1

corner

GOODS

The best assortment to select from at reduced prices
to close.

J. M. Dyer & Co.
511 CONGRESS STREET.
eodtf

jelO

The Magee Furnace
COJIPASn (iOODS,
with all repairs ior same may be found at

TENNEY& DUNHAM'S
12 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
oodlm

angl7

WESTBROOK SEMINARY ASSx£Sî£i5

Institution o( Learning for both sexes. L'ouraes of
instruction: Common English, one year; Higher
English, including Business Course, three ; Scientific, Ladles' Collegiate. College Preparatory, each
four years. Students may take the full courses or
Superior
any studies embraced in the courses.
boarding accommodations. Steam heat in rooms.
Expenses moderate. Fnl! Trrm bruin* Τκη<luy· Sept. 7ih. For further information or for
circulars, address

24 1

LkT—Lower tenement

TO

prices.

JA*. P.

WRUTOft, Pres't,
Df.ering, Me.

aug4eodlni

FRIERS'
A!\0

OAK

GROVE

SEMIXARYj

C OJBMKUC UL COII.BOE,

VASSALBORO, ME.
Λ

t

Hoarding

CHAS. H. JONES, Prncipal

.School for liolh Srira.

Fits for College, for Teaching, and for Business
Experienced and faithful Teachers at the head oi
each department. Full courses of study. Location
healthy. Discipline (rood. Expenses low. Fail
Term opens Anen>t 34th. Send t» the Prluci.
pal for catalogue
jlyltioodftwlnia»

Take

JNIotice.

TXTHEREAS my wife. Hnttle A. Sm tll, ii :s U-ft
due provocation.
>Τ
my bed and board without
I hereby forbid any person or persons harboring
or trusting her on my account, as I snail pay no
bills ol her contracting after this date.
CHAULES L. SMALL.
au23d 1 w
North Raymond, Aug. 23.

%

